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This thesis is a qualitative study rooted in the sociology of law tradition and scholarship. 

It examines the ongin of Canada's newest fireanns legislation commody referred to as 

the Fireanns Act. More specifically, the thesis addresses two distinct, yet related 

research questions: 1) why did the newly elected govemment introduce new k m s  

legislation in November 1994; and, 2) how did the proposed legislation become law? 

Based on insights of the Structural Mmists and Interactionists, the research questions 

were infomied by utilizing a qualitative methodology and analysis, which drew fiom 

publicly available documentary evidence and discourse (e.g., Hansards, newspapers, 

news releases, etc.), intemiews with the bureaucracy, academics and political staff, and 

simple observation surrounding the law-making process. The above theories also form 

the basis for the theoretical framework used to analyze data fiom the above sources. The 

Structural Marxist perspective guided the examination of the why question (and sub- 

questions) and the hteractionists facilitated the how question. The dialectical mode1 of 

law-making acknowledges the impact of the structure and the necessity for struggle 

arnong individuals with disproportionate resources to effect reform. The empirical 

evidence contained in this research supports the thesis that as part of its election platfom, 

the Liberal government introduced and later passed legislation in reaction to the outrage 

expressed by Uidividuds, law enforcement, public health. pro-gun control organizations 

(incluâing victims) and women's groups after the École Polytechnique incident. It was a 

reaction to the moral crusaders who said that the current law (Bill C-17) was inadequate. 

As a general response to the moral crusaders, the legislation was proposed and shaped 

and becarne law according to a struggle between individuals in different organizations 

and with different spheres of influence (power) and resources (money). These 

individuals competed for a pdcular option within the formal (Parliament) and informal 

settings (media, research) of society, espousing the merïts of thek proposal based on 

g e n d  left and right ideologies. 



Ori November 22, 1995 the Senate Chamber voted in favour of sending Bill C-68 

(Chapter 39, Statutes of Canada 1995) back to the House of Commons without 

amendments. This historic vote represented merely one step in the gradua1 

implementation of stricter gun control in Canada. It also marked the beginning of greater 

challenges and fiontiers for al1 individuais involved in the firems control initiative. 

Behind the fmal words and arguments made by individual Senators in the Red Chamber, 

acclamations fiom those who support Bill (2-68 and passionate disapproval From those 

who oppose it, lies a wealth of sociological and political science data. 

On December 5, 1995, Bill C-68 received Royal Assent in the House of 

Parliament. The Bill created a new Firearms Act and arnended Part Three of the 

Crininal Code of Canada. Under the Fireannr Act, al1 firearm owners and users will 

require some degree of licensing. Starting December 1, 1998, fireann owners have until 

January 1, 2001 to become licenced. At the same tirne, al1 fireams, including non- 

restricted rifies and shotguns will have to be registered to a licensed possessor by January 

1, 2003. While several sections of t&e amended Part Three of the Criminal Code, 

pertaining to mandatory minimum sentences for using firearms in crime, were proclaimed 

into force on January 1, 1996, some of cemaining provisions of the F i ream Act, 

Criminul Code, and replations came into force on December 1,1998. Import and export 

controls on firems will be phased in over the coming years. 

The selection of a thesis topic is sometimes determincd by the scholar's interests, 

hding, policy and research pnorities, or o k  life cucumstances. huing my studies at 



the University of Manitoba 1 was particuiarly interested in comparative crimiaology, and 

the study of different cruniiial justice systems. I took a keen interest in the sociology of 

law, and how different societies both over the and space utilized noms, rules and laws. 

In May of 1994, 1 was employed by the federal Department of Justice in Ottawa as a 

Summer Research Assistant. It is fiom this circurnstance and working with the Fireanns 

Control Task Group (now called the Canadian Firearms Centre) that my thesis topic was 

conceived. The Canadian Firearms Centre is a group of federal and provincial partners 

responsible for supporting fuearms policy and programs, and implementing Canada's 

newest firearms legislation. 

From the outset, 1 reaiized that my experience working on the fireanns file 

presented a great opportunity to conduct criminal justice research. The knowledge gahed 

h m  this experience and working with the Firems Control Task Group during the 

legislative process was tremendous. For exarnple, between April and June 1995, the 

House of Comrnons Standing Committee on Justice and Legal Affairs heard testimony 

fiom 70 organizations. Approximately 150 witnesses appeared before the Committee by 

presenting formal papers and addressing questions fiom Committee members. In 

addition, another 400 documents (discussion papers, letters, and p s t  cards) were 

received by the Clerk of the Committee fiom interest groups and the general public. The 

legislative process was compleied in one and a half years. During this period I &ad the 

opportunity to witness these proceedings f b t  hand. As the note taker for some of the 

Cornmittee hearings, these becarne oppomuiities to sample the different arguments and 

positions forwarded by lobby groups, provinciai/temtorial governments, senior federai 

officials and of course politicians; including the former Minister of Justice, Allan Rock. 



Thesis Question: 

The study of Canada's newest h m s  legislation falls under the canon of 

sociology of law. Like sociology in general, such research has been descnbed as the 

study of an object that is continuously "illusive and challenging"; and its roots trace back 

to the study of classical political philosophy and jurisprudence (Hunt, 197850). 

Sociologists have also described the sociology of law as an inquiry of the law and society 

relatioaship. It is argued that, law can be said to have a distinctly social basis; it both 

shapes and is shaped by the society in which it operates (Comack and Brickey, 199 1 : 15). 

Considering the extent to which laws pemeate Our lives; the sociology of law espouses a 

broad range of potential research questions and shidies. Borrowing fkom Chambliss and 

Seidman (1982), who defme the study of law and society as an examination of how laws 

are made, implemented and what impact they have on individuais, the thnist of this thesis 

study will be to address the questions of why and how the new iegislation was adopied by 

Parliameat in December 1995. 

The fust question concems itself with the exploration of why the new fueanns 

legislation was introduced by the Liberal government in November 1994. This matter is 

of particular interest, given that the Progressive Conservative government, with the aid of 

the former Minister of Justice, Kim Campbell, passed tougher gun control laws in 199 1, 

which were not fully implemented until December 1994. The second area of hquiry 

addresses the question of how the new law was developed and passed by the House of 

Parliament. While the initial question focuses more on matters conceming law creation 

theory, the latter question explores the different models of law creation by studying the 

individuals and organizations hvolved, the processes, and the institutions, which 

moulded Canada's newest fharms legislation. And while these questions remain 



distinct, answering one will give M e r  insight into the other. In summq, the two 

thesis questions are: 

1. Why did the newly elected government introduce new firearms legislation in 

Novem ber 1994? 

2. How did the proposed legislation become Iaw? 

In order to better manage the thesis study, the research focuses on the following 

su b-questions. These sub-ques tions are primaril y concemed with e x a d n g  the law- 

making process, or how proposed legislation becomes law. As a result, the latter 

questions are answered by a systematic review of the different data and will therefore be 

empirically based. The fint question, however, is dependent more on various theoretical 

frameworks and their assumptions and consequently less empirically grounded. The 

followhg seven sub-questions are explored in the thesis study in order to address the 

thesis question: 

1. What is the content of the new frearm legislation and its intended purpose? 

2. What is the scope of the "social problem" that the new fueams legislation was 

created to address (e.g., fireams deaths and injuries)? 

3. What individuals, lobby groups, governments, law enforcement, and other 

organizations supported or opposed the creation of the proposed law? 

4. How was the "social problem" defined by the above groups and how was their d e  

and message transmitted to the generai public? 



5. What role did the above groups play in the creation of the legislation? (e.g., 

"cnisading reformers" advocating legislative change)? 

6. What are the processes by which the proposed f i r ems  legislation or parts of it were 

accepted or rejected by these groups (e.g., legislative, political, scientific, public 

opinion, etc.)? and, 

7. What are the wider implications of the new legislation for Canadian society and the 

criminal justice system (e.g., crime prevention, net widening, etc.)? 

As one may recognize, some of the sub-questions use temiinology that reflect 

specific theoretical perspectives and empirical research, such as Howard S. Becker's 

work on moral entrepreneurs, constructionist and social problems research. These 

questions were derived from theoretical and practical approaches that attempt to 

understand and explain the law-making process. It is also important to note that law- 

making may also include law reform, since a great deal of legislation adopted by 

Parliament does in fact deal with changes to existing laws. Law reform is therefore a 

component of the law-making process. It is more than simple tinkering to existing 

legislation; real law reform is a major change in direction or a significûnt adjunct to 

existing legislation (Fattah 1987; Ericsoa 1987). The law-making process is examined 

both within the context of fomal procedures and infornial stages proposed ui different 

theories and research (for example: Chambliss and Seidman, 1982; Charnbliss, 1986; 

Gusfield; 198 1 ; Hahn-Rafter, 1990; Rock, 1986; Schneider, 1985; Spitzer, 1995; Stone, 

1988; Swartz, 1977; Turk, 1995). 



These sub-questions are no doubt interesting, however, what tangible benefits will 

this research bring to the academic discipline of sociology and the social sciences in 

general? 

Rationale for Research: 

It could be readily argued that the new fuearms law represents one of the most 

important govemment policies over the last decade. The attention given to this law, the 

public debate it has generated, and the vast number of individuals, lobby groups, 

organizations and others involved, makes this an ideal microscopie sample of Canada's 

democratic process for the creation of law. This case study is fertile ground for socio- 

legal research and may help M e r  our understanding of the law-making process. 

Furthemore, given the content of the literature review, it is fair to state that this 

type of research is prevaient throughout the sociology of law literature. The systematic 

review of the law-making process provides a first-the glimpse into how the 1995 gun 

control law was made. Except for a few academic articles, the literature review 

uncovered a paucity of similar research on Canada's fuearms legislation (Friedland, 

1985). Overall, the vast majority of research on firearms examines criminal and non- 

criminal harms attributed to guns; the buik of which is conducted in the United States and 

by Amencan researchers. Of the limited fïrearms research in Canada, most of the s u e s  

are funded and managed by the Department of Justice (Canadiari Firems Centre, 

Firearms Research Unit) while the remaining research in Canada is undertaken by a small 

group of researchers fiom the academic and health practitioner communities. Again, 

most of the research addresses h m s  associated with guns. Therefore, such a study is 

neeâed. 



The research informs readers of the content of the new legislation and its policy 

intent. It also provides a historical account of the development of the new law, 

highlighting critical moments throughout the different stages in the process. The research 

also b d g s  attention to individuals, lobby groups, and orgdzations; identifjmg their 

salient contributions to the law-making process. As well, the research presents an 

oveMew of the state of the fueanns issue; how it was defined and bow these definitions 

were üansmitted; and its implications on fireann owners, users and the general public. 

In addition to the above research issues, there are at least three other 

supplementary products which are derived from this research. First, it contributes to 

theory building. This study attempts to advance existing theories and models that attempt 

to explain why and how laws are made (for example, Chambliss and Seidman, 1982; 

Chambliss, 1986; Comack, 199 1 ; Erikson, 1 966; Gusfield; 198 1 ; Hahn-Rafter, 1990; 

Rock, 1986; Schneider, 1985; Spitzer, 1995; Stone, 1988; Swartz, 1977). Second, the 

research uncovers possible law-making strategies for individuals, lobby groups, and 

organizations wanting government to enact new laws or refom existing legislation. 

Lastly, given the nature of the study, it indirectly evaluates Canada's law-making process 

within the context of the 1995 legislation. In surnmary, such research is intended to and 

will contribute to the sociology of law literature. 

Organization of the Thesis 

The thesis is organized in the follow fashion. Cbapter One describes the 

methodology used to address the thesis questions by providing a description of the 

various phases: Iiterahire review, document collection, and semi-stnictured interviews. It 

also discusses briefly the challenges of conducting research when acting both as a civil 

servant and a scholarly mearcher. It also describes the two research questions and 



specific sub-questions that were derived h m  the literature review. Chapter Two 

contains the literature review that examines a broad range of academic research. The 

chapter reviews the major sociological theories such as Functionalism, Liberal Plmlism, 

Marxism, and Feminism in order to determine how these theories view the law-making 

process and the role played by iadividuals, the state and law in society. Furthemore, the 

chapter explores a number of "origin studies" that study the genesis of specific forxns of 

legislation in Canada including the victuns' initiative, sexual assault, h g  legislation, 

mugging crisis in Britain, and others that approach the law creation process fiom 

primarily a Marxist perspective. Studies that examine how laws are made were also 

examined. The chapter also focuses on the Interactionist theory and the study of how 

laws are made by reviewing the research on ârinking and driving for example. Research 

that attempts to explain the origins of Canada's fireanns legislation are also presented. 

The end result of Chapter Two is the creation of a theoretical frarnework that draws fiom 

Marxism and Interactionist theory. Chapter Three provides an overview of the content of 

the legislation and individual provisions that were debated over the course of the law- 

making process. This includes universal licensing and registration, strîcter mandatory 

penalties for frearm crimes, and new inspection powers under the Fireanns Act. Chapter 

Four contains a review of baseline statistics on fireann ownership and guns in Canada, 

deaths and injuries related to criminal and non-criminal incidents. It also describes the 

individual &ta sources aml their limitations. This chapter is important because statistics 

are one of the primary vehicles with which the "social problem" of frearms was defbed 

during the law-making process. Furthemore, researchers identified in the literature 

review often examined the statistical trends related to a social problem in an attempt to 

explai. the origins of certain laws or reactions by the state. Utilizing the theoretical 

fiamework developed in Chapter Two, Chapter Five provides a detailed account of the 

discourse surrounding the law-making process as it follows through the "outrage -action 

- reaction" cycle identified in the literature. The chapter relies on secondary data and 



documentary evidence, newspaper articles, as well as my own experience during the law- 

making process to describe the discourse and events leading up to the passage of the 

legislation. Chapter Six revisits the seven research sub-questions that are presented 

above in attempt to S o m  the two primary research questions. Chapter Six represents a 

synthesis of the seven sub-questions that draws on the information fiom the proceeding 

chapters and the answers provided by semi-sûuctured interview participants. The 

Conclusion answers the two research questions and completes the thesis by addressing 

the limitations of tbis research. 



CHAPTER 1 - Methodology 

This chapter of the thesis describes the different stages of the research. The thesis 

was conducted in five phases: 1. iiterature review; 2. document collection; 3. semi- 

süuctured interviews with individuals fiom the bureaucracy, academics and political 

staff; 4. data analysis; and 5. presentation of findings. Given the nature of the questions 

asked in the thesis the bulk of this study is qualitative in nature* However, quantitative 

data, mainly in aggregate fom, were also analyzed in order to describe the firearms issue 

in relation to crime, deaths, injuries, ownership levels, and public opinion. 

Prior to summarizing the different phases of the research and its limitatioas, it is 

perhaps equally important to discuss rny role as an academic researcher and a public civil 

servant; and how that may have impacted the thesis. My status as a former employee of 

the Department of Justice, has both its benefits as well as its drawbacks. As a benefit, it 

allowed me ready access to a wide range of documents, reports, quantitative data, and 

individuals involved with the law-making process. In fact, it has enabled me to 

experience and observe fmt hand the various stages of the legislative process. For 

example, having attended several House of Commons Commîttee hearings enabled me to 

make more in-depth inferences about the documents (presentations or Hansards) and their 

accuracy and importance (Platt, 198 1). My role as a public civil servant and the analysis 

of the documentary evidence facilitated the historical account of the process by which the 

proposed gun legislation became law. 

However, at the same tirne, there are difficdties stemming h m  the simple 

participant obsenation approach. For example, because of my responsibiiities as a civil 

servant, 1 was unable to maintain records of al1 of my experiences in a log book and my 



records are therefore not complete. Nachmias and Nachmias (1987) also point out 

severai limitations of simple or first hand observations. First, simple observations are not 

always representative; second, bias might skew the results if the observer becomes more 

interested in one aspect of a research topic (thus more attention is given to that particular 

ma); third, there is the issue of access to information, individuals, and events; and lastly, 

simple observation does not necessarily lead to an explanation of the events, it merely 

establishes a relationship (Nachmias and Nachmias, 1987: 324). The question therefore 

remallis how did the present author respond to these limitations? These limitations were 

addressed by the examination of public documents, reports, and data; and by conducting 

interviews of individuals involved in the legislative process. This approach allowed me 

to fil1 in the gaps, and codrm the accuracy or representativeness of my experiences. The 

following summarizes the different phases of the research and the source of key data that 

was analyzed. 

1. Liternture Review - The key literature was identified using different bibliographic 

databases in university and public libraries. The main bibliographic databases searched 

were sociofile, current contents, quicklaw, and other such databases. In an attempt to 

organize the research fiterature a complete listing was developed with a category and sub- 

category index. The research literature itself was based primarily within the sociology of 

law ~search. It included the classical sociology theories and various studies that 

examine the law making process from a Functionalist, Liberal Pluralist, and Marxist 

approach. Research by Feminist scholars and Interactionists was also examined. 

Research studies that focus on fiearms control were examiwd as well. However, the 

scarcity of Canadian based research on fiearms required the broader review of orîgin 

studies that examined other laws in Canada (e.g., the development of early h g  

legislation). 



2. Document Coileetion - This phase of the thesis involved the collection and analyses of 

non-research documents (e.g., debates, evidence, and presentations), newspaper articles, 

reports, and other pertinent information. 

There are two basic types of official documents that were collected for this research 

project. The first documents are Hansards which recorded the deliberations and speeches 

made by Parliamentarians in the House of Commons. Only key debates were collected 

(e.g., Third Reading of the Bill in the House of Commons). The preponderance of 

documents collected for this research project come fiom the actual Parliamentary 

Cornmittee Hearings on Bill C-68 (now called the Firearms Act). These documents 

include evidence presented before the committees as well as the individual presentations 

that were handed out by witnesses appearing before the cornmittees. In general, as part of 

the legislative process, these hearings provided a forum for individual groups and 

organizations (including govemment oficials) to come before members of Parliament: to 

make presentations, comments, recomrnendations, and answer questions from members 

of the Cornmittees concerning the new law. These documents were readily available and 

accessible fiom the Intemet. Presentations subrnitted by representatives fiom various 

organizations to the committees were assembled for this research. These documents were 

especially important in identifying the key arguments and concems individual groups 

have about the new fiearrns law. 

Furthemore, during the legislative process, the Firearms Research Unit received 

daily newspaper articles from the Communications Branch, Department of Justice. These 

articles followed the top stories of the &y on f i r e m s  issues. These newspaper articles 

were reviewed and organized in chronological order with the author's name and titie, 

dong with a bief description of its contents. Each was specifically coded as to whether it 



was pro or anti gun in nature and the nature of the article. This facilitated the q i c k  

identification of issues. 

Data published by the Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics and other divisions 

from Statistics Canada (e.g., Health Division) were reviewed in order to descn i  the 

impact fmanns have in both criminal and non-criminal hanns. Reports published by the 

Department of Justice during the legislative process were also given considerable 

attention. It is hypothesized that these reports provide insight into the policy direction of 

governent at that time (e.g., release of report titled: Review of Registration). Data 

published in other reports released during this time were reviewed for the same purpose 

(e.g., report released by the Fraser Institute titled: Gun Control is not Crime Control). 

In addition to the above documents, the collection and review of news releases 

and information publications released by interest groups, provinciaVtemtona1 

governments during the legislative process were a vaiuable source of information. News 

releases and publications (Le., bac kground documents) from the federal Department of 

Justice were most usefiil as well. 

3. Semi-Structured Interview - The intewiews with members of the bureaucracy, 

academia, and political staff provided M e r  insight into law-making that was not 

available from the secondary data. The information coliected in this phase supplemented 

my own observations and allowed for some prelirninary theorizing. Overall, the 

interview phase involved five different stages: a) instrument design; b) sample selection 

(convenience sample); c) pre-test and final revisions; d) implementation; and e) analysis 

and hdings. A copy of the semi-structured interview questions and package shared with 

interview participants is attached as an appendix. 



The semi-stmctured interviews were intended to address the following research 

issues within the law-making process: role of lobby groups (and individuais within these 

gcoups); role of politicians (Minister's Office and PMO); role of public officials 

(bureaucracy); role of media; role of research (government reports and othen); and, the 

importance of timing and critical events. 

As well, the interviews encouraged respondents to theonze about the law-making 

process and the key steps involved. With respect to implementation, the interviews were 

conducted face-to-face. It is important to note that as part of the process I was required to 

obtain approval fiorn the University of Manitoba Research Ethics Review Comrnittee 

prior to proceeding with interviews. The detailed steps of the i n t e ~ e w  phase was as 

follows: 

a) instrument design - a preliminary draft was prepared and revised as the actual 

irnplementation drew closer. The design of the questions addressed the above issues, as 

well as issues concerning privacy, the use of the data collected, and anonymity. 

b) sample seleetion (convenience umple) - given the nature of this study it was decided 

that only select individuals would be approached to determine whether they would be 

willing to participate in the study interview. Potential interview participants were 

selected fiom the bureaucracy, academic community, and political staff who were 

prominent in the legislative process. No attempt was made to contact the special interest 

groups fiom Canada. In total, eight out of fourteen individuals sampled volunteered to 

participate in the semi-structured interview. 



Respondents were contacted by telephone, requesting their participation in the study. A 

bnef explanation of the study was provided which hcluded an example of the types of 

questions ihat would be asked and the length of the interview itself. 

c) pretest and finaï instrument revisions - prior to implementation, the instrument was 

pre-tested on sampled respondents and two who were not sampled. Difficulties 

experienced during the pre-test and comments received fiom the respondents were used 

to make appropriate revisions to the instrument. 

d) implementation - scheduled interviews were conducted when it was most convenient 

for the respondent. Prior to starting an interview, respondents were asked several 

questions conceming privacy issues and the use of the data. Permission was sought to 

see if respondents could be referred to in the thesis report dkctly. As well, permission to 

tape record the interview was requested prior to comrnencing the fonnal interview. 

e) analysis and findings - responses were compiled and coded and analysed. Given the 

sensitive nature of the debate and to maintain the interview participant's anonymity the 

responses were incorpomted in Chapter Six, where they are discussed without revealing 

the respondent's identity. 



CHAPTER 2 - Literature Review 

From this literanire review an attempt is made to develop a theoretical h e w o r k  

for the study of the ongin of Canada's gun control legislation. As mentioned in the 

introduction, the literature review primarily focuses on academic and scholarly research 

from the sociology of law. 

The development of Canada's firearm control policy and laws involve a number 

of key individuals and organizations from around the c0un-d perhaps around the 

world. They include the federal govemment, Department of Justice Canada, other federal 

departments and agencies, provincial and territorial governments, non-govemmental 

organizations and a countless number of private citizens who contributed in one way or 

another (e.g., writing letters or testifjing before the House of Cornmons or Senate 

cornmittees reviewing the proposed legislation). At f i t  glance the literature review may 

give the appearance that there are just as many theories on law-making as there are 

individuals and organizations involved with the legislative process. One of the goals of 

this chapter is to present a theory that could be applicable to the study of law and policy 

making in circumstances other than fieamis control. This could include an analysis of 

Canada's health care system, the economy (regulatory laws), education policy, 

constitutional issues, gender equality, as well as crime and the criminal justice system. In 

the next chapter patterns begin to emerge in the different arguments both for and against 

stricter fireanns legislation that take on characteristics found within distinct sociological 

thought or theories. Each sociological theory contains fundamental p ~ c i p l e s  respecting 

the definition and role of the state, law, individuais, and other structural and 

organizational components of a given society over thne. These arguments form part of 

the discourse leading up to the proclamation of the new k a r m  legislation. Participants 



within the law-maluog process attempt to explain the role of the state, law and individuah 

in society as part of the discourse smunding the new legislation. 

This chapter surveys classical sociological theones including Functionalism, 

Liberal Pludism, and Marxism. Feminist theory is also examined because of the crucial 

role played by women in the legislative process-both as advocates and as known victims 

of fuearms-related crimes. The chapter includes a review of a number of "ongin studies" 

as well. Ongin studies examine the origin of laws in different societies over tirne. 

Organi'tion of the LHerature Review 

The literanire review is comprised of three sections that hclude a survey of the 

major sociological theories and perspectives, a critique of the research literature, and a 

theoretical frarnework, which is used to examine the origins of Canada's newest fireanns 

legislation. 

The first section examines Functionalism, Liberal Pluralism, and Marxism 

focusing on specific questions about the individual; the state and the law. The inquiry 

will involve a definition of these elements, as well as a description of the role they play in 

society. Furthemore, this section will examine how these perspectives may be utilized to 

address the why and how research questions. The second portion will examine a broad 

selection of research literature that studies the ongins of other laws or justice initiatives, 

including victims, semial assault, rnugging, vagrancy, etc. The final section of this 

chapter draws from the review of both the major sociological theories and the individual 

studies to present a theoretical fkmework used to examine the origins of gun control in 

Canada. 



The literature suggests that different groups at particular moments in history, and 

ranging in various modes of mbsistence, have distinct modes of law-making and 

functions for the law. Similar to the observation made by Quinney and Wildmen (1991) 

within the context of explaining crime, law-making theories also appear to have 

developed on the same path. That is to Say, they initially focus on more conservative 

explmations where the focus is on individuals and the fundamental principle that laws are 

a reflection of societal consensus or community values. At the other end of the spectrum 

are theories that focus more on structurai determinants rather than societal consensus. In 

the mid-point, uidividual groups compete for specific laws or policies, while the state acts 

as a neutral conciliator mediating conflict. 

The Functionalist perspective assumes that al1 people are basically subject to their 

own desires and needs; who are 'by nature anti-social, self-interested and egotistical 

behgs." In respoase, the control of human behaviour through both intemal 

(socialization) and extemal (police, prisons, etc.) mechanisms as part of the "division of 

labour" is necessary if society is to flourish (Durkheim quoted by Comack and Brickey, 

199 1 : 16-1 7). This approach views society as a living entity where al1 components act for 

the bettement of society, which is a reflection of the "collective conscience." Durkheim 

notes that "in reaiity the duties of the individual to himself are duties to society" 

(1984:332). 

Particuiar attention is given to the role of culture (as a cohesive component of 

society) and institutions such as the economy, family, the state and the legai system. Al1 



of these parts act sepanitely, yet in unison with one another in order to maintain the whole 

of society. 

While culture plays a saiient role in creating and maintaining cohesion and 

integration, the legal system provides the state with a set of niles and conditions which 

are said to be a reflection of society's values and beliefs (Comack and Brickey, 199 1 : 18). 

According to Comack and Bnckey, in situations where society expenences unrest or 

"anornie" there is a breakdown in social harmony and cohesion. In this case, the state is 

seen as a ''neutral force which operates on behalf of society as a whole. Its primary 

fiction is that of social control: enmring individual confocmity to the normative system" 

(1991:18). 

It is important to reiterate that the state and the legal system represent only one 

aspect of social cohesion, and that intemal methods of control are just as important. As 

well, reforms within the legal system and the state represent a method of rnaintaining 

social cohesion. On the other hand, law can be used as a repressive instrument for 

maintaining integraiion. The functionalist view the legal system as the "nervous systern" 

of society where the "primary fùnction of a legal system is integrative. It serves to 

mitigate potential elemeats of conflict and oil the machinery of social intercourse" 

(Parsons quoted by Comack and Brickey, 199 1 : 17). 

Critics of the functionalist approach indicate that in ihis case the ordering and 

placement of individuals within a society is viewed as naturai. Thus, inequalities 

between people are not questioned and since the law is a reflection of the whole, crime 

should not occur. Thus the d e s  forûiddùig those acts for which the pend law provides 

sanctions are the sole ones which the celebrated legal axiom, 'No man is presumed 

ignorant of the law', can be applied without exaggeration" @u&heim9 1984:34). 



Therefore, crime and confiict are seen as problems arising h m  individuals and particular 

groups who are haMng difficulty with the "requirements of social order" (Comack and 

Brickey, 1991:18). 

How does the Functionalist approach view the reform of existing laws or the 

introduction of new legislation? It builds on the analogy that society is a living organism 

with interdependent parts; individual species continue to reproduce and evolve by 

adapting to their enviromnent (only the dominant traits will be maintained). In a 

functionalist society laws change to maintain social cohesion and conml of individual 

behaviour. Unfortunately, since the state is preoccupied with individual offenders it 

ignores the structure and inequality when fonnulating solutions to criminality. Solutions 

are thetefore focused on punishment and rehabilitation of wrongdoers (Comack and 

Brickey, 199 1 : 18). In sum, the state would undertake criminal justice reform to maintain 

social harmony and the well being of the collective. Given the different roles assumed by 

the individual, the state and the law, to what extent does the new f~eanns legislation 

reflect societal consensus? Such a question will be addressed in the following chapter 

with a review of the public opinion research conducted d u ~ g  the legislative process. 

Liberal Pluralist 

The Liberal Pluralist model is better able to address the issue of coaflict between 

individuals and particular groups. Of course, the Liberal Pluralkt model should not be 

associated with the political party responsible for introducing the new fireanns 

legislation. In fact, conflict is expecied since bbhumans are naturally cornpetitive and 

power seeking beinp; everyone wants the most out of life and aspires to be number one" 

(Comack and Brickey, 199 1: 19). At the same tirne, humaas have an innate yeaming for 

"human rights" and ' ~ d o m s "  and a sense of fair play. As a result, a pluralist society 



must "ensure that the competition between individuals is 'faU', and that society is 

organized in a way most amenable to realising those rights and freedoms" (Comack and 

Brickey, 199 1 : 19). 

Therefore, within the Liberal Pluralist perspective the state is a mediator that 

regulates competition and conflict between individuals and groups. More specifically, 

"the state is 'above' civil society, neutral and independent of partisan class interest, as it 

regulates and mediates the interests of various social groups" (Ericson, 1987:21). The 

state is also viewed as a legislative force that stands above parties, as a neutral forum in 

which negotiations are arbitrated and policy outcornes are established according to 

generally agreed upon mles (Ratner et al, I987:gO). 

While fùnctionalists view law as a product of societal consensus, consensus (the 

state) in a liberai society is aimed at building a fair society in which competition cm 

occur, as a result, liberals are busy building the perfect arena. This approach resembles a 

hockey game; individuals corne to the arena (society) in order to compte against other 

teams (groups). The referees (umpirektate) act as a neutral force to ensure that each tearn 

is governed by the same niles and therefore has an equal chance at winning. The law is 

not a result of a consensus arnong individuals in society, but rather a product of the state, 

which is responsible for maintainhg the fairness within society (Comack and Brickey, 

199 1 : 19). In other words, the Iaw is rational which "overcomes ambiguity in iule makirig 

and nile application, and safeguards the importance of logic and neutrality in deciding 

particular cases" (Burtch refemng to Weber, l992:3O). 

Law is viewed as an c'autonomous sphere" in society which can both project 

infiuence and itself be mbjected to pressures from outside forces (e.g., economy, interest 

groups, etc.). It is the neutral appearance of the law and the state's preoccupation with 



maintaining faimess that gives legitimacy to the state. One of the best examples of 

Liberal refom is the passing of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedonrr in April 

1982 (Ericson, 1987:24). Another example of law reform and the liberal state is the 

b'conscious raising" of the feminist movement where liberal feminists demanded equal 

access to job opportunities thughout the 70s, and late 80s. These struggles still 

continue today within the context of pay equity compensation. 

Ericson (1 987) delves deeper into the role of refonn and the liberal state. He 

argues that within the liberal managerial model, reform means improving something by 

changllig imperfections, faults, errors, abuse or malpractice. Reform is not outside the 

state's control apparatus but integral to it, part of its very program (Ericson, 1987:22). 

Refonn is therefore concemed with the building and maintenance of law which "ensures" 

individual groups a level playing field (or at least the appearance of one). 

The Liberal Pluralist approach raises questions similar to those stemming fiom the 

Functionalist approach. For example, William Chambliss 's (1 964) research on vagrancy 

laws in England to the 18" ceatury and later in the United States found that such laws 

were ofien espoused by 'tested interest groups" reacting to changes within the social 

structure. Chambliss points to the changing economic structure in 1 8 ~  cenhuy England 

to explain the ongins of vagrancy legislation. According to Chambliss (1964), the 

vagrancy laws were put in place to support the growing demand for labour in the newly 

emerging industrial society and not as a result of fair cornpetition between individual 

groups. 

Sociologists have suggested that even though the Liberal Pluralist approach 

recognizes the need to enact law (and reform within the legal system) to mate equality, it 

fails to fully recognize the Iaw's inability to create equals in a social structure that 



facilitates inequality. For example, equally applied d e s  in a hockey game do not always 

ensure that each team has an equal chance at winniag. Structurally, individual owners 

with greater access to resources and a pool of talent should be able to field a team that has 

a greater chance at than a team with fewer resources regardless of how equally 

the d e s  are applied. This criticism of the Liberal Pluralist approach is best summarized 

by the recumng citation of Anetole France: 

The law in al1 its majestic impartiality forbids both the rich and poor alike 
to sleep under bridges, to beg in the streets and steal bread (France quoted 
in Comack and Bnckey, 199 1 : 26). 

This is ofien refened to as the mystification of the law, in which ceremonies and 

beliefs about the law perpetuate the notion of "faimess" and "equality before the law." 

While individuals and groups may be viewed as equal before the law, that does not mean 

they are equals. For example, using Chambliss's research on vagrancy, some "status 

groups" may have greater access to the state; therefore, they have greater oppomuiities to 

influence the state's actions. While we are in principle equal before the law, we are not 

bom into an equal society. Anetole France's writing is a good example of the evolution 

of sociological thinking md marks a transition h m  the Liberal Pluralist mode1 to 

Marxism. 

Before moving on to Manrism, can France's statement be applied io the new 

fmarms legislation? Does the Fireanns Act prohibit the possession of fireams by al1 

individuals (excluding those exempt under the law) who do not hold a valid licence or 

registration certificate? While there are a set of specific legal requkements (e.g., safety 

training and no record of criminal violence) and fees under the Firearms Act, there are 

provisions that permit the acquisition and possession of f i rems for the purpose of 

sustemce hunting without fee. Some have argued that the ww legislation will have a 



negative impact on the middle class, individuals who do not want to pay the new fees and 

do not qualiQ for the sustenance hunting exemption. This leads us to examine the third 

sociological perspective, which addresses the shortcomings of fmt two theones. One of 

the centrai themes of Marxism is the demystification of the legal system and the social 

structure as a whole. The role of the state and law are viewed as oppressive rather than 

emancipating. 

Instrumental Marxism 

The Mmist theoretical approach holds its roots in the critique of the capitalist 

state, and the domination of one class (capitalist - those who control the means of 

production) over the other (labour - those who pmvide labour so that production c m  take 

place). While the Liberal Pluralist perspective views the state as a mediator, 

instmmentalists believe that the state as an institution always acts at the W e s t "  of the 

ruling class. Intervention by the state is characterized as partisan: "as a class state, it 

always intervenes for the purpose of maintaining the existing system of domination" 

(Miliband quoted by Ericson, 1987:25). 

Instnimentalists view the law as a coercive instrument of the state to maintain 

power and domination of one class over another. Therefore, the passage of new law or 

the reform of existing statutes would always be interpreted as a form of coercion (no 

matter how beneficial to both classes), that would promote the self-interest of the ruling 

class (capitalist: those who control the means of production). According to Quinney, "the 

state is regarded as the direct instrument of class de, and legal apparatus as a tool of 

class domination" (Quinney quoted by Ericson, 1987:91). The reform of the legal 

a p p m s  in this case would simply be a "tool of class domination as well." While the 

inherent limitations of this approach are self evident, Ericson argues that the 



conspiratonal appearance can be lessened by defining the state's role as "relatively 

autonomous" while working in the interest of capital. "State operatives" are seen as 

working on 'khalf '  of the elites and not under their direct control. He maintains that 

"institutions, such as the law and attendant criminal justice apparatus, are aids to 

domination, but there is no link between the elites and the institutions" (Encson, 

1987:25). Perhaps more specifically, there is an indirect link between the elites and the 

state and its institutions (Balbus, 1971). 

Structural Marxlsm 

The Struciurai ManUst perspective views the state as "relatively autonomous," 

acting not at the "behest" of the mling class, but acting on "behalf' of the ruling class or 

elite (Le., those who own the means of production). This approach goes M e r  than its 

predecessor, Instrumental Marxism. According to Comack and Bnckey (1 99 1 ), 

"instrumentalism is only concemed with the coercive nature of the law." The inherent 

limitations of the instnunentalist approach enables structuralism to "extend the analysis to 

include an examination of the ideological nature of law and legal ordei' (Comack and 

Brickey, 199 1 :26). Structuralism takes into account both the coercive character of law 

and its ideological nature. Law becomes the "means of both coercive and ideological 

domination" (Comack and Bnckey, 1991:26). This enables the state to implement 

coercive mesures in times of unrest and instability. Comack and Brickey (1991) 

illustrate the concept of "hegemony" or domination put forth by Gramsci, they write: 

Hegemony is the term used by Gramsci to refer to the 'universalization of 
capitaiist class interest' the pmcess by which the domination of the 
capitalist class is continuaily being repduced. Gramsci noted that the 
existence of hegemony depends, not solely on force, but on a combination 
of force and consent. In this sense even Iaw, as part of the coercive side of 
the state, must work through ideology" (Comack and Brickey, 199 1 :26). 



In other words, domination of a society is not possible by the use of force alone. 

Under the doctrine of the 'hile of law" and the belief that we are represented by elected 

oficials, the state is enabled to use legitimate force. Thus, new legislation or criminal 

justice reform is an extension of the law's legitimation hction. Furthemore, the 

Instrumental Marxist approach does not address the fragmentation of the existing and 

emerging capitalist class (depending on the different modes of production). That is to 

Say, the elite or capitalist class is not a unified entity; therefom, how does the state 

hc t ion  in the wake of competing interests within the capitalist class itself? 

The relationship with the state and the capitalist class is not obvious. Sociologists 

have argued that the capitalist class itself is not a cohesive unit and that it represents a 

host of interests, which try to influence the state on their behalf. The state is forced to 

deal with the ciass structure of a capitalist society which inevitably produces "historically 

specific contradictions rooted in the capitalist economf' (Smandych, 1991~37). This 

rnanifests "kvitable confrontations" between capital and labour. The state becomes 

crucial for the swival of a capitalist society, by "reproducing social and economic 

relations by attempting to 'neutraiize' or 'displace' the contradictions inherent to 

capitaiism" (Smandych, 199 1 33 7). The contradictions within capitalist society are often 

resolved by the state by 'promoting capital accumulation and maintaining social 

harmony" (Smandych, 1991:37). Smandych quotes Jessop: "the state has an objective 

function to perform in maintaining social hanaony so that capital accumulation cm 

proceed unhllidered" (Jessop quoted by Smandych, 199158). In sum, the "dative 

autonomy" of the state allows it to implement the rule of law, justifjrmg or legitimizing 

the use of physical force, while at the same tirne acting on behalf of the long-term interest 

of the capitalist class by providing a positive climate for capital accumulation. As part of 

the harmonizing pmcess, criminal justice reform is an important composent in 



maintaining an environment conducive to both production and accumulation of goods and 

wealth. 

Cntics of criminal justice reform initiatives will often claim that the change in law 

is merely symbolic. The mistnist of the state and its agents is particularly relevant Ui the 

context of the stniggle between capital and labour. Since the state is perforrning the 

fuactions of accumulation and legitimation: "any concessions made to worken is 

indicative of the legitimation furiction, while gains made by capital are attriited to the 

state's concem with maintaining capital accumulation" (Comack and Brickey, 199 1:27). 

Editorids from individuals upset at the govemment for htroducing stricter contml would 

often refer to the legislation as symbolic and criticize the government for not addressing 

the "root causes of crime." The symbolic nature of the law will be discussed in greater 

detail below. 

However, as Chambliss and Seidman (1982) point out such concessions or 

reforms of existing laws are part of the dialectic model that is embodied in sîruggle. It is 

not a mere concession but change resulting fkom individual action (or organized action) 

within the capitalist structure. They argue that the Pluralist model as well as the Marxist 

approach does not fùlly explain why laws are made. They write: 

An alternative model that avoids the tautological tendencies of pluralist 
and ding class theory employs the logic of the dialectic: the theory that 
every society, nation, econornic system, and historical period contain 
within them certain contradictory elements which are the moving force 
behind social changes including the creation of law. The dialectic stresses 
what we have emphasized, throughout: that people, not systems, societies, 
or the legal order, but people acting in the face of extant resources and 
constraints (Chambliss and Seidman, 1982: 144). 



What it is appealhg about their theory is that its focus is prirnarily on the actions 

of individuals which make up the lobby groups, organizations, political parties, 

bureaucraties, victims, offenders, etc. The contradictions mentioned by Charnbliss and 

Seidman create opportunities for individuals to act upon societal conditions given the 

resources available to them should they choose to react. For example, shooting deaths 

prompt individuals in the community to question whether the law was sufficient to 

prevent such occurrences. How these corne to an individual's attention is not necessarily 

salient; what is important is that the awareness is acted upon by proposhg options or 

solutions to the dilemma. Options may be viewed as negative or positive. It is this 

awareness and willingness to act and provide options to the public in a public fonun 

where the stmggle for change may begin (Stone, 1 988). 

Feminist Theory 

It is important to examine Feminism as a fom of understanding law creation for 

several reasons. The fmt is that women played a central role in the creation of Canada's 

new f i rems legislaiion. Their contribution is present in the different steps leading up to 

the proclamation of Bill C-68, which created the new Fireanns Act and amended the 

Criminal Code of Canada. The second has to do with the conspicuous absence of a 

gender analysis within the major sociology of law theories. This absence bas prompted 

women scholars to pursue feminism, which examines the law and the criminal justice 

system fiom a woman's perspective. 

Boyd and Sheehy (1986) dethe the feminist study of law as a "scholarship which 

takes into account a woman's perspective or interest. The definition assumes that a 

woman's perspective is different fiom men's, and chat acceptance of this difference 

generates a cornmitment to change" (1986:2). Boyd and Sheehy also provide an 



overview of the various Feminist perspectives, which builds upon the theones presented 

above by incorporating the gender anaiysis. Their discussion of the development of the 

Feminist scholarship describes three different theories on law: Liberal Feminism, Radical 

Feminism and Socialist ~eminism. 

Liberal Feminism, as with the Liberal Pluralist approach described above, is 

mainly concemed with maintaking equality and faimess in the application of the law. 

More specifically, Boyd and Sheehy note that the application of the law will be 

conducted in a gender-neutral sphere, which accepts the "basic economic and political 

institutions of Canadian society and the precept that government should ody interfere in 

the 'public' sphere" (1986:7). They also point out that critics of this approach recognke 

that the law is "gendered," and that by advocating a gender-neutral law, one faiis to 

appreciate the situation of women in society. Boyd and Sheehy, describe an enhanced 

Feminism that recognizes women's situation advocating Resufz-Equali@r/lnregrative 

Feninism. According to Boyd and Sheehy: "Lynn Smith's prefened method of ensuring 

equal nghts is to select, for a given issue, the group with the greatest aeeds as the nom 

against which any proposed benefit or burden is tested. In this way she manages to read 

in a constitutional guarantee of pregnancy benefit without conceptualizing them as 

'special needs'" (1986:9). Similar to the Liberal Pluralist model, the critics of Result- 

Equalityhtegrative Feminism would question whether changing the law would "actually 

irnprove the matenal conditions of the actual woman before them" (1986: 13). 

Radical Feminism on the other hand rejects the notion of change within the 

system (Le., law and the state). Radical Femiaism, "locates women's oppression in 

paüiarchy a systematic expression of male domination and control over women which 

pemeates dl social, political, and econornic institutions" (Boyd and Sheehy, 1986:13). 

The expression of male domination over women has been well documented by women 



scholars. The domination of women by men is rooted in women's sexuality (MacKinnon, 

1982). The Radical Feminist perspective, is Iike M d s m ,  in that it is effective at 

"consciousness raising," espousing M e r  inquiry about the role of law and the state. 

According to MacKinnon "as Marxist rnethod is dialectic materialism, femuiist method is 

consciousness raising: the collective critical reconstitution of the meaning of women's 

experience, as women live through it" (1 982:SU). 

Socialist Feminism, in contrast to Radical Feminism, centres on the issue of 

gender and class. Boyd and Sheehy note that Socialist Feminism "regards both gender 

and class relations as king inextricably linked, but which does not priorize either set of 

relations as the primary cause of women's oppression" (1 986: 16). Therefore, Socialist 

Feminism seeks a solution based in gender and class rather than sexuality. For example, 

Carol Smart (1989) describes how early "rape laws" depicted women as male chattel. 

The act of rape was not seen as a violent act against women, Feminist scholars pointed 

out that rape was portrayed as acts against male property. Furthemore, the criminal 

justice process itself remlted in a double victimization. Women's past sexual history was 

often taken into consideration as testimony when determinhg the guilt of the male 

accused. Feminism and women played an active role in changhg Canada's rape laws 

during the 1980s. 

To date there are no s u e s  that examine Feminism and the development of the 

new frearms legislation. This cm be explained on two hnts .  The fmt explanation is 

that pro-control advocates do not specifically express the need for firearms control fkom a 

Feminist perspective. However, anti-control p u p s  were quick to accuse the Ferninisis 

as leading the cause of sûicter hanns control in Canada. For example, an article 

pubîished in the Halifax Chronicle Herald argues that feminist ideology is behind the 

push for seicter gun control. The author writes: '?he militant urban femllllsts and others, 



embanassingly lacking the knowledge of the issue, perceive firearms ownership as 

another male bastion and automatically attack it as a legitimate target in the gender 

99 1 war.. . 

The second is that firearms control was viewed as a logical addition (or rather 

auxiliary) to the broader initiative of violence against women and public safety. 

Representatives from the Young Women's Community Association C(WCA) indicated 

before the House of Commons Standing Cornmittee on Justice and Legal Anairs that they 

supported firearms control as part of their general goal to reduce violence against women. 

in her testimony before the Standing Cornmittee, Ms. Essex (Governent Relations, 

YWCA) stated the following: 

In 1991 the YWCA's cornmitment to ending women abuse was 
recognized in the longtemi f'widing by Health and Welfare Canada of our 
Cornmunity Action on Violence Against Women, CAVAW. CAVAW 
develops strategies to eradicate violence against women. The project 
builds partnenhips within communities that seek to increase awareness of 
and promote action on this issue ... Over the years the YWCA has 
participated in a wide range of forma1 and informa1 consultations on 
domestic violence. Recent consultations include the drafting of Canada's 
new sexual assault legislation and Our participation on the Canadian Panel 
on Violence Against Women.. . Our position on the impact of Bill C-68 on 
public safety of women and chilken was prepared in consultation with our 
âiversified membership base. In addition, we have consulted with many 
other shelters and women's organizations across canada? 

The contriiution of women in the development of the new firearms legislation 

was not directîy rooted in Feminist theory. However, theu contribution is based in 

Feminist theory, which facilitated the "consciousness raising." Likewise, the support for 

' GMulay, Jim. Gm Reghtration political p l  that gzbes societyfilse h o p .  Halifax Chmnicle Herald. 
Novemk 25,1994. Page C 1. 
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the new fireanns legislation is not about stricter gun control, it was about a broader issue 

of reducing violence against women. The contribution of women was therefore threefold. 

First, individual women and organizations provided a strong voice and rationale for 

stricter firearms legislation which was expressed in a manner that most understood (even 

if individuais wouldn't agree with stricter f i rems legislation they would agree that 

reducing violence against women was important). Second, as victims they became 

powerful symbols within the political sphere. Allm Rock's declaration that statistics 

show that every six days a women is shot and killed with a fueann in Canada is perhaps 

the most renowned statement of the f u e m s  debate. Lastly, the presence of women and 

their cornmitment to reducing violence against women coupled with the changing 

political landscape provided a crucial piece of the legislative puzzle. Over the last 37 

years there have ken  four major amenciments (1963, 1977, 1991, and 1995) to Canada's 

firearms legislation. In that time, the role of women in the fireanns debate, both within 

the politicai and public sphere grew immense1 y. In 1995 the expanding participation of 

women was critical in the development of the legislation and its eventual passage in the 

House of Commons and the Senate. It is also noteworthy to point out that in the October 

25', 1993 federal election "the largest women's Liberal caucus in Canadian history" was 

elected to the House of Commons. Women were elected to 36 seats in the House of 

Commons representing 20% of the national Liberal cau~us.~ 

A review of the following studies contrihtes to the development of a theoretical 

fiamework in order to address the question of why and how the new legislation was 

National Women's L i k d  Commission. Women and the LiberaI Paw - Achievementr (source: 
h~://www.li~.cdcommissions/~~~.~wlc.com). 



intmduced. The literature review examines a variety of saidies that explore the origin of 

specific laws and programs. The review focuses on issues relateci to methodology and 

theories utilized by the authors. In order to better Uiform an mdysis of f i r ems  

legislation a broad range of studies on the creation and reform of other laws or policies 

were examined, including research on the ongin of Canada's sexual assault legislation, 

victims, and dmg legislation. Britain's mugging laws and others were reviewed as well. 

Victims in Canada 

Perhaps the most saiient research found in the literature is Paul Rock's study of 

the development of Canada's victim initiative. It is important because it closely 

resembles the qualitative research methodology utilized in this thesis and shares 

similarity with the development of the firearms legislation. The victims' research was 

conducted over a one-year period starting in 1981 when Rock became a visiting scholar 

at the Ministry of the Solicitor General of Canada. The tenure was seen as a way to 

strengthen ties between govemment and universities. After submitting an initial drafi in 

1982, the final draf't report was completed in 1985. The research presents a plethora of 

issues, individuals, and organizations that in some marner influenced the development of 

the initiative (Rock, 1986; 1989). The study provides an historical account of the 

initiative and its passage through the legislative process. It identifies the key officiais, 

individuals and organizations, and the study also recognizes critical processes that can 

spell success or disaster for an initiative. For example, Rock points out the importance of 

timing in the world of policy and law-making, where every minute counts (Rock, 

1989:43). 

Rock notes in his book that women played an important role in the development 

of the victim's initiative. However, their role in the initiative is porîrayed as self-sewing 



on the part of the govemment. He notes that the function of women in the National 

Action Cornmittee and others "was to provide the appeanuice of extemal demand that 

could be developed when it was needed in the delikrations and arguments of Ottawa" 

(Rock, 1989:234). Rock notes that although women's organizations within the initiative 

were concemed primarily with women as victims, their support and contribution to the 

victim's initiative was "bestowed" upon them by officiais in governent (Rock, 

1989:234). The contribution of women is M e r  highlighted within the context of 

violence agahst women research. Although Rock does not give much weight to the 

overall role of research in the policy-making process, he notes the importance of the use 

of statistics in contexhialking policy directions and the issue of violence against women. 

He quotes Linda MacLeod who was part of the initiative who wrote a book entitled Wve- 

Battering in Canada which according to Rock "objectified wife battering." He writes: 

While 1 was at the Advisory Council, 1 really had a very strong experience 
of what an arnazing tool publicity is and how incredibly important it was. .. 
[I stated that one in ten women in Canada were battered.] 1 was amazed 
and it really raised my level of consciousness to see how people really 
want something mernorable. They latch on to that and suddenly 1 would 
see that statistic was k ing quoted everywhere (Rock quoting Linda 
MacLeod, I989:275). 

From a theoretical perspective, the study does not focus on any one theoretical 

framework, which may explain the origin of the victim's initiative. It does however bring 

attention to ihe work of various sociologists such as Matza, suggesting a functionalist 

explanation where "man" naturally participates in society and is responsible for his 

reaiity (Rock, 1986:67). As for addressing tbe issue of origin, Rock is cautious stating 

that "any quest for the origins of the victims initiative would unearth a variety of eligible 

explanations which lend themselves to different layers of analytical abstraction and 

emphasis" (Rock 1986:68). He M e r  argues that this sort of quest is hampered by the 



propensity of officiais to create their own history. Regardless of the limitations it is 

submitted by the present author that the question of ongin should have been pursued by 

Rock. Such an analysis would have perhaps contniuted to our understanding of the law- 

making prcxess. However, Rock's study does provide a unique glimpse into the world of 

law and policymaking and is an invaluable contribution to the litecature. 

Sexual Assault in Canada 

The women's movement in the late 60's and througbout the 70's is said to be the 

driving force behind the reform to Canada's "rape law." Feminists questioned the 

ideological basis for the rape law, which was viewed as inaintaining a male dominated or 

patriarchal society (Comack, 1996; Hinch, 1985; 1988; 199 1; Smart, 1989; Snider, 1985). 

A report published by the Department of Justice credits three groups with reforming 

Canada's rape law: "formal and grass roots women's organizations, academics, and 

govemment" (Research Section, l989:g). 

The sipnificance of this research is that it concentrates on the changing role of 

women in modem capitalist society. Thus the focus is not solely on the role of law to 

transform views, but on the shift of ideology which behoves political bodies to engage in 

criminal justice reform. Refom becomes necessary because it threatens the "priaciple of 

universaiity and equality which the Anglo-American legal system purports to embody 

(Snider 1985: 352). Given the work of the Law Refom Commission and other 

govemment agencies reviewing the Criminal Code and the issue of violence against 

women at that tirne, and coupled with the entrenchment of the Canadian Charter of 

Rights and Freedomr in 1982, it is not surprishg that some form of legislative 

amendment was adopted. Qualitative and quantitative research conducted by the 

academics noted above conveys a healthy scepticism regarding the reform of sexuai 



assault legislation noting that the pluralist and feminist camps' victory is overshadowed 

by the widening of the net of social control and the appearance of decriminalization and 

refonn (Snider, 1985). Furthemore, as a strategy for addressing feminist concems, 

Snider (1991) notes that the crllninal justice system cannot be tnisted. She argues that in 

order for issues such as sexual assault to be fully adcûessed the "feminist movement 

needs to figbt for an environment which is ftee of sexism" (1 991 :259). 

Hinch (1 985, 1988, 199 1) conducted extensive cornpansons between the new 

provisions of the sexual assault legislation with old provision of Canada's rape law. His 

analysis is based on Chambliss and Seidman's work, which he claims is based on 

contradictions arising from capitalist society requiring the state to react to the feminist 

critique of the law (i.e., dilemma). Hinch indicates that in capitalist societies, the state 

resolves conflict between capital and labour, however, leaving behind the basic capitalist 

structure intact. In patriarchai society, the state appears to address "conflict between men 

and women while leaving the contradiction of patriarchy unresolved" (Hinch, 199 1:234). 

Like Snider, Hinch also advocates resolving the conflict between men and women by 

changing society (199 1 :234). It is important to note that Chambliss and Seidman (1 982) 

did not anticipate a cursory solution to the codict between men or women. As 

mentioued above, the dialectic process ensures the continued stmggîe of individuals and 

organizations as an evolutionary process to effect change. Realized changes to society 

may occur years afier such laws are put into place. While laws can be changed within a 

matter of months, societal beliefs and values require longer struggles. Furthemore, the 

discourse surrounding the firearms legislation is not Iost on the concept of changing 

society or at least maintainkg the stam quo. The ad-gun control organizations were 

critical of the goverment, stating that the new h a m i s  legislation does not address the 

"mot causes of crime in society." The pro-gun control organizations on the other hand 



view the new legislation as a strategy to maintain Canada's peacefil society (especially 

when compared to the United States). 

Early Diug Legislation in Canada 

Comack (1991) and Giffen et al. (1996) analyze the origin of Canada's drug 

legislation, which had risen fiom the ashes of capital and labour strife and the Asiatic 

riots of September 7, 1907 in Vancouver, British Columbia. In response to the riot, the 

federai govemment dispatched the Deputy Minister of Labour, who at that time was 

Wi1:iam Lyon Mackenzie King, to investigate the incident and to assess the darnage to 

Chinese merchants and their shops (Comack, 199 1 :48). The researchers depict the riot as 

the catalyst for the passage of laws that controlled the import and sale of opium, and its 

subsequent prohibition under the Opium and Dmg Act of 19 1 1. Both utilize secondary 

data sources, such as govemment documents and Hansards (officia1 Parliamentary debate 

transcripts), however, their diverging theoretical perspectives yield different conclusions. 

The growth of capital in Canada at the turn of the century and the suite's role to 

foster capital accumulation is the focus of Comack's research. She argues that in order 

for the state to deal with the growing discontent between labour and capital (and to 

M e r  divide conservative and socialist unions), the federal govemment introduced drug 

legislation which was aimed to shift attention fiom the capital-labour confiict to a 

dilemma based on mords and ideology (Comack, 1991). The portrayai of law creation as 

a diversionary tactic is evident throughout Marxist literature on law creation. The tactic 

is a mechanism used to deal with the contradictions in capitalist societies that generate 

confiict Similarly, Denis (1994) examined the Klein govemment's recent foray into 

"moral regdation" and focus on deficit fighting. He concludes that the "Klein 

government has sou& to divert attention h m  the 'real' i s s u H e  cutbacks-by 



drawing attention to youth crime, the Charter and other such things" (1994:380). 1 would 

agree with Comack's conclusions that the Manrist approach does provide a powerfbl 

fiamework in examinhg the origh of the dnig legislation. However, the examination of 

the contribution of individuals within the historical stniggle may have provided m e r  

insight into the law-mahg process related to Canada's early h g  legislation. 

in contrast to Comack, Giffen et al. (1996) suggest that the new dmg legislation 

was a case of political opportunism stemming from pressures brought to bare on the 

govemment fiom different interest groups and individuals (e.g., Members of Parliament, 

law enforcement, Canadian Pharmaceutical Association, religious organizations, the 

bureaucracy, etc.). Their analysis of the origin of the legislation gives the impression that 

these social forces made such legislation 'tirhially inevitable." Giffen et al. indicate that 

there is documentary evidence which suggests that organized groups in Central and 

Eastern Canada pressured the govemment to introduce stricter legislation banning the 

sale and possession of cocaine, morphine and other narcotics. With the making of the 

law, there were increased powen given to police and "the reverse onus was to become a 

standard in Canadian narcotics legislation" (Giffen et al, 1996: 16). They also point out 

that the concems expressed by the groups were used by Mackenzie King, however, they 

were created by the organizations mentioned above. Giffen et al's analysis is cursory in 

nature and does not get at the underlying "social forces" which prompted the passage of 

the new legislation. They are correct to examine the role of individuals (and 

organizations); however, their neglect to analyre the capitalist state falls short of a full 

analysis. 



Policing the Crisis 

In contrast to Giffen et ai's appmach, the work conducted by Hall et al. (1978) on 

the mugging crisis in the United Kingdom focuses on the role of the state in maintaining 

capitalist hegemony. Hall examines documents, newspapers and other media to analyze 

the law and order campaign stemming fiom the March 1973 stabbhg death of an elderly 

widower by t h e  black immigrant youth. The Handsworth case was characterized as a 

violent mugging, which üiggered an outrage and the imposition of harsher sentences by 

the courts for mugging offences (regardless of whether a death occuned). The purpose of 

Hall's research was to uncover the origin of the outrage by the public and harsh penalties 

handeci down by the court to those convicted of mugging. One of the youth convicted of 

the rnurder was sentenced to twenty years in jail, and the other two were sentenced to ten 

years. 

Hall begins the inquiry into the origins of the mugging crisis by exarnining the 

official police crime statistics. This part of Hall's study revealed that the statistics raised 

more questions. According to Hall, the crime of mugging was not an official crime 

category and required the combination of various variables to be denved (1978: 13). Hall 

indicates that the statistics he collected do not support the nsing crime equation. This 

examination of the crime data led Hall to believe that the reaction was unwarranted. Hall 

writes: 

In short, the statistics such as we have do not support the rising crime 
equation. An 'unprecedented' rise in robberies with violence was not new 
in 1972. Sentences for serious offences were growing longer rather than 
shorter, and more people were receivhg them; acquittai rates seemed not 
to have changed. And these tough policies were not deterring. In fact, if 
we regard the 'toughness' in the courts thughout the 1960s as a 
'expriment in detenence', the rising rate of crime and recidivism 



demonstrates just how bad is the record of detemce as an instrument of 
pend policy (Hall, 1978: 13). 

Hall points out that since the reaction cannot be explained by the crime data, he 

indicates that such a response can be characterized as a "mod panic." Hall States that 

Stanley Cohen in his study of 'mods' and 'rockers' defmed the term "moral partic''! 

More specifically: 

Societies appear to be subject, every now and then, to periods of moral 
panic. A condition, episode, person or group of persons emerges to 
become defmed as a threat to societai values and interests; its nature is 
presented in stylized and stereo-typical fashion by the mass media; the 
moral barricades are manned by editors, bishops, politicians and other 
right-thinking people; socially accredited experts pronounce their 
diagnoses and solutions; ways of coping are evolved or (more often) 
resorted to; the condition then disappears, submerges or deteriorates and 
becomes more visible (Hall quoting Cohen, 1978: 16). 

According to Hall, this definition is an accurate depiction of the events 

surrounding the Handsworth case. Furthemore, mugghg was not merely a criminal 

activity it was an indicator of the breakdown of law and order. The reporting of the 

mugging problem in Amenca by the popular media further reinforced the perceived 

breakdown of law and order in the United Kingdom (Hall, 1978:23). The experience of 

the fmarms initiative in Canada was likewise iduenced by the gun problem in the 

United States. Individuals making claims that the "soft-on-crime" approach has failed 

and that there is a need to r e m  to a more punitive criminal justice system only served to 

ampli@ mugging. Stricter enforcement and the establishment of a special police unit 

which proactively targeted specific segments of society (Black immigrant youth in 

Hidi notes tbat the concept of "moral panic" was defined by Stanley Cohen in his study of the 'mods and 
rockers', Folk Devit3 and Moral Panic. 



subways) also contributed to the perception of the mugging problem (Hall, 1978:35). in 

other words the response is further proof that the outrage and concern are justified. 

The targeting of rninorities by police and tensions between law enforcement and 

the black comrnunity also fuelled the "moral panic." According to Hall, %e 'mugging' 

panic emerges fiom extreme tensions, hostility and suspicion sustained by the relations 

between the police and the black communities. Crime alone does not explain its genesis" 

(1978:181). However, his analysis does not end with an explanation grounded in the 

actions of individuals during this period. Hall argues that the "moral panic" ignited by 

the Handsworth case is grounded in histoncal relations and conflict between classes (e.g., 

capital and labour or those who owned property and those who did not) long before 

March 1973. Hall writes, '70 blame the actions of individuals within a given historical 

structure, without taking that structure itseff into account, is an easy and familiar way of 

exercising the moral conscience without bearing any of its costs. It is the last refuge of 

liberalism" (1 978: 1 83). 

An essential part of the conflict and social control mechanism is the labelling of 

the actions of minorities as criminal. Criminalization is 'Men part of a broader strategy 

of repmsion and control" while the remaining focuses on "crime-prevention and control 

in any normal sense" (Hall, 1978: 187). For example, the development of the BZack Act 

and laws against poaching in 18" century England extended beyond the scope of the 

problem. It appears that the actions of the few justifies the criminalization of many, 

because such behaviours were perceived as "a real danger to peaceable men" (Hall 

quoting Thompson, 1978: 190). In other words, "in a class society, based on the needs of 

capital and the protection of private property, the poor and propertyless are alwoys in 

some sense working on the m n g  side of the law, whether actuaily they transgress it or 

not: 'the crimhal sanction is the last defence of private property"'(Hal1, 1978: 190-1 9 1). 



The labehg  of individual classes is part of the mechanism of capitalist 

hegemony, by "educating" individuals and thereby manufacturing consent to support the 

interest of capital. Force alone is insuffkient in maintaining capitalist hegemony 

conditions to support the growth of capital accumulation. The law and order response by 

the state was an attempt to repair the maligned consent. At the same time, it deflected 

attention away fiom the growing discontent of Britain's position in the global and 

domestic market and the negative impact it had on the labour class (Hall 1978:277). 

The emphasis of the continued stniggle between capital and labour, as well as 

describing the general decline of Britain's economic status ôoth abroad and domestically 

is said to be the mot of the crisis. These events, especially after the Second World War, 

were viewed as pivotal to producing the crisis of hegemony, which resulted in the bbmoral 

panic." It is reasonable to assume that the state may react to growing labour unrest by 

enacting legislation that limits the actions of labour and promotes the "long-term interest 

of capital." However, such an approach mitigates the role of individual's actions within 

society (e.g., individuals who are doing the labelling) and relegates them to economically 

determined organisms. Or perhaps, it is an indication of the strength of the capitalist 

ideology, that such a response is not only necessary but in demand by segments of 

society. What remains elusive in these types of studies that embrace the structural 

approach, is how is it that the state is able to determine the long-term interest of the 

capital? 

Canadian Health Policy 

Swartz's (1977) study of Canada's health policy and nationai health insurance 

also concludes that in reaction to the conflict between capital and labour, the state saw fit 



to concede to pressure gr~ups who were advocating universal health care in ordet to 

support capitalist interest. He writes: 'Yhe state viewed health insurance as an economic 

concession to the worlchg class in order to realize better the long-run political and 

economic interests of the capitalist class" (1977:335). His d y s i s  surveys the historical 

development of health care insurance and the involvement of various groups advocating 

the insurance scheme or opposing such change. Swartz (1977) suggests that the political 

am of the state gained during social change because it gives the appearance that 

something is being done about a social problem (in this case health care) and that the 

subordinate class is effecting change. In the end, the reform to health care was 

characterized as maintainhg the power base in the hands of docton and the 

pharmaceutical industry while Canadian tax payers (labour) were now responsible for 

paying for the ever increasing costs of healthcare. Swartz concludes: '90 this [health care 

reform], reform is no solution because the existing power structures and the privilege 

within the health system" were left intact to the benefit of the dominant class (Swartz, 

1977:335). 

M ' ' i n  Studks - Attempting to Explah How 

While most of the above studies utilize the Manrist approach to explain the origin 

of laws and refonn of different statutes, the following section centres more on the process 

or the mechanics surrounding law creation. Emphasis is given to outlining the different 

stages of law developrnent and how the state and the dominant class perpetuate or 

maintain their place in capitalist society and how the subordinate classes respond. 

Kai EriLson9s (1966) classic study of social deviance in Puritan society in 17' 

century New England examines the mie of deviance. The purpose of his research was to 

test Durkheim's assertion that d e s  or laws were a reflection of societal consensus (moral 



boundaries) and that deviant behaviour was needed to help maintain social cohesion or 

m o d  solidarity. Erikson's b'historical analysis" uncovers that there is a common reaction 

to defined deviant behaviours. Similar to the 44moral panic" identified in the work of Hall 

et al, there is a common feeling among the community when deviant behaviour occurs. 

Crime creates a common feeling of anger and indignation, which is said to increase social 

cohesion or create the moral boundaries of a community. However, Erikson argues that 

the sarne amount of detail paid to deviants should be given to individuals and 

communities who define deviant behaviours. Why does society choose to label one form 

of ôehaviour as deviant and not another? 

Erikson highlights several themes in his research. The fust is that when a "group 

expresses its concem about a given set of values ofien seems to draw a deviant response 

from certain of its members" (1969:20). Similar reactions were noted in Hall's (1977) 

work on the mugging crisis in the United Kingdom. He mentions that sorne black youth 

responded to the targeting by the special police units through a fom of resistance or 

rebellion. In the case of the new firearms legislation individuals stated that they do not 

intended to comply with the proposed registration component at that tirne. For example, 

it was reported that Saskatchewan Refonn MP Lee Morrison was "asked if he would 

comply with registration. Mr. Momson replied: 'No, I'm a rnember of Parliament and 

1'11 put that right up fiont and 1'11 go to jail if nece~sary."'~ The second issue Erikson 

examines is the point at which deviant behaviour commenced and the amount of deviance 

found within the community. He was particularly interested in knowing whether the 

deviance came fmt or was it the fear? The crime data reveal that their was no change in 

deviant behaviour over time and during the dilemma, Erikson writes: "It is one of the 

' N a m e ,  Th. MP would defy gwt faw: Morrikon says he 'dg0 e jail &e/ore complying. Re- Leader 
Post. November 5,1994. Page Al .  - 



arguments of the present study that the amount of deviation a commuaity encounters is 

apt to remain fairly constant over time" (1966:23). Once again there are paralleis to both 

Hall's study as well as the experience of fireanns control. Perhaps it is not the amount of 

crime but the nature or character of crime that causes concem. The tbird theme Erikson 

tackles is the issue of how society deals with its deviaiits. He notes in that the 

punishment of deviants was rooted in religious beliefs, Erikson writes: 

Thus the social structure of the Kingdom of God closely resembled that of 
the English nation, and it was obvious to the dullest saint that c o n h e d  
deviants belonged in the lowest of these ranks. If a man acts 
contemptuously toward authority and violates the noms of the 
community, God will not suddenly turn in wrath and reassign him to hell; 
but it is safe to assume that anyone who bebaves in that fashion bas not 
experienced and will not experience grace (1966: 189). 

Erikson's study reveals that the two crime sprees and harsh reaction to the deviant 

behaviour in the Puritan communities were not necessarily indicative of the type of 

community described by Durkheim. The labelling and reaction to the sotdled deviant 

behaviour was not the result of societal consensus, however, it did unearth the use of 

labelling to control society. Charnbliss and Seidman note the significance of Erikson's 

fndings: "the Puritan leaders created crime waves to help the ruling stranun to maintain 

control of the community" (1982:201). They also state that Durkheim's mode1 @art of 

the Functionalist approach) "overlooks the role crime play in the dialectics of social 

change and class stmggle" (1982:201). It is clear at this point that labelling or targeting a 

specific group or class in society is part of the law-making process. The work of Becker 

and Gusfield closely examine the role of the moral enttepreneurindviduals who are so 

concerned about a social condition that they advocate change. 



Howard Becker's (1963) study of youth deviance brings attention to the d e  of 

the "moral entrepreneur" in the law creation process. According to Becker: 

The existing d e s  do not satisQ him because them is some evil which 
profoundly disturbs him. He feels that nothing can be right in the world 
uatil mies are made to correct it. He operates with the absolute ethic; what 
he sees is tmly and totally evil with no qualification. Any means is 
justified to do away with it. The crusader is fervent and righteous, and 
often self-righteous (Becker, 1963: 146- 147). 

It would appear that regardless of the approach one takes in studying the orighs 

of law, the necessity for rules and laws could not be realized without the contribution of 

individuals-moral entrepreneurs. In the case of Canada's sexual assault legislation 

wornen's groups espoused the need to reform Canada's rape law. Mackenzie King 

experienced the pressure of countiess individuals cailing for the prohibition of cocaine 

and heroin at the tum of the century. Community leaders and politicians supported the 

get-tough directive concerning the so-called "mugging problem" in the United Kingdom. 

The victims' initiative in Canada had Inin Waller and Wendy Cukier, President of the 

Canadian Coalition for Gun control fought for the refom of Canada's fmanns 

legislation. It is importaut to note, as Becker does, that not al1 moral entrepreneurs have 

society's best interest at heart, even though refonn may have a general benefit. For 

example, Becker notes that industrialists supported prohibition of alcohol because it 

would secure a better work force (1963: 149). While these individuals pursue reform or 

the enactment of new legislation what are the different stages in which legislation is 

deveioped? 

In order to describe these different stages, Becker refers to the work of Edwin 

Sutherland who outlines the cycle, which preceded the passing of legislation regadhg 

semial psychopaths. The first stage is characterized by a state of fear within the 



community. The second stage in the process of developing sexual psychopath laws is the 

"agitated activity of the community in comection with the fear." The last phase is the 

development of the law itself by various cornmittees. The committee gathers 

"conflicting" information and makes recommendations to the legislatue from which law 

is adoPtedo6 

Afier the moral crusaders complete their work Becker Uidicates that they usually 

move on to another crusade. "When a man has been successful in the enterprise of 

geaing a new rule established-when he has found, so to speak, the GraiChe is out of a 

job" (Becker, 1963, 153). On the other hand, when these entrepreneurs fail to achieve 

their goals, they sometimes become outsiders themselves "continuing to espouse and 

preach a doctrine which sounds increasingly queer as time goes on" (Becker, 1963: 155). 

AAer the passage of the firearms legislation, the former CO-ordinator of the fuearms 

program did move on to other crusades in the area of international firearms. Becker adds 

to the outcome of a successful rules campaign is the emergence of a "rule enforcer." In 

the case of the Firearms Act the Canadian Firearms Centre was created to implement the 

new firearms legislation, however, the provinces/temtories are responsible for enforcing 

the new law. Becker's work is important in that it recognizes the necessity of individuals 

to identim behaviour as deviant in order for the law-making process to commence. 

Equally important, and this gets at the why question, is that those who label and those 

who are afforded a criminal label typically represent two different classes. 

As part of the study of moral entrepreneurs, Gusfield's (1963) early research on 

the temperance movement in the United States also highiights the role of "symbolic 

Becker refemg to the work of E d w d  Suiberland in 'The Dimion of Sexual Psychopath Laws", 
American lounial of Sociology. LM (September 1950), 142-148. 



crusaders" and '6symbolism" in the law or d e  making process. According to Gusfield 

the alcohol prohibitionkt movement headed by the Women's Christian Temperance 

Union (WCTU) fits the definition of syrnbolic crusaders. While the literature thus far has 

focused primarily on class conflict, Gusfield's study of the temperance movement is 

directed more toward the study of social status conflict. While class is rooted in the 

economic place of an individual, Gusfield notes that social status "refers to the 

distribution of prestige, sometimes also called social honour. By 'prestige' we mean the 

approval and, respect, admiration, or deference a person or group is able to command by 

virtue of his or its imputed qualities or performances" (Gusfield, 1963:14). Gusfield also 

recognized that both class and social stahis are closely related; however, social status " 

was not determined by this [class] exclusively or primarily" (Gusfield referring to Weber, 

1963:14). However, in the end he does concede that "in the long run, it may be tnie that 

class shapes and limits the existence of stahis" (Gusfield, 1963:14). This is important 

because it reveals another layer of confiict that is not necessarily rooted in the economic 

sphere and is more fitting of the antagonism between anti-gun control and pro-gun 

control groups in Canada. It is fiom these two social status groups moral crusaders 

emerge. 

The status confiict according to Gusfield has its roots in the declining political, 

social and religious status of the "old Federal aristocracy" in A&can society. 

'Temperance represents the efforts of urban, native Americans to consolidate theu 

rniddle-class respectability through a sharpened distinction between the native, middle- 

class life styles and those of the immigrant and the marginal labourer or fannef' 

(Gusfield, 1963:36-37). While it is unclear at what point this group would feel threatened 

enough to react, the ensuing conflict and its consequence do resemble the divisions 

experienced during the fireams debate. Gusfield writes: 



The campaign for national Prohibition had a polarizing effect on the 
Temperance movement. It maximized the culturai ciifferences between 
pro- and anti-Temperance forces while minimizing the class difference. In 
this fashion it prompted an atmosphere in which the meaning of 
Prohibition as a symbol of Protestant, middle-class, rural supremacy was 
enhanced. This process was a necessary stage in the development of 
Prohibition as a test of the prestige of the old middle classes in a pend of 
industrial growth, urban development, and Catholic immigration 
(1 963:W). 

The divisions that did exist in the codict between anti-gun control and pro-gun 

control were primarily based in niral/uban, male/female, as well as ideological cleavages 

(e.g., individual rights v. greater good), which is discussed below. There is no concrete 

evidence to suggest that other divides separated (e.g., class, religion, immigration, etc.) 

the gun debate ever so clearly. Given that the status codict is concemed with "prestige" 

rather than "resources," its gains are often viewed as symbolic. As a result, the moral 

crusader is primarily coacemed with enacting legislation rather than enforcement. 

Gusfield writes: "the self-imposed limitations on the use of their [Temperance 

movement] political power suggests that the prohibitioaists were at least content to settle 

for the public validity of Temperance even though the factual situation was a long way 

fiom the utopia of a dry society" (1963:121). According to Gusfield, eventually the 

economic situation and events during the depression spelled the end of the Temperance 

movement. This was a time when the conflict moved from the status groups to the 

economic classes; "these were now salient axes of political movement" (1963: 128). The 

significance of Gusfield's work is that it shows that conflict can take place in other 

groups and forum besides those based in capital and labour stniggles. While a line can be 

cûawn back to capital and labour cleavages, they are not always the primary sources of 

division. 



Gusfield's (1981, 1996) subsequent work in the area of drinking and drivhg 

examines the construction of social problems. In other words, how do events or 

particular behaviours in society become labelled as deviant and as a result require action 

by individuals, organizations, legislators anci law enforcement? Furthemore, some issues 

in society are labelled as deviant at one tirne and not in another. What Gusfield is clear 

on is that these social problems are constnicted within a structure, however, this does not 

necessarily mean that the outcorne is predetermiwd. The structure is fluid and can 

change overtime. Likewise, individuals and organizations that engage in construction of 

a social problem must recognize "that the arena is not a field on which al1 can play on 

equal ternis; some have greater access than othea and greater power and ability to shape 

the definition of public issues. Nor do al1 ideas have public problems as their 

consequence" (Gusfield, 1 98 1 :8). Although Gusfield touches upon the issue of class and 

resources to influence the construction of social problems and legislation, participation or 

access to the field is not always dependant on monetary wealth as some may argue. 

Invitations to present testimony to the House of Commons and Senate Justice Cornmittee 

hearhgs were detemiined not by one's class status, they were ofien predicated in ones 

experience either as an avid user of fmarms or a victidsurvivor of a f ~ e a n n  incident. 

Gusfield reveals that one of the first phases in the development of social problems 

is "claiming ownership." The ability to claim ownership also Vaplies power and 

authority, which is required to foray into the public arena. "The power to influence the 

dennition of the reality and phenornena is a facet of a politics of reality" (1 98 1: 12). He 

also notes such power and authority allows responsible individuals to "disown" the social 

problem. For example, he mentions that the drinking and driving problem does not 

involve the distribution and sale of alcohol, its focus is on the actions of the individual 

and the requirement for enforcement. Ultimately, claiming ownership enables groups to 

define the social problem. Gusfield and Becker dso caution that ownership does not 



always ensure control, mainly because of the reliance of "professionals" or experts in the 

field to implement change. 

Goverment and agencies often undertake the role of defining social problems; 

using rhetoric and ritual to develop social problems as order occurrences that occur in 

society. He notes that "scientific research" was often presented in the drinking and 

driving debate as fact when it is intended to "induce belief" (1981:28). The presentation 

of the problem in such a manner therefore assumes an order, and not just randorn acts that 

canaot be acted upon. In the case of driving safety, this promotes the notion that 

accidents are not random acts, but preventable events. He attributes this change in 

perception to the growing 'safety movement' in the United States '%hich emerged at the 

tum of the century" (198 1:35). Gusfield (1996:27) refers to the use of research to present 

a specific order as 'the mobilization of bias'. Dahlke (1997) notes that the contribution of 

the "injury prevention" movement also used research to support its efforts to adopt 

stncter firearms legislation in Canada. 

Gusfield (1996) also recognized the importance of drama in the evolution of 

social problems. More specifically, he explains that the issue of vehicle accidents in the 

context of dnnking and drivhg bas a long history and that the movement toward its 

reduction is slow and incremental. He reveals that there were several different views of 

the problem. At fmt the focus was on road safety and the construction of better 

highways and later the manufacture of safer vehicles. There was also the focus on the 

individual driver and his actions (fatigue, carelessness, poor vehicle maintenance, etc.) 

requiring driver safety education. Gusfield notes that the aext movement afoot was 

toward retriiution for individuais involved in such behaviour. He argues that such a 

movement was the result of the organized "anti-Drinking Under the Muence" @III) 

groups such as MADD (Mothem Against DNnk Driving), RID, (Remove Intoxicated 



Drivers) and SADD (Students Against Drunk Dnvhg). The movement toward greater 

punishment was the result of many factors; however, the most important was the 

organization of the above groups: Whe most significant changes resulted h m  the 

organized movements that believe drinkiag-drivhg is a serious criminal act and deserves 

a more severe punishment" (Gusfield, 1996:298). Research and policy was not enough to 

bring such issues to the public arena as effectively as the organized groups did. Gusfield 

points out: "MADD has brought to the public arena the emotionai and ciramatic 

expression of the public victim. It drew its membership fiom many who had either been 

injured or had family memben injured or killed in a DU1 event (1996:33 1). In the final 

analysis these groups were effective at getting legislators to increase penalties associated 

with DUI and reducing the limit of king impaired. Gusfield reveals that they were also 

seen to provide a voice for the silent rnajority. 

The work of Erikson, Becker as well as Gusfield, is important in many aspects. It 

draws attention to the impact of labelling individuals as deviant in society. It shifts the 

focus away from the "deviant individuals" and examines the role played by others (i.e., 

agents of social control) to effect fiuther restrictions on individual behaviour to increase 

social control. Stebbins' (1996) review of the Interactionist perspective sheds light on 

perhaps the most salient contribution of the above scholars. He writes: "observations on 

moral enterprise underscore the arbitrariness of criminal law and cal1 attention to patterns 

of local and national power (though rarely to the extent neo-Mm*sts would me)" 

(1996:343). Critiques of the Interactionist approach have charged that such an approach 

neglects to take into account the strucnual determinants that may influence the labelling 

of individuals as deviant. 

Hahn-Rafter (1990) argues that the research of Becker, Erikson and Gusfield 

rnarked the beginnhg of a new way to study the pmcess of law creation. Hahn-Raftet 



suggests that the historians concerned with labelling and the Marxists who are fwused on 

structure come together within the Constnictionist approach, at least to some degree. She 

points out that the Constmctionists are concerned with how and why laws were made and 

the Marxists are concemed with the impact of the social structure on the legislative 

process. She also argues that the Constructionist approach sensitizes "us to the political 

process through which 'facts' of criminal justice are established" (Hahn-Rafler, 

1990:381). Hahn-Rafter refers to the reform of rape legislation to demonstrate the 

effectiveness of the Constnictionist approach. "It (analysis of rape legislation) began to 

appear that not o d y  law but the criminal justice system was implicated in the 

construction of male power" and that the "name of the game rnay not be justice but 

power, the power to define" (Hahn-Rafler, L990:382). Lastly, some may be critical of the 

Constructionist approach clairning that it is a "rejection of empincism and knowable 

reality" and "subjectivity." Hahn-Rafter defends the Constructionist approach arguing 

that it is based in the scientific method (e.g., based on evidence, one can test it, and it is 

fdsifiable) and it challenges the idea "of value-fiee" in the pursuit to better understand 

society (1 WO:385). 

To the Constructionists the iraditional approaches such as the Functionalists and 

the Marxists, which focus primarily on the "deviant" or the "structural strain", do not go 

far enough to explain law creation. Instead, they advocate the study of the process %y 

which society come to recognize its social problems" (Schneider, 1985:210). As noted 

above the recognition that a particular behaviour or condition is a "social problem" is 

vital to the law-making process. Social problerns are "activities of groups assertions of 

grievance and claims with respect to some putative (supposed) conditions" (Schneider 

quothg Kitsuse & Spector, 1990:211). Ultirnately the identification of social problems 

by imlividuals or groups marks the genesis of new laws or the refom of existing 

legislation-or at least the attempt to bring about change. As a method, social problem 



theocists support the heuristic approach, which allows for discovery. According to 

Schneider, Constructionists like Kitsuse and Spector, Fuller, Blumner and others espouse 

the four stages of the natural history model when examlliing the ohgin of social 

problems. The four stages are: 

1. Groups have to recognize the problem and bring attention to it (define - and 
transform from private to public); 

2. Groups have to bring the issue to the attention of influential institutions who 

must recognize the issue as a problem. These institutions must be willing to deal 

with the issue and cornplaint; 

3. The response by the institution is problematic; and 

4. Claimant States that the current systern is not workuig and alternatives are 

developed (Schneider, 1990: 148- 149). 

Stage four marks the possible begi~ings of a forma1 response by legislators with 

the introduction of proposed legislation to address a social problem. This model is 

helpfil; however, it is unclear how institutions (in the case of the firearms legislation, the 

federal govemment) move h m  stage 3 to 4 (little is offered in the way of explanation 

conceming stage 3). As noted in Paul Rock's research on victims, some issues m a i n  

"social problems" for some tirne before they are actually recognized by "infiuential 

institutions" that cm implemeot legislative or policy solutions. It is also important to 

note that not al1 social problems require formai legislation to be addressed. Schneider 

refers to Gusfield and Becken' work on moral entrepreneurs ~ ~ g g e s ~ g  that the move 

h m  stage 3 to 4 involved the assembly of scientific evidence and "causal explanatione 

and the attribution of political responsibility to do something about the problematic 

condition" (1 WO:î 1 5). 



Whiie the above studies show the importance of asking the how question, the 

research literature (especially the M d s t  appmach see Hunt, 1985) recognizes the 

importance of ideology in legitimizing the state's monopoly on the use of force and its 

social control function. Ideology is part of the process, which is contained in the 

discourse. Miller's (1973) research on ideology and criminal justice policy suggests that 

in the late 1960s and early 1970s' America's changing view of the "social arrangements" 

exposed a layer of "moral and conceptual notions," or simply ideology. 

The shift in ideology is therefore reflected in law and criminal justice policies. 

Miller's work defmes ideology and describes the different law and policies espoused by 

different perspectives. For Miller ideology refers '?O a set of general and abstract beliefs 

and assumptions about the correct or proper state of things, particularly with respect to 

moral order and political arrangements which serve to shape one's positions on specific 

issues" (1973A42). Miller M e r  notes that ideology is usually not explicit but below 

the suface of issues and it is often emotionally laden. Miller also points out that 

"ideology and its consequences exert a powerful influence on the policies and procedures 

on those who conduct the enterprise of criminal justice and that the degree and kinds of 

infiuence go large1 y unrecognizeâ" (1 973 : 142). He argues that "ideology is the 

permanent hidden agenda of criminal justice" (1 993: 142). 

Miller argues that there are two diverging ideologies within the criminal justice 

sphere, they are "ideological positions'' framed as Right and Lep: Cmuding Issues and 

each holds a set of assumptions and beliefs, which are reflected in the types of law and 

policies they advocate. The following summarizes Miller's ideological positions and 

their assumptions as he presents hem (1973:143-146). ûniy the ideological positions 

expressed by Milier, that may apply to the fuearms law-making process are summarized 

below. 



Left Cmsading 
tdeological Positions 

Thme is excessive 
leniency toward law 
bnalrers 

ïherc is an crosion of 
discipline and of respect 
of c d t u t e t i  authority 

niey arc conccrntd wirh 
the cost of crime which 
is typically absorbcd by 
hard working law- 
abiding citizcns 

T h m  is excessive 
pcmissivcncss 

individual is directly 
nsponsible for his own 
behaviow rcgardless of 
extemal forces 

Hiralthy society is 
reflcctcd by smng moral 
order (cg., family 
values) 

A fundamental persona1 
and farnily right is safety 
h m  aime, violence, 
and attack, inctuding the 
n'ght of citizens to inke 
necessiuy masures 10 
secure their own safety, 
wd the rigbt to krr 
rrmr, pmicular in cascs 
where oficial agcncies 
may appear incffcctive in 
doing so 

Idcological Positions 

Thm is over - .  criminalization, 
espceialiy in offences 
such as gambling, dnig 
use, abonion, 
pmogrophy, etc. 

Labtlling and 
stigmarization has a 
ncgative impact on the 
individual in that it 
facilitaies criminal 
activity 

Thcre is too much 
dependence on the use of 
prisans to deal with 
offmdcrs and therc is too 
much centralization of 
existing organizations 
that dtal with crime, and 
ihcre is a n d  to movc 
toward community boscd 
solutions 

nie systcm is 
discrimhtary and 
biascd against particular 
groups in socicty (c.g., 
racism and scxism) 

Rimary rrspansibiiity 
for criminal khaviour 
lies in conditions of the 
social order rathm than 
in the charncter of the 
individual 

nie usystm of 
ixhaviwral rcgulation" 
does not a d d m  the 
fundamental nec& of the 
rnajority of its citizcns 

Components of the 
"criminal justice 
enterprise" arc a 
nfiection of a systcm 
chnt is inequitable and 
unjust in its dimiution 
of power. Thesr: 
incqualities are distinct 
m n g  major critegories 
and closscs (c.g., race, 
a s ,  scx, social clnss, 
criminal and non- 
criminal) 

OftTcial agents inducc 
criminal laklling on 
individuals, which is 
bPstd in social 
characteristics (c.s., me,  
scx* etc*) 

Miller also indicates that these positions are based on ideal types and that it is 

common to have crossover between the two. The above positions however do in general 

represent the predominant themes emanating from the ideological perspectives. 

Furthemore, Miller logically notes that these assumptions are testable to "reconcile" the 

differences among hem; however, obstacles in the form of human emotion preclude such 

an approach. "Rather than king looked upon as useful and conditional hypotheses, these 

assumptions, for many take on the fom of the sacred and inviolable d o p a  of the one 

tme faith, the questioning of which is heresy, and the opposing which is profoundly evil" 



(Miller, 1973: 15 1). This process is defined as "ideological intensification" which 

according to Miller has seven consequences on the crimllial justice enterprise: 

Polarization; Reverse Projection; Ideologized Selectivity; Informational Constriction; 

Catastrophism; and, Distortion of Opposing Positions. 

Polarization is chatacterized as fiirther divisions between the two sides where 

there is w room for compromise and there are clear defuiitions between good and bad. 

As both sides become more ingrained in their position polarkation increases. Sirnilar to 

polarization is the phenornenon Miller calls Reverse Projection. He explains that this is 

when an individual occupying a position on the ideological spectnun is critical of other 

individuals who are on the same side yet at different points in the scale. For example, a 

pro-gun control advocate wbo calls for the cornplete ban on al1 f i rems and f i r e m  

ownership may be seen in a negative light by some who is concemed with regulation as 

opposed to complete prohibition. The same sorts of divisions are also evident on the anti- 

gun control side. Ideologicai Selectivity is concerned with the allocation of resources and 

money to address criminality. In this case ideology is detemiinhg pciorities rather than 

empirically based information. Miller cites the IeAist movement in the United States to 

decriminalize soft dnigs because they recognize the power of the state to label and that 

conditions of crime largely fall on the "social order." Furthemore, the rightist would 

advocate an increased effort to enforce drug laws (e.g., war on drugs in Amerka). Miller 

suggests that the carefùl collection of information to infonn criminal justice priorities is 

not embraced. The fourth consequence is Informational Constriction where the pervasive 

attitude does not value the d e  and contribution of research to explain criminality. 

Research is viewed as a poor invesîment of resomes in that it has a low r e m  and most 

' It is important to note îhat Miller refers to Wilkins, Crime in the World of IWO. 4 Fuhves 203 (1970) 
indicating tbat his position is contrary to W'tllcins who is of the opinion that the trend in îhe criminal justice 
system is moviag toward more scientific and Seculas approaches (1973: 15 1). 



of the t h e  it raises new questions rather than resolve current ones. At the same tirne 

Miller notes that research can be seen as a threat to ones ideological position and 

therefore research is not supported. Catastrophism is when extremes on both sides 

predict doom and gloom if their suggested approaches are not adopted. The sixth 

consequence identified by Miller was Magnification of Prevalence. This may be part of 

the Catastrophism described above when data are magnified to support a particular 

argument (examples of the use of data by both sides of the debate is presented in Chapter 

Four - Fireann Statistics). Distortion of the Opposition is when one side of the debate 

conveys the position of the other in an attempt to discredit their position (Miller, 

1973:151-153). 

Miller characterizes implications of "ideological intensification" as wgative and 

suggests that criminal justice policy makers should attempt to better distinguish "between 

fact and value statements" (Miller, 1973 : 154). The question that remains is to what extent 

is "ideological intensification" and the seven consequences present in the debate over the 

fmarms legislation in Canada? While Miller's focus on ideology within the criminal 

justice system is a salient part of the law-making process, it is also important to note as 

Hunt (1985) does that legal ideology is one part of the law-making process. Refening to 

Hall's research on the mugging crisis in the United Kingdom, Hunt writes: "it (the crack 

down on 'muggen') was the combination of legal ideology with other elements, 

including the appeals to moral consensus, the nation, and ethnicity, that made the shifi to 

a more authontarian govemance possible" (19853 1). 

Denis (1995) studied the Klein governrnent in Alberta and the appeal of the 

Refom party to demonstrate the d e  ideology plays in deteminhg official priorities. He 

writes: "Refom's appeal is qua1 parts fiscal conse~vatism and cultural reaction. On the 

one hana it is committed to eliminating the federal government deficit in three years. On 



other hanci, it is highly motivated by such issues as gun control, political comtness and 

gay rights" (1995:36). As a remlt of the three to two decision in favour of the federal 

goverment's new gun law by the Alberta Court of Appeal in September 29 1998, the 

Klein government has launched an appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada. In summary, 

the Alberta govemment and intervenors are arguing that b'ordinary firearms" such as 

rifles and shotguns are property and therefore fa11 under provincial jurisdiction not 

federal. While the Albert govemment is drawing the line at property, anti-gun control 

advocates are well within the rightist camp arguing that they have a right to self-defence. 

While this is a good example of how ideology plays a role in the discourse, Kieck (199 1) 

notes that in the Amencan political sphere at least, the ideological roles are reversed. 

According to Kleck (1991), the political ideology has it that Liberals (represented 

by the Democrats) have generally supported the states' regulation of business while 

opposhg the regulation of individual behaviour. They have also opposed the expansion 

of the state's power (e.g., search and seinire) and restriction on human behaviour, and 

they support decriminalization (e.g., so-called victimless crimes such as gambling and 

soft drugs)." On the other band, Conservatives (represented by the Republicans) are also 

opposed to the state's regulation of business, however, they generally favour "expaading 

the state's authority and power to regulate private behaviour of which they disapprove, 

and to enforce laws that concem behaviours mainly engaged in by lower-class persons, 

including so-called Street crime" (1 99 1 :3). Kleck provides an example of the reversal of 

ideologies by stating that Liberals advocate the passage of "gun control laws that create 

and expand a category of victimless crime (gun possession), whereas sorne conservatives 

oppose the effort" (1991:4). He also points out that Conservatives adverse to stricter 

firearm control employ the arpents used by Liberals opposed to other restrictions on 

individual behaviour. For example, Conservatives (nghtists) argue that sûicter gun laws 

will mate a black market, crllninalize otherwise law-abiding citizens, it's impossible to 



enforce, it invites police abuse of authority, and diverts needed resourees away h m  

tackling the mot causes of crime. While Kleck is correct in his analysis that the firems 

debate mudâles the "inteilectuai roles", the rightist opposition to h a r m s  control can be 

explained by referring to Miller's work mentioned above. 

Miller (1973) notes that right is concemed with maintainhg their fimdamental 

personal and family right to safety fiom crime, violence, and attack. This includes the 

right of citizens to take necessary measures to secure their own safety, and the right to 

bear amis, particularly in cases where official agencies may appear ineffective in doing 

so. Therefore the right's protest against stncter f irems contml is quite natural and 

should be expected. The fact that they use arguments assembled by left (liberal 

equivalents) does not necessarily mean they have shifted from their "intellectual natural 

positions." Furthemore, Miller's (1973) work may also address the left's support for 

stricter firearms control by noting that solutions within the criminal justice enterprise 

should look toward community based solutions. This suggests that the left's approach 

would espouse creating new laws if they were in the interest of the "great good" of the 

cornmunity or a particular segment of society. For example, the cal1 for "anti-stalking 

laws", criminal harassment, the reforrn of semial assault legislation, and other restrictions 

are good examples of the left's endorsement of legislative solutions? It is also important 

to note that these types of legal solutions are not expected to provide a full solution and 

are therefore usually supplemented by community based programs Iike "women's 

shelters." 

O'Leary, Mefissa. Ine Role of Women in the Gun Contml Debate: Genderized Discoume. Masîet of Arîs 
Thesis. University of ûttawa, Criminology Department. Forthcoming. 



This section specifically examines the research literature that looks at the ongin of 

k a ~ l l  laws in Canada and other countries (mostly the United States). Friedland's 

(1'985) arîicle entitled The Politics of Gun Control examines the ongin of the 1977 

firearms amendment (Bill C-5119 cornparhg the Canadian experience to the Amencan. 

He concludes that due to different political structures and the lack of organized lobby 

groups in Canada, the govemment is able to pass tougher fueamis legislation. Mauser 

(1992) also anniutes Canada's tough f i r ems  legislation to its political system when 

compared to the United States. 

The 1977 legislation marked the beginning of a new approach in fuearms 

legislation in Canada with the introduction of the Firearms Acquisition Certificate (FAC). 

Bill C-5 1, was part of the governrnent's Omnibus Bill entitled Peace and Security, which 

introduced a number of arnendments including the abolition of capital punishment, the 

establishment of the victim's initiative, and stricter fneanns legislation. According to 

Friedland, Canada was able to pass tougher fireanns legislation for a number of reasons 

including a 1975 incident in Montreal in which 'Wrteen people died fiom gunfire and 

mon." He also noted that in Canada there is no Constitutional right to bear arms and no 

violent history associated with out birth as a nation; "what we have instead, is the simple 

phrase in the Comtitution Act. 1876, 'Peace, Order and Good Govemment"' (1985:243). 

The second reason Friedland highlights is that the Prime Minister and the Solicitor 

General at the time supported tougher gun control. Friedland writes: "the then solicitor 

general, Wanen Alimand, k m  a riduig in Montreal, was strongly committed to stronger 

Cbapter T h  of the thesis descriaes the content of the 1977 legislation (Bill C-5 l), 199 1 (Ba C-17), and 
1995 (Bill C-68). 



gun control legislation and had introduced a private member's Bill in 1972, before he was 

Solicitor General" (1985:244). It is noteworthy to mention that Warren Allmand served 

as Chair of the House of Commons Standing Committee on Justice and Legal Anairs 

who was responsible for reviewing the Bill Cd8 and making recommendations to the 

govemment and the Minister of Justice. The last two reasons noted by Friedland show 

that the majonty of Cariadians supported stricter firearms controls and that groups 

opposed to the legislation were ineffective. Friedland indicates that the "pressure groups" 

led by a former RCMP Commissioner collapsed and as a result did not exert major 

influence on the govemment of the day (1985:246). 

Friedland's article provides a useful overview of the development of Canada's 

1977 fuearms legislative amendment. However, his cornparison is cursory and simplistic 

leaving many unanswered questions, like to what extent did opposition MPs and law 

enforcement agencies influence the govemment? A detailed overview of the Iegislative 

process may have uncovered a more complex reality involving numerous individuals and 

organizations attempthg to influence the content of the legislation.'O For example, Kopel 

(1992) writes "Bi1 C-58 (the predecessor to Bill B-51) was met with over fifty 

amendrnents in the Canadian House of Commons, and a fueston of protest fiom gun 

owners. Accordlligly, the T d e a u  govemment withdrew C-58, and introduced a 'hiilder 

Bill C-5 1" (1992: 142). Clearly, such cornparisons do not fully address the process of 

law-making in either country, they simply address the differences in the political systems 

and their institutions. 

'O Anti-gun conml grwps often make refennce to the Canadian Association of Chief s of Police (CACP) 
position on universai registmtion during the Bill C-5 1 debate. Accordingiy, this gmup argued at ihat t h e  
that universal registration would be too complex and expensive to implement, 



Mauser and Margolis (1992) also conducted a cornparison between Cana& and 

the United S ~ t e s .  They conclude that because Canadians and Americans hold similar 

views on firearms control, Canada's tougher gun legislation is explained by differences in 

Canada's law-making institutions and relationships with lobby groups for exarnple. 

However, the data on public opinion presented in the article does not fully support 

Mauser a d  Margolis' conclusion that Canadians and Amencans hold similar views on 

gun contiol. It suggests the c o n m 9  that Canadians in general favour restrictions of 

firearms while Arnericans tend to be less supportive. Furthemore, this study also falls 

short in that it does not explain fblly how it is that the process and political structures 

contribute to the law-making process. For example, their study characterizes the 

parliamentary system and Prime Minister's position as extremely powerful. They write: 

"the structure differences coupled with British-style parliamentary government, makes it 

easier in Canada to introduce stricter firearms legislation.. . Prime Ministers have power 

oniy âreamed about by Amencan Presidents" (1992:202). They go as fat as to 

characterize the government as despotic by writhg: ''cal1 it leadership or tyranny9 but 

Canadian govemrnents act in advance of the electorate more often than any American 

president" (1992:202). This research is important because it foms part of the why 

question that is tested indirectly in this thesis, although, as noted by Kopel(1992) above 

sitch a scenario is unlikely given that Prime Minister Trudeau and the govemment 

endured checks and balances which did result in "milder legislation" in 1977. 

Mauser (1995) conducted an analysis of the proposed gun law while it was before 

partiment. He noted in his report entitied Gun Control is not C h e  ControI that the 

govemment was political1 y opportunistic in its effort to strengthen Canada's existing 

firearms legislation which played on Canadian's growing fear and concem of crime. 

Mauser writes: 



Any real solution to criminal violence is likely to be complex and 
expsive, so the govemment is attracted to waging a symbolic campaign 
to win votes. Since it is cutrently fashionable to equate tkearms with 
violence, and there is an ernotional crusade against firearms, the 
govemment sees a political opportunity. Gun control promises an easy 
victory. Poils show that the public is both afraid of f'rrearms and ignorant 
of the current firearms legislation. Even if the new laws don't work, the 
public won't know, and the govemment can aiways call for more 'gun 
control' laws in a few years (1995: 1). 

Mauser's analysis objects to the introduction of stricter fmarms legislation on the 

basis that "no govemment in the world can boast that the introduction of stricter fwarms 

laws bas actually reduced violence" (1995:l). The issue of effectiveness (and cost) is 

important because Mauser is questionhg the government's motives, if the legisiation 

does not reduce f i r e m  crime why would the govemment introduce such measures? Of 

course, Mauser and anti-gun control groups have a number of theones, which will be 

described in the chapters that follow. Mauser's report is an overview of the types of 

concems expressed by the anti-gun control gmups, refemng to the official crime and 

health data, and special studies on poliing conducted by Mauser and others. Mauser's 

research overall, like most of the research on fireanns fails to place the development of 

the legislation within a broader framework that may address the origins Canada's newest 

firearm law. 

Researchers have noted that fuearm legislation is ofien preceded by crises within 

the state or tragic incidents. Kopel (1992) points out that in Canada's short history 

Parliament bas o h  enacted fmarm legislation afier social unrest. For example, he cites 

the 19 19 Winnipeg strike where police killed protestors caught in a labour dispute. Kopel 

writes: "shortiy thereafler, the Canadian House of Cornons, temfied by the Winnipeg 

strike, took up the issue of gun control" (1992:141). Other factors also provoked 

parliament into pursuhg stricter harms  legislation ineluding the "gangsterism" and 



public awareness. Kopel traces a number of tragic incidents, which he believes provided 

the impetus for new legislation includiiig the shooting death of 14 women in Montréal at 

~ c o l e  Polytechnique on December 6,1989. 

The Ontario Handgun Association suggests that h a n n s  control is a reaction to 

crises caused by the state to justify M e r  control. More specifically, "rather than 

confiont the dynamics of social change that have taken place in Canada, govemment has 

traditionally responded by creating an atmosphere of crisis which it then used to justiS, 

increasingly restrictive f irems control" (1 994:69). In their 1994 publication entitled 

The Poîitics of Panic: Registration ydJ Mean Confiscation they make reference to a 

number of incidents in Canadian society that were followed b y stricter gun laws including 

"confiscation without compensation." They mention the labour unrest in Winnipeg in 

1 9 1 9 (and the Comunist threat), police perception of the growing number of individuals 

carrying revolvers in the 1920s and 1930s (referred to Kopel as "gangstensm"), the 

Second World War, FLQ crisis in the early 1970s, and the Oka stand-off in the late 

1980s. The association's argument is hteresting, however, to suggest that these crises 

were thernselves produced by the state is questionable. The advancement of these types 

of theories serves ody to M e r  isolate the anti-gun control organizations fiom 

governent and criminal justice officials. 

Stenning's (1996) review of Canada's firearm legislation examines the motivation 

behind stricter fuearms legislation in 1977, 1991 and 1995. He suggests that the 1977 

legislation was rooted in a number of sensational incidents, rising police homicides, and 

armed robbery incidents. He also notes that the underlying concern was that "Canada 

was going the way of the United States" (1996:18). Stemhg notes that for the next 

decade although there may have been some cal1 for stricter hamis legislation from 

police associations, the Progressive Conservative govermnent was not willllig to proceed 



given the political risk attributed to the 1977 legislation. However, starting in the mid- 

19809, incidents invoiving firearms brought firearms control to the political arena even 

though the crime statistics revealed a decline in gun crimes. The incidents include the 

May 1984 incident in the Québec National Assembly where three people were killed and 

another 13 were injured and in April 1989 a man hijacked a passenger bus h m  Montréal 

to the steps of Parliament in Ottawa. The most salient moment leading up to the 

enactment of the 199 1 legislation was the tragic event in Monuéal at École Polytechnique 

(Stenning, 199622). This according to Stenning provided the irnpetus for the 

Progressive Conservatives to introduce Bill C-80, which was later replaced by a watered 

d o m  version Bill C- 1 7. Bill C- 1 7 introduced a variety of provisions, however, the most 

notable was a more elaborate screening form for FAC applicants and the implementation 

of a FAC computer system in each province and temtory. With respect to the 1995 

legislation (Bill Cd$), Stenning argues that it was a culmination of similar incidents 

involving firearms, including the first recorded drive-by shooting in Ottawa. He also 

points out that the Conservatives acquiesce to the "gun lobby" created a vacuum the 

Liberal opposition was willing to fill, especially given that a number of MPs who were 

advocates of stricter fireanns legislation (some of whom were involved with the 1977 

legislation). The Liberals seized the opportunity and made gun control part of their 

platform in time for the 1993 federal election (Stenning, 1996: 23-25). In conclusiony 

Stenning States that the governrnent responded to "public concems about fireanns 

violence, and to public pressure for 'tougher' gun controls " (1 996:43). 

The Liberal government did respond to public concerns in many aspects. Dahlke 

(1997) examined the contribution of the public health community to the development of 

the new legislation and the ongins of the public health perspective. More specifically, 

Dablke examines the ideological mots of the public health movement, which helped 

shape the ''perspective that the 'gun problem' is a public heaith pmblem" (1997,iii). At 



the risk of simplifyiag Dahlke's work, he argues that the public health perspective is piut 

ofa  wider ideology, which is based on the Hobbesian perspective that al1 individuals are 

inherently evil, and thus require the state's intervention. As part of the "social contract" 

the state hss a monopoly on the use of force and preoccupation with control in order to 

ensure individual's safety. This line of thinking is transformed to the public health 

discourse smunding fmarms control where the 'gun problem' is descnkd as an 

epidemic or virus (Dahlke, 1997:73). Dahlke concludes that the public health perspective 

and its motivation to restnct individual behaviour to 'prevent injuries' is part of the wider 

effort of the state to control. Dahlke holds that "the concem for health and safety 

coincides, in the long run, with the state's interest in maintainhg ordef' (1 997:62). He 

also notes that this should not be interpreted as "conspiracy theory" and that the concem 

for health is sincere; however, "political power is always mediated by cultural values" 

and that because such concems increase the power of the state, they "coincide with the 

state's interests" @ahlke, 1 997:62). 

Dahlke's research suggests that the work of public health officiais benefit the state 

in its bid to civilize society and maintain power. The same criticism afforded the 

Structurai Manüst cm be levied at Dahlke, in that it advocates a detemiinistic mode1 

where individual and organizational stniggle in history is irrelevant. Furthemore, how 

does the state know which actions lie in its long-term interests in civilizing society? 

Attributhg early public heaith ideology, which is according to Dahlke rooted in the 

police state (1997:45), to modem day society seerns to be a leap of faith. 1 would agree 

with Dahlke and Manllsts in general that the state has a propensity to be drawn to power, 

rooted in its function to control. However, as Chambliss and Seidman (1982) note above 

individuals contribute to the dialectic struggîe throughout history and public k i t &  

organizations were one of several groups who pressured the state into action, while others 

opposed the legislative proposais. Dahlke's characterization of the new law as 



"resembling marsha1 law" gives fûrther credence of a conspiracy; even though he argues 

that such a possibility does not exist. 

Spitzer's (1995) policy research on f i r e m  control in the United States examines 

whether gun possession and its use should be significantly regulated. He explains that 

there are two types of regulation, the economic and the social. The social of course is 

much more controversial than the economic. According to Spitzer social regulation has 

grown in popularity since the 1960s and that it is "more concemed with broader issues of 

public safety, heaith and morals. The focus is social relationships and not economic" 

(1995:4). Spitzer hypothesises that most firearms laws in America are developed in a 

similar pattern which he describes as the outrage-action-reaction model. T h e  policy 

pattern Srpifjing the gun debate is one in which repetitive political scenarios play 

themselves out with great fury but astonishingly littie effect. The cycle of outrage, action 

and reaction usually begins with the sensational and the horrific" (Spitzer, 1995: 13). In 

Canada, there have been several sensational or high profile shootings, which did garner 

attention fiom the public and the media. The most tragic event associated with firearrn 

control in the 1990s was the shooting death of 14 women in École Polytechnique, the 

'Just Deserts' shooting, the shooting death of a Toronto police constable, and the drive-by 

shooting in Ottawa. This outrage spurs on action by pro-gun control advocates who 

pressure law makers, mahiy the politicians, to enact legislation that would prevent or at 

least reduce these types of incidents. The lawmakers in response to the advocates may 

propose regulation to address the concems of the pro-pn conttol advocates and others. 

He concludes that this cycle is "symptomatic of the 'value conflict9 at the heart of the 

f m m s  issue-at l~ast in the US9 (Spitzer, 1995:lS). Friedland (1985) and Stenning 

(1996) also descnbed this cycle in their study of the Canadian gun legislation and law 

making process. 



The followhg section presents a theoretical fiamework that is used to conduct an 

analysis of the documentary data (e.g., public documents such newspapers) and semi- 

stn~ctured interviews with individuals who were involved with the development of the 

1995 firearms legislation. The blending of the Structural M h s t  and hteractionist 

perspectives provide a powerfil anaiytical fnunework to address the why and how 

questions. Given that the Structural Maocist approach is said to best explain conflicts that 

arise fiom contradictions of capitalist society, the concluding chapter of the thesis 

examines the applicability of the Structural Marxist perspective to the origin of gun 

legislation; which does not explicitly involve a conflict between capital and labour. 

As indicated above, it is important to define and present the various asmmptions 

that arise from the research literature and to present a set of questions that help adàress 

the broader why and how questions. 

The State 

The economy is the focal point of the Maocist perspective and the state maintains 

the conditions required for capital accumulation. Its actions are driven by the "long term" 

interest of capital and the elite. The state mediates confiict that arises fiom contradictions 

inherent to the capitalist systern between labour and capital b y constructing superficial 

solutions that maintain the c m n t  structure (this includes the maintenance of the legal 

institutions). Its "relative autonomy" legitimizes the m e ' s  mediation role and affords its 

use of force (e.g., power to label or criminalize) to ensure stability and harmony. It is 

responsible for maintainhg "capitalist hegemony" which is defined as the 



"universalization of capitalist interest.' Such interests are maintained not only by the use 

of force, but also by the use of ideology which upholds societal consensus. 

Based on the research literature, it would seem that the state is not immune fiom 

outside pressures to represent the interests of groups other than capital. Historical 

analyses show that the state has given way to individuais and groups outside the class 

dichotomy (e.g., ideology, gender, race, ethnicity, etc.). Whether such "concessions" 

reflect the state's willingness to change is at times a subjective matter. However, 

adopting the view that any departure fiom the status quo is merely cosmetic presents a 

tautological dilernrna. Why struggle for change when the state's actions will not facilitate 

'?rue'' change? Building on Chambliss and Seidman (1982) and theu discussion of the 

"logic of the dialectic," stmggle is essential to the evolution of society and structures. 

Therefore, the state should be perceived as "relatively autonomous," Ui that it is primarily 

concemed in maintaining a "civilized and stable society" (at least in North Amerka), 

which does in fact benefit capital and to some extent labour (and other groups). 

Legitimatioo of this function is realized in the "concessions made to groups" in conflict 

both with the state's position as well as opposing forces. 

Physically, the state is comprised of the government, bureaucracies (policy 

makers) and law enforcement agencies. Although individuals and organizations may not 

have access to the same resources, Members of Parliament (Officiai Opposition and the 

Govemrnent), organized groups, unions, academics, and other individuals play an 

important role in influencing the state in varying degrees. As Giddens (1979) argues 

"even the lowest servant" of the state has the power to influence within the existing 

structure by utilipng current laws and d e s .  He explains that control is premised on the 

principle that the "dialectic is built into every nature of agency" and that "dl power 

relations, or relations of autonomy and dependence, are reciprocal; however wide the 



asymmetncal distribution of resources involved, al l  power relations manifest autonomy 

and dependence in both directions" (Giddens, 1979:149). These relations in general 

require the state to make concessions in the name of stability, both in the short and long 

term. Furthemore, these concessions provide cursory evidence that the structure is fluid 

and is able to react in the interest of stability. 

The Law 

Structural Marxists view the law as an ideological tool to be used by the state in 

order to act in the long term interest of capital. This is also problematic in that it neglects 

the fact that other groups, beside the state and capital have access to the law. Although it 

should be recognized that access to the law is disproportionate among the classes, the law 

does provide subordinate groups with a mechanism to subvert the state and its intentions 

to increase or maintain social control (e.g., Canodian Charter of Human Rights and 

Freedom). It is also important to note at this junctwe that access to law does not always 

guarantee success and it is not the only way one exerts pressure on the state. For 

example, Gusfield (1996) notes the success of the DUI movement was not necessarily 

based on material resources (e.g., money, research, legislators) or access to the law. It 

was their ability to utilize ideology in a manner that espoused a tough reaction to 

individuals involved in such behaviour. Just as the coercive nature of the state depends 

on law and ideology to maintain control and consensus, the law and ideology are utilized 

by classes in the law-making process as well. 

The Individual 

The individual in society does have a choice, which is often greatly influence& by 

hisrnet position in the economic structure. However, there are a few individuals in 



society who make choices that are not based exclusively on their economic position in 

society. These individuais are Moral Entrepreneurs or Crusuders who are motivated by 

circumstance or experience outside the economic sphere (that is not to Say there are no 

wealthy crusaders). The Moral Entrepreneur may have lost a son or daughter in a tragic 

accident involving a dnink driver. As Gusfield (1996) suggests such individuals and 

organizations serve as powerful symbols that influence the state to act in a particular 

manner. However, it is also important to note, as Rock (1986) does, that organizations 

are ofleen exploited by the state by providing the appearance of "external demanâ" for 

reform. Recognizing the strength of the state, capital and imposing structures, it is 

important to note, as Chambliss and Seidman do, "that people, not systems, societies, or 

the legal order, but people acting in the face of extant resources and constraints" provide 

impetus for social change or law-rnaking (1982:144). Individuals and organizations 

utilize a particular ideology and present a discourse to influence the state and law-making 

process. 

Defining ldeology and Discourse 

Understanding the ideology and discourse of the law-making process is an 

important part of addressing the how question. How do we go fiom reality to social 

problem to legal remedy? The research literature suggests that the use of ideology and 

particular discourse facilitate the metamorphosis. In other words, they help law-makers, 

opponents and supporters to ground their positions in a way that is understood by society 

in a specific epoch. Accordllig to Miller, ideology refers 90 a set of general and abstract 

beliefs and assumptions about the correct or proper state of things, particu1arIy with 

tespect to moral order and political arrangements which serve to shape one's positions on 

specific issues" (1973:142). The discourse is a way in which ideology both within the 



law and the law-making process are conveyed. Davis and Anderson (1983) refer to 

Foucault's definition of discourse: 

Foucault, the French stiuicturaiist, uses the terni discourse to help us grasp 
the mental and ideological activities of a society or an entire epoch in the 
life of a society. The discourse of a society or social p u p  is a complex of 
categories: ways of speaking, habits of perceiving and d e s  about what 
aspects of phenornena must be emphasized and spolcen about. It also 
hcludes prohibitions, that is, niles about what must not be dealt with in 
open speech, and also societal instiiutions, for instance, schools, 
academics, churches and mass media that indoctrinate members to see and 
speak in given ways and that create, maintain, and deny legitimacy 
(l983:3 1). 

Davis and Anderson also note that individuals in society ' W e  discourses for 

granted as the naturai, inevitable ways of speaking, seeing and thinking" (1983:31). 

While Davis and Anderson note that ideology is a crucial part of social control, it is also 

an effective means of pressuruig and infiuencing the state and law-making process. 

Once again, recognizing the state's propensity to control, it is important to examine and 

understand the ideology and discoune surrounding social problems (e.g., sexud assault, 

gambling, drinking under the influence, fmarms, etc.) and within the law-making 

process. 

As mentioned previously, withui the context of Gusfield's work on moral 

crusaders, it is dificult to place the debate over frearms as a conflict rooted in the 

classical divide of capital and labour. However, using Miller's (1973) work it is 

reasonable to split the fmarms debaie on an ideological plain examining the Right and 

Lefi discourse. Although their traditional "intellectual positions" are reversed in the case 

of f i r e m s  control, as noted by Kleck (1991), the dichotomy is still valid Kleck (1991) 

argues tbat culture provides a better explanation of the ciifferences that separate those 

who opposed and supported stncter f i rems legislation. While d t u r e  is important, 1 



assumed in this study that ideology serves as a greater determinant of ones position (i.e., 

anti-gun control or pro-gun control) when cornpared to culture. 

The social problems and constnictionist theorïes provide a framework or a way of 

makuig sense of the numerous events that occur during the development of legislation. 

Erikson (1 963), Gusfield (1 98 1 ), Hall (1 978), Hahn-Raf'ter (1 WO), Stenning (1 996), and 

Spitzer (1995) al1 put fonvard a description of how social events become social problems. 

At this point it is also important to mention that not al1 behaviour or social events ever 

become recognized as social problems and even if they do get recognition they are not 

necessarily acted upon by the forma1 law-making institutions (Rock, 1986). Therefore, a 

"social event" (e.g., youth unemployment) can be recognized as a "social problem;" 

however, due to a lack of "resources", "poiitical will," 'bbureaucratic support" etc. 

nothing is done about it. It simply stays on the so-called back bumer. Based on the 

insights of Structural Manism and Interactionists, the following describes the law- 

making process f'kom the time a social event is recognized as a "social problem" to the 

passage of a forma1 law. 

1. Outrage - Within modem capitalist society there is continuous behaviour, which 

shapes social events. This behaviour is either individually or orgnaizationally based, 

and shapes social events and is shaped by the social structure. The state, law, 

individuals and other organizations within capitalist society filter these events. One or 

a combination of these groups will react to the event. If the event causes pervasive 

"outrage" (feu and anger are also prevalent) in society then the next phase wii i  

follow. It is important to note that moral crusaders or entrepreneurs cm corne h m  

within the state, legal institutions7 or citizenry. It is also possible for organizations to 



be moral crusaders as well. The moral crusader begins hisher work in the following 

stage. Depending on the type of behaviow and event and public interest the media 

both inform society of the event and transmit the discourse surrounding it. In the case 

of fmarms, typicaiiy the media report on fuearm crimes such as homicides, robberies 

and other violent incidents. in modem day capitalist society, the media are present in 

d l  stages. This stage marks the essential recognition of a social event as a social 

pro blem. 

Action - In this stage the moral crusaden start making claims conceming the event 

and label it as a "social problem." In the case of social events that are already 

recognized problems, moral crusaders claim that the current laws or regulations 

"don't go far enough" to address them. Therefore something needs to be done about 

the "social problem." In this stage, the use of research and statistics becorne part of 

the law-making process. As Gusfield (198 1) notes, the mobilization of bias involves 

the use of scientific fmdings to demonstrate the existence of the "social problem" and 

provide 'Yact" or "justifications" for reaction. At this stage moral crusaders either 

organized or as individuals, place pressure on official agencies to make changes to 

current legislation or create new laws to address the "social problem". This is where 

the use of the media also comes into play as a tool for both the state and the moral 

crusaders to transmit their discourse. Hall's (1 978) work on "mugging" argues that 

the newspaper media played a salient role in maintainhg capitalist hegemony, 

sending the message that the "mugging incident" was a signal of the decline of 

"ordered society." 

3. Reaction - The reaction stage involves a formal response from state officials who 

have seen the outrage and have k e n  exposed to the action. This is not to say that the 

state itself cannot be involved in both the outrage and action stage. However, based 



on the Iiterature it would seem more likely that the state wilI proceed with caution 

after the outrage stage, collecting and M e r  filtering the information during the 

action phase before making a decision whether to proceed or not. Once the state 

decides to proceed, the state will likely present a proposal (usually in the form of a 

white paper) coasult with various groups (govements, moral crusaders, etc.) and 

eventually introduce legislation within the formal process. It is interesthg to note 

that a great deal of work is already completed pnor to the formal law-making process. 

Once introduced into the formal sphere, parliament examines the legislation and 

consults with different groups both formally through cornmittees and informally 

(letter writing, news media, etc.). The transmission of the information, which started 

in the second stage, is on-gohg and will ofien be shaped by events in society, the 

formal process, news papers, research and other sphem. Once the fonnal process is 

complete the legislators pass or reject the law. If the law is passed, implementation 

begins; however, if it is rejected the process may start over again or the "social 

problem" is forgotten until another time. 

At any stage of the process the "social problem" may no longer require the fomal 

intervention of the state. As noted above, the decision not to pursue the issue can come 

fiom either of the parties involved in the process. However, such a decision is more 

likely to resonate fiom the state (e.g., lack of political will, resources, not a pnonty, not 

technically feasible, no public support, etc.). Furthemore, as evidenced in the historical 

development of gun control in Canada, formal legislative solutions to "social problems" 

have not necessarily satisfied the moral crusaders. Therefore, even afler legislation is 

adopted and slowly implemented, the pmcess may start over. The following diagram 

illustrates the law-making pmcess, which will assist in the organization of the data that 

examines the discourse. 



Dîaaram 2.1 PmPcMed Law-maklna Pmcem tor Cansda's Oun Lecil8l#tlon 

Conclusion 

This chapter has outlined the major sociology theories, reviewed a number of 

snidies that have examined the oxigin of laws and presented a theoretical framework. 

Examining the origin of legislation is a complex undertaking, which can be 

studied fiom a number of theoretical perspectives. Integrating the Marxist appmach with 

Interactionist theory provides a powerfùl analytical framework. Both approaches 

complement each other. That is to say, the Marxist approach continues to ask stnicturally 

based questions (e.g., who does the law serve) and helps fomulate an answer to the why 

question. Encson's (1987) research questions noted above surrounding criminal justice 

reform are also relevant. Ericson argues that to fully understand the origins of a 

particular law reform (reform is the amendment of current laws or enactment of new 

legislation) researchers should ask the following questions: 1. where does the reform 

corne h m ;  2. how are they transmitted in govemment, scientific, and mass media; 3. 

what is the nature of the evidence used; 4. what are the rhetocical and fictive features of 

this discourse; 5. what are the social, political, econornic and cultural processes by which 

reforms are accepted or rejected; 6. who's interests are served; and, 7. what are the wider 

implications for a morally directed politically responsible, economically viable, and 

socidy sat ismg existence (1987:34). Law making iacludes law refonn since a great 

deal of legislation adopted by Parliament deals with changes to existing law. Law refom 



is therefore a component of the law-makiLlg process. It is more than simple tinkering; 

real law reform is a major change in direction or a significant adjunct to existing 

legislation (Fattah, 1987; Ericson, 1987). These questions and the adoption of the 

dialectic mode1 address the deterministic character of the Manist perspective. 

The Intemctionists M e r  enable such research to acknowledge the existence and 

impact of capitalist society and its structure on the law-making process. However, this 

approach does not necessarily lead one down the "detemilliistic path" and allows for 

heuristic discovery within a theoretical Frame. By addressing the following sub- 

questions, which were derived fiom the research literature and focusing on the discourse, 

within the combined framework, the why and how questions can be addressed. 

What is the content of the new firearm legislation and its intended purpose? 

What is the scope of the "social problem" that the new firearms legislation was 
created to address (Le., fireams deaths and injuries)? 

What individuals, lobby groups, govemmeuts, law enforcement, and other 
organizations supported or opposed the creation of the proposed law? 

How was the "social problem" defined by the above groups and how was their d e  
and message iransmitted to the geneial public? 

What role did the above groups play in the creation of the legislation (e.g., 6bcrusading 
refonnets" advocating legislative change)? 

What are the processes by which the proposed fïrearms legislation or parts of it were 
accepted or rejected by these groups (e.g., legislative, political, scientific, public 
opinion, etc.)? and, 

What are the wider implications of the new legislation for Canadian society and the 
criminal justice system (e.g., crime prevention, net widening, etc.)? 



CHAPTER 3 - Content of Legislation 

The new firearms legislation represents a graduai increase in the regdation of 

h a m i s  in Canada dating back to 1877 when a justice of the peace had the authority to 

incarcerate people in possession of a handgun without reasonable cause, and 1892 when 

restrictions were placed on handguns and nation wide permits were required to possess 

pistols and revolvers (Department of Justice, 1993). Under the Constitution Act the 

feded govemment is responsible for developing and creating laws that regulate firems 

(rifles, shotguns, revolvers, pistols, and air guns that shoot over the velocity of 152 

metres per second) and the provinces must administer these laws. Since 1934 al1 

restncted fwarms (mainly handguns) must be registered with the Restricted Weapons 

Registration System (RWRS) maintained by the Fireanns Registration and 

Administration Section (FRAS) of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP). 

Over the last 20 years, three major amenciments have been made to firems 

legislation in Canada. The policy rationale for these amendments are ofien based on the 

idea of public safety and crime control or crime prevention. For the most part, these 

amendments are rooted in the principles of deterrence, incapacitation, and prohibition 

which are intended to limit access to fmarms and decrease the availability of military 

type and hi&-powered firems. In 1977, the Liberal govemment put into place various 

rneasures to strengthen h a r m s  control and prevent their misuse. The most important 

measure was the introduction of the Fireanns Acquisition Certificate (FAC). The 

purpose of the FAC was to prevent individuals who posed a nsk to others and themselves 

h m  acquiring fireanns. After January 1, 1979, individuals wishhg to acquire fmarms 

aeeded to obtain a FAC. hdividuals who already possessed fharms prior to the 

legislation corning into force were not required to obtain a FAC, unless they wanted to 

acquire new firearms. The FAC is only required for acquisition and is not needed to 



possess f i rems (Solicitor General of Canada, 1983:8). The cost of the FAC was 

originally $10.00 (currently S5O.OO) and is vdid for five years unless revoked. The 

legislation also required that aU FAC applicants successfully complete the Canadian 

Fkarms Safety Course (CFSC) which was made available in each jurisdiction. The 

CFSC however, was not available in al1 provinces until sometime in 1994, and the 

Northwest Tenitories has yet to offer the course. 

In addition to the FAC, a number of new penalties were introduced to deter the 

criminal use of fireams including Section 83 (now Section 85) which called for a 

minimum mandatory sentence of one year and a maximum of 14 years for anyone using a 

h a r m  in the commission of an offence. The new penalties came into force on January 

1, 1978 (Solicitor General of Canada, 1983: 10). The 1977 legislation prohibited al1 fully- 

automatic firearms and made their sale, import or possession illegal. However, 

individuals who owned fully-automatic f i rems prior to the prohibition and obtained a 

registration certificate before January 1, 1978 were able to keep their f i rems under a 

"grandfathering" clause. The trade and sale of the fully-automatic fmms was also 

pennitted between individuals who were bonufzde gun collectors and who already legally 

owned one or more fully-automatic firearms. The "grandfathering" clause and the 

bonafide category essentially created a new class of fweanns owner and will eventually 

take the fblly-automatic f i rems out of circulation (Ram, 1995238). Opponents of the 

legislation have often referred to "grandfathering" as the confiscation of f~earms in slow 

motion. 

The legislation enabled courts to impose firearms prohibitions on not only 

individuals who were convicted of firearms related offences, they were able to hand 

down prohibition orders for im3vidu.h mvicted of any offence involving the use, threat 

or attempted violence. As part of the government's effort to reduce firearms suicide, 



courts were given the authority to issue an order in cases where it was detennined that the 

presence of a h a r m  poses a risk to the o w ~ e r  or others in a household, regardless of 

whether an conviction was obtaiwd (Ram, l995:238). 

In 1990, the Progressive Conservative govemment under the direction of Kim 

Campbell, then the Minister of Justice, put fonh a number of amendments building on the 

previous law and its principles of detemce, incapacitation and prohibitions (Rarn, 1 995 : 

287). As mentioned above, the 1991 legislation was said to be a response to the tragedy 

at the École Polytechnique in Montreal where Marc Lepine shot to death 14 fernale 

engineering students with a semiautomatic rifle. The government's first attempt to 

strengthen gun control failed when the session of Parliament ended and Bill C-80 died on 

the order paper. Ln the next session, the govemment introduced a second Bill ((2-17) 

which passed third reading and was givea Royal Assent two years after the incident at 

École Polytechnique on December 6. 199 1. 

The 1991 legislation enhanced the FAC screening process by: raising the 

minimum age from 16 to 18; establishg a 28 day waiting penod between application 

and issuance (ofien referred to as a "cooling-off penod"); expanding the form to four 

pages to include questions on person history and a passport like photograph; and, 

required applicants to provide two personal references (Ram, 1995288). With regard to 

lirniting availability of f i rems and fire-power, the legislation classified a variety of 

converted automatic f m m s  to either prohibited or restncted weapons, and limited the 

capacity of cartndge magazines to 10 for al1 handguns and 5 for al1 centre% 

semiautomatic rifles. "Grandfathering" ngbts were also extended to owners of converted 

automatic fireams so long as owners obtained or were in the process of obtaining a 

registration certificate by January 1, 1992 (Ram, 1995:289). The maximum length of 

sentences were increased for possession offences in violation of court ordered 



prohibitions, importing and trafficking of prohibited weapons, and there was an increase 

in the mandatory length of prohibition orders fiom five to ten years. No amenciment was 

made to Section 85, the manâatory minimum sentence for using a firearm in the 

commission of a criminal offence (Ram, 1995: 29 1). 

The 199 1 legislation also set a precedent by expanding safe storage regulations to 

private firearms owners (under the 1977 regdations ody firearms businesses and 

collectors were required to safely store their fmarms). Safe storage provisions requiring 

fmarms owners io securely store their firearms when not in use by using trigger locks, 

storing them in secure cabinets, or by utilizing other methods for making them less 

accessible. The measures are intended to reduce access to firearms and to decrease 

suicida1 and accidental firems deaths, and to decrease the risk of escalation in domestic 

violence situations. Furthemore, secure storage is seen as a way to reduce and deter the 

likelihood of theft or loss of fireanns. 

On December 5, 1995 the Bill C-68 received Royal Assent. The approved Bill 

amended Part Three of the Criminal Code of Canada and created a new statute called the 

Firearms Act. ' ' The C h i n a i  Code deals mainly with offences while the Act centres on 

the administration of the new licensing and registmtion scheme. Although there are 

numemus provisions, witbin the Act the following sections represent the ones often 

debated over during the legislative debate. 

With respect to the Criminal Code arnendments, the new legislation increased 

mandatory minimum sentences fiom one year to four in 10 violent offences involving the 

use of a fuearm (i.e., manslaughter, attempted murder, s e d  assault with weapon, 

" Fireonnr Act, Chapter 39. Staains of Canada. An Act respe&g fhams and other weapons. 
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robbery, crllninai negligence causing death, causing bodily harm with intent, aggregated 

assault, kidnapping, hostage taking, and extortion). 

The legislation also amended Section 85, which now carries a mandatory minimum 

sentence of one year for individuais using a fireann or an imitation and replica fmarms 

during the commission of a crime. These penalties came into force on January 1, 1996. 

The legislation also created new offences for smuggling and traficking fireanns. 

The legislation banned the importation and sale of 25 and 32 calibre handguns as 

well as on handguns with a barre1 leagth of 105mm or less. Individuals with registration 

pemits as of February 14, 1995 are considered to be grandfathered. That is to Say, they 

are entitled to keep their fneanns although they have been prohibited. Ody individuals 

within a specific class of ownership (same type of firearm) are entitled to possess or 

exchange these types of fmarms. 

The legislation also enacted mandatory prohibition orciers for specific violent 

offences. In those cases, judges are required to indicate why an offender was not 

prohibited. Furthemore, the legislation now requires ail individuals who have had thek 

fuearms lost or stolen to report such incidents to the police. 

The Fiteam Act also allows individuals to hand down to family memben 

f i rems that are considered "relics" and "family heirlooms." The handguns must be 

manufactured before 1946 and registered prior to February 14, 1995. The family member 

must be qualified to receive the handgun. 

Under the F i r e m  Act starting December 1, 1998 individuals were able to 

submit applications for firems licences and registration certificates for theu firearms. 



In general there are four types of license that individuals can apply for: possession ody 

(that wiil no longer be available for first t h e  applicants siarting January 1, 2001); 

possession and acquisition; miwr, and business. The license cornes with specific 

conditions that allow the licensee to possess or acquire various types of fireanns (i.e., 

non-restricted, restricted and prohibited). The licence is a departure fiom the Firems 

Acquisition Certificate in that it is required for both possession and acquisition. 

Furthemore, the f i r ems  licence facilitates ongoing screening of fmarms owners and 

users and is renewable afier five years. 

The Fiream Act also introduced registration of al1 firearms, including rifles and 

shotguns. Individuals will have until January 1, 2003 to obtain registration certificates 

for their fiearms. The RCMP maintains the registration system with a central processing 

site in the city of Miramichi, New Brunswick. The processing site handles incoming 

licence and registration applications. As two separate databases, the Canadian Fireans 

Registration System (CFRS) will link information on firearm licensees and registered 

firearms. 

Individuals who fail to register their f i rems c m  be subject to sanctions under the 

China1 Code or under the Fireanns Act. The penalties under the Fireanis Act are said 

to be more lenient for people who inadvertently forget to register their guns. The 

maximum sentence for intentionally forgetting to register your firearms is ten years. In 

addition to the penalties, the Fireanns Act also contaias inspection powers that ailow 

police (usually fiearm oficers) to inspect for safe storage regulations. Police must give 

reasonable notice and get permission from the orner of the dwelling to enter. If they are 

refused permission they must obtain a warrant. 



CHAPTER 4 - Firearm Statistics 

To fully address the question of why the new legislation was proposed by the 

govemment it would be egregious not to examine basic firearm statistics in Canada. 

Although it would be dificult to find statements by the government that the new 

legislation was introduced in response to a growing firearm problem, the use of statistics 

throughout the legislative process is plentifil. Therefore, it is essential that thïs section 

provide readers with a basic understanding of the extent to which firearms permeate 

Canadian society. This section will review the basic frearm statistics in Canada 

including firearm ownenhip, gun deaths, injuries, and violent crime involving firearms. 

This section will also describe the limitations of the sources of firearm statistics in 

Canada. 

Fitearm Statistlcs Sources 

Overall, there are two sources of fueann statistics in Canada: 1) officia1 sources 

and 2) special studies. The fmt source is primarily Statistics Canada, however, basic data 

on f m m s  are also available h m  the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) and 

other ageacies, such as the Canadian Institute for Health Information (CMI). The second 

source of information on f'iarms includes Department of Justice reports (usuaily 

conducted under contract by private research and polling finns), special working groups 

(e.g., F i r e m  Smuggling Work Group), academic researchers, and police. Although al1 

provide a valuable contribution to understanding f i rems in Canada, the most 

comprehensive trend data on h a r m  deaths anci injuries are maintained by the Health 

Statistics Division and the Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics (CCJS) at Statistics 

Canada. 



The CCJS is Canada's official source of national crime statistics. It maintains a 

number of surveys on police reported crime including the Homicide Survey, the incident 

based Revised Unifom Crime Reporthg Survey (UCIU), and the aggregate Uniform 

Crime Reporthg Survey (UCRl). AU three surveys provide statistical information on 

f irem crime incidents. The Homicide S w e y  is national in scope and provides detailed 

information on fireanns and the circumstance swrounding the incident (e.g., 

victim/offender characteristics, victim and offender relationship, type of firem used to 

kill victirn, motive, etc.). The incident based Revised UCR2 provides information on 

fnearm-related crimes in violent offences ody. The survey collects information on the 

victim, offender, the most serious weapon present (even if the weapon was not used) and 

the most serious weapon causing injury to the victim, and the types of fuearms present. 

Data on victim and offender relationships are also available. Unfortunately, not al1 police 

agencies in Canada report to the survey. According to the 1997 Canadian Crime 

Statistics Juristat, the data maintained by the survey represent 48% of the national volume 

of Criminal Code offences (Kong 1998:13). The aggregate UCRl survey is national in 

scope, however, it only reports on three types of firearm-related offences: firearm 

homicide; frearm robbery and discharge fireann with intent. Detailed information on 

victim and offender relationship and type of firearm used for example is not available 

fiom this swey.  

The Heaith Statistics Division at Statistics Canada through the National Vital 

Statistics Death Registry collects data on firearm-related deaths including homicides, 

suicides, accidents, and legal interventions by law enforcement in Canada. These data 

are published in the Division's annual report entitled Causes of Death. The publication 

provides a breakdown on the type of fireann causing death, however, the information is 

not readiiy reported, especially in the case of h a r m  suicide. nie Canadian Institute for 

Health Information (CMI) has collectai &îa on fiream-related injuries tesulting in a 



hospital admission since the 1994-95 fiscal year. The Health Statistics Division at 

Statistics Canada originally maintained the Hospital Morbidity Database. The database 

contains information on individuals admitted to a hospital for an ovemight stay for 

firem-related injuries across Canada. Data on individuals treated in an emergency 

facility only, are not collected or contained in this database.12 

Data Saurce Limitations 

Beyond the technical challenges of collecting both crime and health data on 

fnearm-related deaths and injuries, there are several inherent limitations arising fiom the 

use of officially reported statistics. Many introductory criminology textbooks address the 

limitations of police reported statistics. For example, Evans and Himelfarb (1 996:7 1-82) 

point out a number of limitations associated with the use of oficial crime statistics. The 

most basic limitation is ofien referred to as the Dark Figure by criminologists. The dark 

figure represents criminal incidents that go unreported by the public to police. However, 

in the case of f m m  incidents, this should be less of a concern given the serious nature 

of fuearrn offeaces and the fact that a victim is usually involved or eventually found, 

especially in the case of f irem homicides. 

The second limitation is the use of the most serious offence (MSO) rule, which is 

said to deflate the number of less serious criminal offences and infiate more serious types. 

The new firearms legislation, which identifies the use of a h a n n  by including the use 

offence w i t b  the substantive offence for 10 serious offences (e.g., hostage taking) 

should reduce the impact of the MSO nile. However, the use of firearms in criminal 

l2 For more detaii on fmarm-reiated sîatistics coilected by Statistics Canada, see Leesti, T., Sheky 
Trevethan, and Jesse Coull., Firearms Data: A Revîew of Statistics Canada Survevs. March 23, 1998 
(interna1 report prepared for Department of Justice). 



incidents other than the 10 serious offences rnay not be reported due to the MSO nile 

(e.g., Section 85 - use of firearm or imitation while comminiag a crime). 

The third limitation is that crime statistics rnay be more a reflection of the 

criminal justice system than crimiad activity (Evans and HMelfkab referring to 

Silverman 1980 and Shearing 1984). Crime statistics can reflect the practices and 

policies of law enforcement agencies. For example, the former leader of the federal 

Conservative Party, Jean Charest was quoted in the Winnipeg Sun hdicating that 

although Parliament rnay pass the legislation introducing universal regishation and 

licensing, provinces such as Manitoba rnay not fully enforce the new law.13 Therefore, 

firearm statistics are not only a reflection of criminai activity; they are a reflection of 

policies and practices of law enforcement and the behaviour of individuals who rnay or 

rnay not report fireann incidents to police. For exampie, criminal acquaintances that 

exchmge gunfire will most likely not report the incident to police, however, there is still 

a danger and risk to society which goes unmeasured. 

Similar limitations exist with the health data. In particular, the data can be 

characterized as operational in nature; and both are concerned with maintainhg a low 

level of respondent burden. There are issues related to coverage in the case of non-fatal 

injuries in Canada. The Hospital Morbidity Survey aârninistered by C W  does not 

include emergency room visits and not al1 provinces have 100% coverage. 

Both sources dso lack detailed contextual information on the circumstance 

surrounding fiteann incidents. For example, in cases of fireann suicide there is no 

-- - 

" Korski, Tom, Gun Regisiry 'Won 't Work ': Charest sees Imr enfurcement. Wimiiw~ Sun. May 24,1995. 
p. 6. 



information collected on the source of the firearm used or if the person who committed 

suicide was the owner of the firearm. Such detail can only be gained thmugh special 

studies that examine the details of individuai deaths and injuries, usually through the 

review of police files and coroners' records.14 These approaches of course, also have 

their limitations. They can be costly and require the use of police and coroner resources, 

and even then some of the contextual information is not available fiom the files. 

Regardless of these limitations, policy and lawmakers in Canada still have access to 

baseline statistics on fueanns. The following describes the basic types of fmann 

statistics in 

Review of Basic Fimarm Statistics in Canada 

According to the Deparmient of Justice Canada, it is estimated that some three 

million individuds (26% of Canadian households) own seven million fmanns in 

 anad da.'^ The 1997 RCMP Commissioner's report to the Solicitor General of Canada 

reported that there were approximately 1.2 million restricted firearms registered in 

Canada. Most of these are handguns with approxirnately 992,963 registered to civilian 

ownen (RCMP 1997:4). 

The most comprehensive s w e y  conducted on fireann ownenhip in Canada; 

Angus Reid Group Inc (1991) reported that the vast majority of these owners were male 

(86%) between the age of 35 to 54 years old (in general, men make up 49% of the 

l4 For example sec: Daasys Coosulting Inc. (1992). Domestic Violence and Firenmis Homicide. 
Department of Justice. Governent of Canada.; Moyer, S and P. Carrington. (199 1). Fiam Availabiiiw 
and Suicide. Department of Justice. Government of Canada. 
l5 For more deîaii see Hung. K. F i r e m  Statistics @dated tables). Resnueh and SIatistics Division, 
Department of Jwce Canada. January, 1999. Most of the &ta reported below are fiom Hung. However, 
please note tbat primary sources are cited. 

Department of Justice. Research Note: Estiniored Number of Fireorms, M e r s ,  and Howeholds with 
Firearms in Canada. Jme 1998. 



Canadian population). In cornparison to the gened population the survey also found that 

firearm owners tend to have less fomal education than the population overail. Firearm 

owners were more likely to be employed full-time and as blue-collar workers compared 

to the general population (1 99 1 : 18-1 9). 

The survey also reported the number of fiearm owning households in each 

province and territory Describing the level of household ownership is important because 

the debate during the parliarnentary process occasionally centred on the correlation 

between gun ownership levels and fireann deaths and injuries. 

Figure 4.1 Estirnated Percentage of Hou8eholds Owning Firearms 

Figure 4.1 reveals that the highest proportion of firem owning households are 

found in the Yukon and Northwest Temtories, both at 67%. Ontario on the other hand 

reported the lowest rate of household ownership in Canada. These &ta suggest that those 

jurisdictions with low population density and more d r e m o t e  areas contain a higher 



proportion of firearm owniog households. This is especially the case for the ownership of 

rifies and shotguns, which are prllnarily used for hunting in Canada (Block 1998:23). 

Over the last 27 years, there have k e n  some 1,300 fmarms deaths in Canada per 

year. The vast majority of these deaths have been suicides (77%), followed by homicides 

(14%), accidents (6%), and legal intervention or undetermined f i r e m  deaths (3%). 

Legal intervention refen to the police shooting of a suspect or offender. Figure 4.2 

illustrates the 27-year trend of fuearm-related deaths in Canada. Accordingly the graph 

shows a steady increase in the rate of firearms deaths from 1970 to 1977. In 1977 it 

peaked at a rate of 7.8 per 100,000 deaths, representing an increase of approximately 38% 

fiom 1970. Since 1977, the rate of firearms deaths declined by almost one-half (47%) to 

a record low rate of 3.8 per 100,000 fireanns deaths in 1996 - fiom 1970 to 1996 the 

overall decline was more gradua1 representing a decrease of approximately 27%.17 

" Statistics Canada: Causes of kath (Catalogue 84-208). 
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Figure 4.2 
Rate of Flrearms Deaths, 1970 to 1996 

Figure 4.3 illustrates the different fi~earrn death rates among provinces and 

temtories.18 Although the number of fkam deaths in the Northwest Temtories is small, 

the average annual rate of firem deaths between 1989 to 1996 there was four times 

higher (18.5 per 100,000) than al1 of Canada (4.5 per 100,000). The Yukon Temtory 

reported the second highest rate (1 1.8 per 100,000), with New Brunswick in third (7.2 per 

100,000) and Alberta and Nova Scotia each reporthg the fourth highest rate (6.0 per 

100,000). 

" Stathtics Canada: Caws of Death (Cataiogue 84208). 



Figure 4.3 
Annual Average Rate of Flreannr Deeths, 1989 to 1996 

Figure 4.4 illustrates the rate of firearm suicides, homicides, and accidents. Given 

that firearrns suicides account for the majonty of gun deaths in Canada, the trend line is 

very similar to gun deaths overall. As well, fireann homicides and accidents show a 

downward trend, however, not as distinct as gun suicides. 



Fiire 4.4 
Rate of Flnwniw Sulcide8, Homiciâes, and &cidents, 1970 to 1986 

+Suicide -t- Homicide Accident ' 

Between 1970 and 1996, there were on average of approximately 1,064 fmanns 

suicides in Canada - 28,721 gun suicides in total. Figure 4.5 compares the rate of total 

suicide with fmann suicide over a 27-year period (fmt and third trend line). The graph 

reveals that over the above pend the total rate of suicide increased fiom 1970 to 1996 - 
an increase of approximately 19%. In cornparison, the rate of f'ireann suicide decreased 

by approximately 20% h m  1970 (3.66 per 100,000); reporthg an ail t h e  low in 1996 

(2.94 per 100,000). The second trend line (with triangles) represents the proportion of 

firearm suicides of the total number suicides. The graph shows that the percentage of 

suicides committed with fireanns during this pend also decrwwd h m  33% in 1970 to 

22% in 1996. I9 

l9 Statistics Canada: Causes of k t h  (Catalogue 84-208). 



Figure 4.5 
Rate of Total Sutcides anâ Finranns Suicldes, 1970 to 1996 - Firearm Suiciâes as % of Total Suicides 

+Total Suicide + Fireann Suicide % of Total Suicide -- 
~ S l i o a r r C M d i : C . u r d O i i m ( C a m w ~ 2 0 n  

Fiteam Accidents end Injuries 

Between 1970 and 1996, there were approximately 76 accidental firearm deaths in 

Canada pet year, accounting for some 2,055 fatalities. The following graph illustrates the 

consistent reduction in f irem accidental deaths both in numbers and in rates. Figure 4.6 

below shows that between 1970 and 1996, the number and rate of fatal fireann accidents 

decreased. The number of fatal accidents decreased by approximately 60% (fiom 129 in 

1970 to 46 in 1996) and the rate declined by 75% ( h m  0.59 per 100,000 in 1970 to 0.1 5 

per 100,000 in 1996). 20 

Statistics Canada: Causes of b a t h  (Catalogue 84-208). 
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Numôer and Rate of Fatal FImrm Accidents, 1970 to 1996 

Year 

+ No. Accident ~ccidez 
J a i i o r 9 i o u i c r C u u b : C u u d D u k t ~ &  - 

The Hospital Morbidity Survey reports on the number of hospital admissions 

resulting fiom gunshot wounds over a 12-month fiscal year penod.2' Data for the last 15 

years ( 198 1 -82 to 1 995-96) shows that there were at least 1 8,000 hospitai admissions or 

1,200 per year from gunshot wounds in Canada. Almost one-half (49%) of the hospital 

admissions for f irem injuries resulted from an accident, 23% were self-inflicted, 15% of 

were caused by others, and one percent of the admissions were attributed to firem 

injuries resulting fiom legal intervention. The remaining 12% were undetermined. 

" Hospital Morôidity Survey (unpibiished tables) - Statistics Canada (198 1/92 to 1993194), Canadian 
Institute for Health Mormation (1 W I g S  to 1995196). 



Firesrm Homicides 

Police reported homicide statistics are collected by the Homicide Sunrey, which is 

maintained by the Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics, Statistics Canada. It is 

important to note that unless otherwise stated, the followkg data represent the number 

and rate of homicide victims. Between 1974 and 1997 (24 year period) there were 

approxirnately 15,000 police reported homicides or 648 annual homicides in Canada. 

The proportion of firem homicides during this period was approximately 34% (5,314) 

of the total number of homicides or 221 fmann homicides per year. Figure 4.7 below 

shows the different methods used to commit homicide in Canada for the last five years 

(1993-1997). Accordingly, shooting was the leading method, followed by stabbing 

(29%), beating (19%), strangulation (1 1%), and other (7%). The other category includes 

Figure 4-7 
Method of Homicide - Annual Average % 

1993 to 1997 

Unknown 
ûther 



methods such as fk and poisoning. In one percent of homicides, the method was 

undetermined. 

Figure 4.8 below reveals the trend in both total homicide and fharm homicide 

rates between 1974 and 1997. The rate of total and fmann homicide decreased between 

1974 and 1989, however, in 199 1, both increased slightly to levels reported in the 1980's. 

The increase in both the number and rate of firearrn homicides in 199 1 will be examined 

more closely below in the discussion on the types of fmanns used in gun homicides. In 

1991, there were a toial of 27 1 firearm homicides (0.96 per 100,000). This was the third 

highest number reported since 1974 (283) and 1975 (292). In 1997, the number (193) 

and rate (0.64 per 100,000) of gun homicides declined to the second lowest number and 

rate reported by police during the above noted period. Overall, the rate of total homicides 

and firearm homicides decreased between 1974 and 1997 (downward trend overall with 

some variation). The decrease in f i r e m  homicide rates was more dramatic than the rate 

of total homicide. In the case of total homicide, between 1974 and 1997, the rate 

decreased by 27%, while the rate of firearm homicides decreased by 48%. The 

proportion of f irem homicides h m  the total number of homicides also decreased h m  

a high of 47% in 1974 to 33% in 1997. 



- -a--- --- 
Rate of Total Homiciôes and Firearms Homicich, 1974 to 1997 

In cornparison to the other data sources mentioned above, the cornprehensive 

character of the Homicide Survey enables a M e r  analysis of the types of fireanns used 

in gun murdea in Canada. Figure 4.9 illustrates the trend in rifle and shotgun homicides, 

and handgun homicides between 1974 and 1997. 



F'lguie 4.9 
Types of Firearrns U d  In Firesrm Homlcfdm, 1974 to 1987 

It is important to note that rifles and shotguns are typically referred to as non- 

restricted firearms or long guns. Handguns, which are more stnctiy controlled both in 

tems of their availability and accessibility, are commonly refened to as restncted 

fireanns. Between 1974 and 1997, 54% of al1 fueann homicides were committed with 

rifles and shotguas, 35% were committed with handguns, and 12% were committed with 

other types of firearms (other types of f i rems include sawed-off rifles/shotguns, fùlly- 

automatic, etc.). The data suggest a changing trend in the use of difTerent types of 

fveanns in homicide. Starting in 1988, the number of handgun homicides started to 

increase fiom the previous year until it peaked in 199 1. In cornparison, except for 1989, 

the year in which 14 women were killed at ~ c o l e  Polytechnique in Montreal, the use of 

long g u s  in homicide declined. Between 1988 and 1997, the average annual proportion 

of handguns (44%) used in homicide is slightly greater than long guns (42%). Over the 

last seven years (1991 to 1997) the proportion of handgun homicides increased to an 

annual average of 500h (107) and non-restricted rifles ami shotguns accounted for 37% 

(79) of hann homicides. 



While there may be. a number of possible explanations for this change in trend, 

victim and offender data coilected by the Homicide ~urvef suggest that different types 

of firearm homicide (e.g., domesticU versus criminal relationship) involve different types 

of fkarms. The basic relationships reported by the survey are as follows: spousal; other 

relative; close and intimate fiend; acquaintance; criminal acquaintance; and, stranger. If 

there are multiple suspects or relationships, the closest relationship is recorded (familial 

relations are scored higher than non-familial). The 1997 victim and offender relationship 

data suggest that the closer the relationship between the victirn and offender, the greater 

the likelihood that a non-restricted long gun was used. During that year, police were able 

to establish the victim and offender relationship in 65% (125) of the total number of 

fuearm homicide victims (1 93). From the 125 victims, 4 1 % (5 1) were domestic in nature 

and fiom the 51 domestic cases, 73% (37) of the victims were killed with a rifle or 

shotgun and 24% (1 2) wen killed with a handgun. in comparison, criminal acquaintance 

and stranger f~earm homicides were more likely to involve handguns. In 1997, from the 

total of criminal and stranger homicide (26), almost 70% (18) involved a handgun and 

23% (6) involved a rifle or shotgun. According to a Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics 

Juristat, entitled Weapons and Violent Crime, between 1985 and 1995, the most common 

type of f irem used by both husbands and wives were rifles and shotguns (71%) (Leesti 

1997:7). 

Combining the types of fmams used m gun homicides and examining the 

relationship between the offender and victim suggest that individuals who use handguns 

Statistics Cana&: Homicide Survey (unpublished tables). Unless o t h e h  stated the source for daîa on 
victim a d  offender relationships for 1997 is the Homicide Survey (unpublished tables). 

A domestic homicide includes spousal anâ other relative homicides. Spousal homicide includes husband 
wife, lepl, common law, separated and divorced. 



to kill are less iikely to be identified or that they were better at evadhg detection. For 

example, h m  the 1997 data on handgun homicides, the victim and offender relationship 

was unknown in approximately 55% of handgun homicides while rifle and shotgun 

homicides only 8% were unknown. Perhaps as one explmation, the nature of firearm 

homicides is changing because more criminal elements are arrning and using f i r ems  for 

protecting themselves against other criminals. The decrease in long gun homicides may 

be the result of declinhg rifle and shotgun ownership (fewer guns in households where 

the majority of spousal and domestic firearm homicides may occur), or perhaps may be 

an effect of earlier legislation including the components of safe storage regulations (199 1 

legislation), and safety education programs (e.g., federal safety course and provincial 

hunter safety education). 

Given the nature of the legislative debate over fireams, it is also important to note 

differences among male and fernale victim and offenders as wellF4 Although over the 

last ten years (1988 to 1997), on average seven out of ten shoothg victims were men, in 

domestic and spousal relations womea were more likely to be killed by f ~ e a n n s . ~  More 

specifically, the Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics Juristat entitled Homicide in 

Canada, 1997 notes that "historically, wives tend to stab their husbands while husbands 

tend to shoot their spouses. In 1997, 38% of wives killed were shot (70% with a 

rifle/shotgun), 29% were beaten or strangled, and 28% were stabbed." The report also 

indicates that 43% of husbands were stabbed, 29% were shot (75% with a riflekhotgun), 

and 2 1% were beaten (Fedorowycz 1997:9). 

" For more information on the nature of domestic violence involniig harms in Canada, see Department 
of Justice Cana&: Domestic Violence Involving Firearms at h n p : / h . c f c -  
ccaJgc.ca/Resea~~li/domvi~en.htmI. 

Statistics Canada. Homicide Siwey (unpublisbed tables). 



The national aggregate Unifonn Crime Reporthg (UCRl) survey collects data on 

three types of police reported firearm crime incidents: f~eann homicide; discharge 

firearm with intent; and fueann robbery. Although the survey is national in coverage it is 

unable to identiQ some of the characteristics provided by the Homicide Survey and the 

incident-based Revised Unifonn Crime Reporting Survey (UCR2). The UCRl survey is 

able to report trend data for total robbery, fxearm robbery and other weapon robbery 

incidents in Canada for at least the last 24 years (1974 to 1997). Between 1974 and 1997, 

there were approximately 177,000 fireann robberies reported by the police or about 7,300 

incidents per year. Overall, during the same period, 30% of al1 reprted robbery incidents 

involved the use of fireanns. 

Figure 4.10 shows that the rate of total robbery incidents increased 32% between 

1974 to 1997 while the rate of firem robbery decreased by 29%. In cornparison, the 

rate of other weapon robbery (includes weapons like knives, clubs, etc.) and robbery 

where no weapon was used both increased during this period. The rate of other weapon 

robbery incidents increased 167% fiom 1974 (12 per 100,000) to 1997 (33 per 100,000) 

and non-weapon robbery increased 29% during the sarne period (36 per 100,000 in 1974 

to 47 per 100,000 in 1 997). 



Figure 4.1 O 
Rate of Total Robbery, Firearm Robbery and ûther Weapon Robbery, 

1974 to 1997 

+Total + Firearm + Olher Weapon 
~ ~ ~ C U u d U n C n e S o m a ! r r i r i m r 8 6 ~  

Figure 4.1 1 reveals the steady decline in the rate of fuearm robbery incidents by 

comparing firearm robbery and 0 t h  weapon robbery incidents as a proportion of total 

robbery in Canada. This figure accentuates the changing nature of robbery in Canada, 

where starting in 1988 where the number, rate and percentage of other weapon robbery 

surpassed firearm robbery incidents. 

Figure 4.1 1 
Percentage of Fimrm and ûther Weapon Robbery to Total Robbery, 

1974 to 1997 



While it is difficult to pinpoint the exact cause of this chaaging trend, there may 

be a number of plausible explanations. The first may be that firearm ngulation and safe 

storage provisions decrease the chance of crirninals lawfully obtaining firearms. 

Amencan Researcher's Wright and Rossi (1985) found in their interview of incarcerated 

felons that breaking and entering was a major source of firearms used by criminals. This 

is not surpnsing given that about 50% of Amencan households own one or more fkanns 

(Reiss and Roth 1993) compared to Canada's estimated 26%. Canadian safe storage 

provisions may hamper the thefi of fmarms during a breaking and entering attempt. 

Secondly. the decrease in fueann mbbery incidents and increase in other weapon robbery 

suggests that either there are simply more non-weapon robbers or that sorne of the 

firearm robbers are substituting guns with other weapons because it is more dificult to 

lawfully acquire fmams. 

Furthemore, the decline in fuparm robbery may also contribute to the reduction 

of firearrn deaths. According to the Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics (Leesti 1997:4- 

5), Mctims of lethal violent incidents involving the use of a firearm were more likely to 

be killed than victims injured by a knife or blunt object. On the other hand, victuns of 

"non-lethal violent incidents" involving the use of a knife or blunt object were more 

likely to sustain an injury compared to a perpetrator "armed with a g m "  Leesti cites 

Gabor's (1994) literahite review which shows that firearm offenders were more likely to 

gain the victim's co-operation compared to other weapons; however, when f i r e m s  were 

used on the victim they were more likely to be killed. Gabor suggests that because 

h m s  are more lethal this also contributes to these dflerences, he writes: bcaccording to 

Reiss and Roth (1993), no snidy has revealed a lethdity ratio of less than 2:l when 

cornparhg firem and knife attacks (Gabor 1994:30). It may be worthwhile to consider 

replicating the study conducted by Wright and Rossi (1985) on incarcerated felons, to 

better understand the role guns play in robôery compared to other weapons in Canada. 



The Pmsence of Fimarms In Crime 

The incident based Revised Uniform Crime Reporthg S w e y  (UCRî) is capable 

of providing idonnation on violent crime incidents in which a fireann was present or 

caused injury to the ~ i c t i m . ~ ~  Uiifortunately, as mentioned above these data currently 

represent approximately 48% of the reported criminal code offences in Canada and they 

are not considered a representative sample. Given the scope of the coverage it is mostly 

indicative of large urban centres in Canada. 

In 1997, there were approximately 118,559 violent incidents reported by the 

police to the Revised UCM survey. Slightly over three-quarters (76%) of the violent 

incidents were assault (this includes sexual and non-sexual assault). Assault (oAen 

referred to as level one of common assault) accounted for one-half (50%) of al1 violent 

incidents in 1997. Robbery was the second most common type of incident reported, 

comprising 17% of the total violent crime incidents. Assault with weapodcausing bodily 

harrn (assault level2 and 3) accounted for 14% of the reported violent crime incidents in 

1997. 

The Revised UCR2 also reveals that 34% of al1 violent incidents involved the 

presence of a weapon while another 61% involved the use of physical force. From the 

incidents in which a weapon was present (40,784), over one-half of the weapons present 

were reported as other weap~ns?~ Twenty percent of the weapons present were knives, 

Uniess otherwise noted the foliowing statistics are reported in the Canadian Crime Statistics. 1997 report 
published by the Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics. Catalogue No. 85-205-XIE. 1998. The report 
indicates that the data are a non-rep~sentative sample of l79police departments. The report also notes 
tbat "weapon present captures the most serious weapon present during the commission of a criminal 
incident." It is important to remember that this does not necessarily indicate that the weapon was used. 

Accordmg to the Canadian Crime Staiistics. 1997 report, "oiher weapons include weapons such as poison 
or motor vehicle and where a weapon was used but its type was unCrnown." 



16% were blunt instnunents, and 13% were firearms. Overall, approximately 4.5% 

(5,306) o f  the total number of violent crime incidents reported the presence of a firearm 

Handguns accounted for slightly over one-half of d l  f i r e m s  present in violent 

crime incidents, other f i r e m  and riflelshotgun made-up 7.7% each, while sawed-off 

shotgun and fùlly-automatic fmarms were present in 5.8% and 2.8% respectively. 

Excluding the discharge fwearm with intent violent incidents, as a proportion of the 

different violent incident types, 38% of the homicide incidents reported the presence of a 

fuearm. Twenty-nine percent of attemptedfconspue murder incidents involved the 

presence of a hm, this was followed by 20% of the robbery incidents, and 15% of the 

kidnappingfhostage taking incidents. 

Table 4.t 
Total Vicümr of Violant Inddenb by Wmapan l h r d  and Lwsl of Injury, 1997 

Total Weapon Used Physical No 
Force Weapon 

Used 
%of Total Firearm Knife Blunt Other Total 

Instrument W e a p d  

No lnjury 5 7 , a  45.4% 56.8% 38.3% 12.9% 31.6% 31.9% 30.4% 87.0% 
Minor 5336  41.8% 10.1% 32.1% 59.2% 13.4% 42.0% 60.1% 7.2% 
Major 6,348 5.0% 10.8% 21.5% 24.7% 6.2% 11.1% 4.2% 0.1% 
Death 304 0.2% 4.6% 1.5% 0.3% 0.3% 0.8% 0.1% 
Unknown Injury' 9 S62 7.5% 9.7% 6.6% 3.9% 18.5% 14.3% 5.2% 4.9% 
TO~I  mm iwsn man imm iman imsn imsn ioofin mm 



Table 4.1 contains data on the nurnber of victims of violent incidents by weapon 

used and the level of injury sustahed by the victim. As mentioned previously, victims 

who encountered fireanns were less likely to sustain injury (57%) compared to knives 

and other weapons. However, victims injured by firearms were four times as likely to be 

killed compared to knives and blunt instruments. Approxirnately, 4.6% of the victims 

confronted by fmms were killed compare to knives (1.5%), blunt instruments (0.3%), 

and other weapons (0.3%). 



CHAPTER 5 - LAW-MAKING PROCESS 

The purpose of this chapter is to closely examine the law-making process within 

the context of the theoretical fnunework presented in the first chapter. More specifically, 

this chapter will follow the development of the legislation as it progressed through the 

"outrage, action and reaction" stages. In addition to providing an bistoncal account of 

the legislative process, this chapter will show how the "social problem" was defined, and 

the discourse of the Right and Left ideologies. The chapter will identiQ the individuals, 

lobby groups, governments, law enforcernent agencies and other organizations involved 

in the process. It will descnbe the contribution of individuals involved in the process; 

briefly outlining their ideological positions. The data used in this chapter come fiom a 

variety of sources, including publicly released documents, newspaper clippings, news 

releases, speeches, Hansards, and semi-structured i n t e ~ e w s . ~ ~  

The "outrage" and the "action" stage occur within the idormal law-making 

process. The "reaction" stage can be characterized as both informal and formal. The 

following diagrarn describes the forma1 stages of a bill's passage through the House of 

Commons and the Senate within the reaction stage. Once both Houses approve the bill it 

is given Royal Assent. The forma1 nature of this part of the law-making process makes it 

easier to identify when the "reaction" phase begins, compared to the other two stages. 

I wül also present h m  tiw to tirne my own expenences within the law-making pmess as a mearcher 
within the Department of Justice. However, the majority of this history is based on the documentary 
evidence. The metbodology section d e s c r i i  the data sources as weii as its Limitations. 
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The Beginning 

The evolutionary nature of Canada's f i rems legislation makes it challenging to 

readily demarcate the beginning and end of the legislative process. As noted above the 

1977 firems legislation or Bill C-51 forged a new direction in Canada's gun law with 

the introduction of the Firems Acquisition Certificate (FAC) that screens potential 

fircam purchasers for both restricted and non-restricted firearms. Following the incident 

on December 6, 1989, the Progressive Conservative govemment was pressured into 

enhancing the 1977 legislation (Bill C-5 1) by tighten-up the screening provisions and 

m e r  prohibiting a variety of semi-automatic freams and large capacity magazines (or 

clips). The Progressive Conservative govemment's first attempt failed when Bill C-80 

died on the order table on June 26, 1990. Their second attempt was successful when Bill 

Table Research Branch. Hour of Commons. me Legrslatiie Pmess. Iaauary 1992. 



C-17 received Royal Assent on December 6, 1991. Although Bili C-17 was passed by 

Parliament, there were still a number of hurdles to jump before the legislation was M y  

implemented including the development of regdations and the implementation of a 

national safety course by the provinces and temtories. The safety course component was 

completed in December 1994; however, the temtories still remaiaed without a national 

course. The protracted history of Bill C- 1 7 and the tremendous impact of the incident in 

Montréal on Canadian society make identifgng a starting point that much more difficult. 

Recognizing the complexity of the social world where al1 events intertwine, the purpose 

of this section is not to decree an inflexible beginning but to acknowledge a compendium 

of events that led up to the introduction and subsequent passage of the new legislation 

(Bill C-68). Any such demarcation is artificial and is purely selected for shaping a 

manageable research h e w o r k .  

One interview participant from the bureaucrac y noted that any researc h exarnining 

the origins of Bill C-68, should take into account the impact of the incident, which 

"galvanized public opinion and pressured the govemment of the &y to react." The 

Progressive Conservative government, led by the Minister of Justice at that tirne, Kim 

Campbell introduced Bill C-80 as a result of the outrage and concem expressed by 

Canadians, including law enforcement agencies, the newly fonned Coalition for Gun 

Control, women's groups, and others. As Stenning (1996) suggests, the failure of the 

Progressive Conservative government to enact Bill C-80 was characterized as 

acquiescence to the anti-gun control lobby. Furthemore, Stenning argues that the 

Progressive Conservative govemment's second attempt, Bill C-17, did not meet the 

expectations of the pro-gun control groups and Liberal opposition members in 

Parliament. The disappointment was aiso expressed in the Senate. The Coalition for Gun 



control notes in its newsletter, Gun Conrrol News, that Senate members fiom both sides 

were not ready to p a s  Bill C-17 "because it did not go far e n ~ u ~ h . " ~  Clearly, the 

response by the govemment at the tirne was seen to fdl short and Liberal opposition 

members saw an opportunity to cany the banner for stricter fuearms legislation as part of 

their justice policy heading into the 1993 federal election. On the other hand, the 

Progressive Conservative govemment, including the bureaucrac y, was stili dealing with 

the afiennath of Bill C-17. The phased in implementation dates and debate over 

subsequent replations kept fueanns control in the public eye well up to the 1993 federal 

election. The govemment and its supporters were not willing to open the door to further 

amendments because of the heavy toll on the political machinery resulting From the 

debate over Bill C-80 and C-17. 

The beginning of the legislative process for Bill C-68 is not necessarily marked by 

one tragic shooting incident, it is the result of a number of factors and events that 

occurred while the existing legislation, Bill C- 17 was not even fully implemented. These 

factors include the existence of the newly fonned Coalition for Gun Control, the failure 

of the Conservative government to meet its "comitments" in Bill C-17, the Liberal 

opposition's cal1 for stricter gun control, the upcorning federal election, and the Liberal's 

involvement in Canada's gun control policy in the mid-1970s. It is also noteworthy to 

mention that several MPs who were involved in the 1977 and 199 1 legislation also played 

a part in the development of Bill C-68, together with Jean Chrétien and Warren Allmand. 

While al1 of these factors contribute to the beginnings of a new law-making cycle related 

to Bill C-68, the presence of Coalition for Gun Contcol ensured that the "outrage" 

sparked by the Montréal massacre resulted in legislation that made an impression on 

Canadian society. 

" Coalition for Gun Control. Gun ControI News. Progres report May 25,1992. 
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Outrage 

The outrage and indignation sparked by the incident in Montréal resonated 

throughout Canadian society. This stage involves an expression of indignation and anger 

over such incidents. Many people were looking for answers to why and how such a thing 

could happea. There was a search to defuie the tragedy and several theories were 

presented. Radio call-in shows and other media reflected a wide spectnun of 

explanations including inadequate fuearms laws and lack of enforcement of existing 

controls. Others focused more on stnicnirally deterrnined causes like patriarchy and the 

general hatred of women (successfûl women especially) by men; that such incidents 

reflected a greater problem in society than simply a lack of f~earms control." 

Heidi Rathjen, one of the leading memben of the Coalition for Gun Control noted 

in the Montréal Gazette that "gun control is not about 14 women who got shot one &y.. . 
its about 1,400 Canadians who are shot dead every year. The values surroundhg the gun 

culture, such as the power to kill, control, and dominate are the same values that 

contribute to violence against ~ornen.''~ The banner for greater gun control was defmed 

at this point in time within the context of reducing firem deaths in general and violence 

against women. For the pro-gun control advocates, wt ody did firearms have a harmful 

impact on society; ownership itself was a reflection of specific beliefs and values that 

"contributed" to violence agaiast women. Therefore, the definition of the "social 

problem" was not only firearm deaths and violence against women it was about the 

beliefs and values associated with owning firems as well. 

Ram (1995) reveals h t  "swivors indicated that he (the perpetcator) shouted (in French) "1 hate 
feminists" during the shooting incident." (1995:287). 
" Ditchbum, Jennifer. We 'ee going to make an election issue out of this. Montréal Gazette. August 8,1993. 



On the other side of the debate, the National Fireanns Association (NFA) founded 

in the midW1980s, argued that kar rns  are tools that women could use to pmtect 

themselves fkom attackers and rapists. In 1992, the Winnipeg Free Press reported on the 

NFA's information pamphlet entitled the lioness method of rape prevention. The article 

suggested that not only is the NFA concemed with givhg advice to women on how they 

may protect themselves against violence, the organization is there to "pmtect people 

against a govemrnent which we think is somewhat out of control.. . He says many women 

are afraid to waik alone at night, and some feel they carmot get protection fiorn the justice 

~~stern."~' For the NFA, there is no social problem sternming from the ownership of 

fmarms. Fueanns symbolize a right to self-protection fiom criminals as well as the 

state, which is characterized as incapable of protecting its citizens, particularly women, 

by enacting tougher gun control. 

For Bill C-68, there were a number of incidents that caused outrage within 

Canadian society. However, while al1 deaths are equally tragic it became apparent that 

the incident would remain prominent in the minds of Canadians when fueanns were 

involved in high-profile killings. Between the Montreal killings and the introduction of 

the proposed legislation there was a number of high profile shooting deaths that sparked 

concem. There was the August 1992 incident at Concordia University, the infamous Just 

Desserts killing, the fatal shooting death of a Toronto police constable, and the drive-by 

shooting in Ottawa on March 1994. These incidents provided m e r  prmf to pro-gun 

control advocates that the legislation passed in 199 1 was inadequate and more had to be 

done to address the problem. Referring to a shooting that occurred in 1991, the Windsor 

Star reported the following: 

" Monchu, Judy. Women counselled to am themefves: Pamphlet a l a m  grcn-connol lobby. Winnipeg 
Free Press. August 16,1992. 



MP Herb Gray says the slaying of a Windsor autoworker by a gun 
enthusiast with a history of psychiatrie problems is "a wrenching and 
tragic situation" which cals for an immediate review of Canadian gun 
laws. The MP for Windsor West [Herb Gray] said he will not forget the 
Clark case if the Liberal government foms the next govemment. The 
Liberal Justice critic [Russell MacLellan] has also k e n  notified of Gray's 
demand for a review. 'No. we're not goin to forget this.. . 1 thought 1 
could at least get the process going' he said. a 

The Coalition for Guo Control's newsletters also reveals the call to re-open the 

gun control debate. The newslettea indicate the Coalition was "still awaiting a ban on 

military assault weapons, regisiration, and education to counter the self-protection 

myth."35 This was repeated on January 1993 when their newsletter reported that they 

were still working on "stricter controls on handguns, a ban on military assault weapons, 

registration of al1 gus, controls on the sale of ammunition, and strict enforcement and 

implementation of existing ~ a w s ? ~  One interview participant reveaied that the Coalition 

was lobbying Liberal MPs as well as the National Women's Liberal ~ommiss ion~~ to 

dnun up support for M e r  enhancements to Bill C-17. 

While the defuiition of the ''social problem" was well defmed by the pro-pn 

control organizations, the future govemment, waiting in opposition, was still developing 

its own definition. What is apparent at this point of the law-making process is that 

"ownership" of the definition was in the hands of the Coalition and others that supported 

the call for stricter legislation. Until the beginnllig of 1993, the definition of the 

discourse around the "social problem" started to take on the ideology of "public safety" 

Kilhg shows gap in gun l m  Gmy Soys. Winâsor Star. Juiy 8, 1993. 
'koalition for Guo Control. Gun Contml News. Progress report. May 25,1992. 
36 Coalition for Gun Conml. Gun Control News. Progress rCp0h January, 1993. 
" The National Wornen's Liberal Commission also expressed support for stncter firearm legislation during 
the development of Bi11 C-80 and C-17. This inctuded the support for universal registration. 



or as mentioned above the concept of "greater good" which is part of the Lefi ideology. 

In a letter pubiished in the Whig-Standard, the Coalition writes: 

The fight for tougher gun control in Canada is far from over. We still 
register dogs, but not rifles and shotguns . . . To ensure public safety does 
not take a back seat to the leisure interest of well organized minority, it is 
crucial that the media uncover and expose pro-gun  effort^?^ 

The defuution and ownership of the "social problem" was well within the hands 

of the pro-gun control advocates. On the other hand, the anti-gun control groups, such as 

the NFA was busy displacing the "social problem" to other elemznts such as the criminal 

justice system taking the focus away fiom fuearms and fmarm ownership. For example, 

the NFA argues that there is no wed to toughen f i rems laws in Canada. They argue 

current provisions within Bill C-17 provide for mandatory sentences for individuals who 

use fmarrns in the commission of a crime (Sec. 85); however, the Crown prosecutors do 

not use these provisions often dropping them in exchange for aplea b ~ r ~ a i n . ' ~  The focus 

on the criminal justice aspect of the legislation by the anti-gun control groups is expected 

given the leanings of the Right ideological perspective. While both opponents and 

supporters of stricter f i  r e m s  legislation were starting to assemble "fac t s" and "scienti fic 

evidence" to support their position within the context of a Bill (2-68, the state's definition 

was still king formulated. Therefore, the d e f ~ t i o n  of the problem is wt static, it 

changes over-time depending on events in society and it is revised depending on 

ownership. 

CuLier, Wendy, and Heidi Rathjen. CoaMion/or gun control sees election us critical time inflghtfor 
stricter nrlar. Whig-Standard. September 2 1, 1993. 
39 Demes, Jim. A reluctance to @rce the lm: Fed-up gun owners want tougher anned crime 
pmsecutins. Alberta Rmon September 20, 1W3. It is noteworthy to point out that the federal Miaister of 
Justice (Man Rock) did request a speciai study to be conducted by the deparmient CO examine this issue. 
Following this a letter was sent by the Justice Minister to the Attorneys General of each province and 
jurisdictions requesting that they apply tiie section more vigilantly. 



Although fueann crime and deaths were always defined as a "social problem" in 

the 20' century. the specific definition or focus has changed over the decades. The focus 

has gone from sûictly crime and deviance to the most recent definition, wbich hones in 

on "public safety." The concept of "public safety" encompasses both criminal and non- 

crimiaal aspects of the fuearm problem. In some aspects. the creation of Fiream Act 

and the amendments io Part Three of the Criminal Code of Canada has M e r  redefmed 

the "social problem." The licensing and registration provisions of the new legislation 

will require gun owners to eventually become licensed and register their rifles and 

shotguns. It is no longer just the misuse of firearms aione that has gained the attention of 

the state, it is also the possession of once legally acquired rifles and shotguns. It is h m  

this vantage point that friture arnendments to both the definition of the "social problem" 

and the legislation will be viewed from. 

The following section wili üack the development of the definition of the "social 

problem" as the state examines the various facts, evidence, and research which support 

arguments on both sides of the firearms debate. 

Action 

The action stage of the law-making process has been characterized as 

"rnobilization of bias" which involves the use of scientific fmdings to demonstrate the 

existence of a "social problem" and to provide "facts" or "justifications" that are 

presented to ofncials (Gusfield, 1981). Because the lines between moral crusaders and 

state officials are sometime muddled, in the case of Bill C-68, it was first the pro-gun 

control groups that made reference to data and research that justified thek concern and 

called upon the government to address the "social pwlem" M y .  Bill C-17 did not meet 

the expectations of the moral crusaders. However, once the state is prepared to react, 



there is a shift in the discourse from "moral and value" statements to proclamations based 

in "scientific research" as well. It is important to point out that the ideological conditions 

attached to the issue of firearms control still hold prominence over "positivistic" 

explanations. In the meantime, the anti-gun control groups were in full defence mode 

attempting to decrease the impact of Bill C-17 by lobbying members of provincial and 

temtonal legislatures who were responsible for implementing the 199 1 legislation. In 

some sense, the anti-gun control groups appeared to be pre-occupied with Bill C-17; 

hophg that the federal election would not bring in a new wave of firearrn control 

amenciments . 

During the petiod the media were also very instrumental in defining the issues 

most important to Canadians. Hall (1978) argues that in the case of the 'mugging' 

crackdown in the United Kingdom, the media served to maintain 'capitalist hegemony' 

conditionhg society to demand the 'get tough' response. Ericson's (199 1) analysis of the 

media's reportiag of crime and events in the criminal justice realm seem more feasible. 

He notes that the media like other organizations have some degree of responsibility to an 

audience or their readership. That is, they wil  write articles and print editorials that 

reflect the readership's views and opinions. However, this is not to Say that the editorial 

board as well as ownership (e.g., capital) will never influence the content of the news. 

Further discussion of the use of the media will be presented in the chapter that follows. 

In the meantime, newspaper articles as well as other sources identified are used to show 

the events leading up to the November 30, 1994 announcement of the govemment's 

action plan on firearms-where the reaction stage is said to begin. 

Although there were numerous events and moments b t  occurred during the 

action stage, the following qresent the most cntical to show the evolution of the 'bsocial 

problem" and that captures the essence of the mobiiization of bias. It was in April 1993, 



when the Liberal Justice critic Russell MacLellan, began to formulate the Lihral's 

criminal justice policy which included the party's thinking on gun control. It is 

noteworthy to mention that MacLellan was closely involved with the development of Bill 

C-17, even though it was not his Party's Bill. The followhg section was taken fiom a 

policy paper entitled A Liberal Perspective on Crime and Justice Issues, which was 

released on April20, 1993 and later updated on August 1 993. 

m. Gun Control, The Liberal Parîy believes it is vital that we maintain the type of 

restrictions on firems which have been in place in Canada for close to a century. Whiîe 

supporthg the govemment's most ment reforms on gun control legislation, the Liberal 

Party fought hard for amendments which would have made the legislation more effective 

and stronger. Liberal Recommendations: 

Those convicted of an indictable h g  related offence should be prohibited fiom owning 

or possessing a fuearm. The Liberal Party moved such an amendment during the debate 

on Bill C- 17 (Gun Control). 

Anyone convicted of stalking type offences andor any violent act against a person would 

be prohibited fiom owning or possessing a fuearm. At the urging of Liberals, such a 

provision was included in the govement's recently passed anti-stalking legislation. 

The federal governent would work with the provinces to establish a system of 

mandatory training so that in the fume no one is issued a firem without proper îraining. 

Make it mandatory to report lost or stolen weapons. 

Take measures to counter the iilegal importation of banned and restricted guns into 

canada? 

" A Liberal Perspective on Crime and Jwtice Issues. Releaud April1993 and Updated August 1993. 
According to one source earlier drafts of the paper, which containeci references to registmtion and the ban 
on military assault weapons were removed in order to appease a particdar p u p  within caucus. 



At this point the Liberal Party's position on gun control seemed still at its infilllcy. 

The description of the policy is still very focused on the techaical aspects of the law and 

no attention is given to the importance of fireams control in a broader context. Based on 

this policy paper it would appear that the Liberal Party was more focused on combating 

crime in general, although, there is one point on training which does address regulation of 

individuals who wish to lawfully use f~eanns. "Liberals did talk about gun control but 

significant action is not part of their platforni.''" The grander vision for gun control was 

conceived by the state after the federal electioa in October 1993. 

The Red Book 

Dated September 1993, the leader of Canada's officiai opposition, the Honourable 

Jean Chrétien released his party's platform: Creufing Opportunity: The Liberal Plan for 

Canada. Cornrnonly referred to as the Red Book, it contains a short paragraph on 

firems within the safe homes and safe streets section, however, much of the document 

is dedicated to socio-economic issues. The Red Book addresses two major policy areas: 

1. Balunced Policies for Jobs und Gruwth; and 2. The Fabric of Canadiun Life. The first 

policy area deals specifcally with the Liberal sûategy for fiscal and monetaty policies, 

jobs and training, childcare, literacy and other economic issues. The second policy area 

addresses issues such as health c m ,  women md health, Parliarnentary reform, Aboriginal 

justice, foreign policy and other social policy issues. It is this second policy area under 

the heading Strengthening Our Society (Chapter 5 of the Red Book), where they present 

their approach to Safi Homes, Safi Sireerî. The Red Book States: 

In order to combat crime a Liberal govemment will work in a broad range 
of areas. To strengthen gun control, a Liberai govemment will, among 

Coalition for Gun Conirol. Gun Connol News. Pro- report. January, 1993. 
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other measures, caunter the illegal importation of banued and restncted 
futamis into Canada and prohibit anyone convicted of an indictable dmg- 
related offence, a stalking offence, or any violent offence h m  owning or 
possessing a gun (Liberal Party of Canada, 1993: 84). 

The vague wording of this section in the Red Book did two things. First it 

showed the Canadian public that the Liberais were committed to re-opening the firearrns 

issue; however, the lack of specifics leA open the possibility to pursue rnany options. It is 

dificult to translate whether "other measures" was to include provisions such as 

univend registration and licensing. However, the inclusion of the statement did set them 

apart fiom the other parties ruMing in the federal election. Except for the Natural Party 

who was calling for a ban on al1 handguns, the Liberals were the only party to state at 

Ieast some position on firearms. 

Leadership Debate 

On October 4, 1993, the televised political leader's debate in Montreal did not 

reveal too much in the sense where the Liberals were going at this point. If anything, 

political analysts at the time may have concluded that if the Liberals were going to do 

anythiag on f1):eanns it would be aimed at handguns. Furthemore, it also demonstrated 

lack of willingness by the other leaders at the debate to open up the firearm issue. Except 

for the leader of the BQ, only Chrétien spoke directly to firearms. The following is an 

excerpt h m  the debate following a question to Kim Campbell on hi&-nsk offenders. 

Chrétien: Well, for me, 1 agree tbat we have to have tougher gun control.laws. 

For me, 1 don? think tbat hand-guns should be available as easily as it is. It's al1 right to 

be a hunter, but why to let peopIe have band guns in Canada? I don't think that we need 

that type of  thing. We have to have much tougher laws there. 



We have to reform, as mentiod, the Young Offenders Act. We have to bave a 

r d  fight to d e  sure that we have tough laws aga& violence on women, because it's 

bm, a big problem in our society, and zero tolemce should be the objective of 

everybody. 

But the problem that we talk about very much, is it's comhg, as Mme 

McLaughlin has said, it's the roots, where it's coming hm. And it's always when you 

have poverty in the family when people are not w o h g ,  when there is misery. That is 

where thcse problems develop more. And it's why we say that we have to give priority to 

the dignity of every citizen, that they can have a job, that we have a better system where 

people are more cornfortable with themselves. And if we don't address these problems of 

work and no more welfare and unemployrnent for nothhg but let them contribute to 

society, they will feel good about themselves and there wiii be much less crime. 

And it's why we say jobs, it's our priority numbcr one. 

Boucbard: Yes. I think violence, and mainly violence against women is the ugly 

face our society. This is something we should unite agaiast. And 1 think we missed a 

great occasion to do something much more intense as an effort after the homble killing of 

the University of Montreril and al1 those girls were killed, savogely by someone we heard 

about. We had an occasion then to mobilize people in Canada to have tough hand gun 

control law. And we failed. We try in the House to toughen the law, md the govenunent 

couldn't resist the lobby fiom people, hunters, and al1 those people who love to have guns 

at home. 

But I tM we shouid revisit the law. It's one thing to work at the root of the problem 

and 1 agree with you, Mr. Chrétien, but it's also, you have to work on the manifestation of 

the pmblems. And tougher p control law should be of the other half." 

For the most part, gun control was a low-key issue on the federal election 

campaign trial. Candidates were more concemed with economic issues and taking tums 

blarning the former Tory leader and former Prime Minister Brian Mulroney for al1 that 

was wrong with Canada. As was noted in the Ottawa Sun on October 14,1993 "the law- 

" Debate Speciai. ûctober 4,1993. CBCICBOT. MTT [Media Tapes and Transcripts] Ltd. 



andader themes prepared by the parties have received littie attention on the national 

tours.. . Now, Canadians are more womed about 

Newspaper and other media continued to report on different issues conceming the 

firearm debate. For example, the Globe and Mail published a letter by a medicd doctor 

on suicide prevention. The letter is important in that it identifies firearms as a "social 

problem" that goes beyond criminal incidents. It further lays the hmework for the 

"public health discourse" and provides a good example of use of "scieatific research" in 

making daims and statements about a social problem. It also identifies one of the key 

"research issues" that follow the development of the fuearms debate; access and 

availability to fmarms. The letter states: "a more useful mode1 for suicide prevention has 

a two-component focus. First, early detection and treatment of adolescent mental illness 

(especially depression) and second limiting access to lethal methods (especially guns)." 

He also advocates strict and comprehensive gun control laws which in his view would 

lead to a decrease in suicide rates and writes "no convincing argument remains to justify 

the continued availability of automatic weapons and handguns." Other articles and 

letters focused on the implementation issues surrounding Bill C-17, political positions of 

the Parties Nnning for the Federal election, and the situation in the United States and its 

gun problem. There were also articles and letters to the editor, which express 

dissatisfaction with the government's passage of Bill C-17. In a letter to the Toronto 

Star, an individual notes that the situation between the US and Canada are no diffierent 

citing the "nightly drive-by shootings" and other crime. He concludes his letter by 

writing: "Perhaps one should address socio-economic causality as opposed to passing 

" Wiiis, Temce. Cun controi, abmion und crime huve faIIen ofp0Iitica.l agenda. Omiwa Sua. Wober 
14, 1993. 

Kutcher, Stan MD, Head Division of Adolescent Psychiaüy. Sunnybmok Health Science Centre, North 
York. Ont. A dear-cut modeIfor suicide prevention. Globe and Mail. ûctober 6,1993. 



inane laws which were ody created in order to propel Kim Campbell toward the Prime 

Minister's chair, and which have no efEect on criminals.'" 

Coincidentally, the resuits of a public opinion poll cornm*ssioned by the Coalition 

for Gun Control was released in the month of the federal election. it was found that the 

majority of Canadians supported M e r  restricting fuearms ownership, and that of the 

1,509 Canadian adults interviewed, 76% favoured the mandatory registration of huating 

rifles and shotguns with law enforcement agencies (Angus Reid, 1993). It is difficult to 

Say to what extent such public opinion polls influenced the govemment's policy direction 

on firearms; however, given the attention paid to polling results and the timing of the 

release it couldn't have harmed the Coalition's efford6 

Federal Election 

On October 23, 1993 Canadians cast their opinion on other mattea besides 

fuearrns aione, casting a ballot for a new goverment and new leadership. The Liberal 

Party came to power with a landslide viciory over Kim Campbell's Tory governent 

winning a huge majority in the House of Cornmons. It was at this moment that the 

Liberal govemment would start to s w e y  the lay of the land and pmceed with meeting 

their commitrnents found in the Red Book. The cal1 for registration by the Coalition and 

the Liberal's promises sent a message to the anti-gun control groups. The question that 

remained was what was Ailan Rock going to do about the pro-gun control advocates 

calling for stricter fmarms legislation? The bureaucracy, still involved with the 

implementation of Bill C-17, was also unsure of what new work was comiag its way. 

4s Springer, Glenn. Our gun fmvs don 't affect criminuls. Toronto Star. September 26, 1993. " Cobb, Chris. Federul spending on pIIS doubler to 12 Million: Growth since '94 beiies PM% daim he 
disdains suweys. Ottawa Citizen. May 12,1998. 



However, the Prime Minister's statement during the televised debate and the promises 

made during the election campaign through the Red Book surely meant that something 

was going to take place. After the electioa and up until the Speech h m  the nirone on 

January 18, 1994, there was little news fiom the govemment; however, the news media 

did rnick the activities of the pro-gun control and anti-gun control movements. 

The majority of the media coverage was still focused on the implementation of 

Bill C-17 and developments with American legislation known as the Brady bill which 

introduced a five-day mandatory waiting period for individuals purcbasing a handgun 

fiom a federally licenced gun dealer. In addition, there were letters countering the claims 

made by one group or aaother. For exarnple, an individual writing into the Ottawa 

Citizen challenged the views of Emile Therien (Canada's Safety Council). He wrote: "1 

have a nght to possess weapons for defence of life and the most suitable is a handgun." 

The writer also noted that "if Emile Thenen were tmly knowledgeable about gun laws" 

he would be aware of research conducted by US cnminologists that show that a "gunless 

society would be more violent due to a lack of the deterreat effect of an armed population 

on criminais." 47 

Another letter challenged the views of the Coalition for Gun Control and heu  

support for registration. The letter notes: "Ms. Rathjen States that the majority of 

Canadians support a fueams registry, but she fails to mention that the federal Justice 

Department estimates that to register every legal firem in Canada would take 10 years, 

cost $100 million and do absolutely nothing to stop the real cause of crime.''8 The 

media's role in transrnitting the debate does not corne without a sense of responsibility. 

-- - 

" Perrault, A l a h  Right to possess a m .  ûttawa Citizen. ûctober 30,1993. 
Murphy, Msn Ontario Federation of Angkn and Hpnters. Aflacks ofitarget. Otîawa Citizen. Oetober 

30, 1993. 



On November 9, 1993 the editor of the Ottawa Citizen requested that indinduals cite 

sources if they make reference to polls or studies in their l e m .  The editor was 

responding to the claim made above conceming the cost of a fireann registry, suggesting 

that no such study e~isted.~' 

On the anniversary of the incident, the Montreal Gazette published an article 

written by the president of the Coalition for Gun Control, Wendy ~ukier?' The article 

provides some good exarnples of how "claims makers" go about formulating the "social 

problem" and presenting statements tbat pose as solutions. She begins her article by 

writing: "on Dec. 6, 1989 a man armed with a legallyacquired military weapon shot 27 

people and then himself at the École Polytechnique in Montreal. Fourteen women died." 

The next sentence offers a solution in the statement as she indicates: "as rifles and 

shotgtms are not registered, and he was carrying no identification, the killer was 

identified afier police conducted a store-by-store search to find out if anyone had recently 

sold a Ruger Mini-14." Statistical facts are presented to illustrate the scope of the bbsocial 

problem," she writes: "each year in Canada, almost 1,400 die fiom gun shot wounds. 

Over half of the women killed by their husbands are shot. Most of the guns used to kill 

are legally owned." These facts are followed up by people's reactions to the Montreal 

incident, in that the "social problem" exists because of the work of victims and their 

fh l i e s ,  crime prevention and public-health officiais are pushing for stronger controls. 

She notes in the middle of the article that because of the anti-gun control lobby 

and the opposition by Cornervative backbenchers Bill C- 1 7 was inadequate to address the 

49 Sarjeant, Briaa Please giw us ai1 thefacts when you quote a p l1  or study. ûtîawa Citizen. November 8, 
1993. To my knowledge no such study exists. ' Cukier, Wmdy. Romance with gws  persists aper Po&technique nightmare. Montreal Gazeîtq. December 
6, 1993. 



"social problem." Cukier writes: "it did not include contmls on the sale of ammunition or 

registration of rifles and shotguns. In most cities, we have more information about who 

owns dogs than we do about who owns guns." Such statements are particularly effective 

in that such differences suggest the absurdity as to why anyone would object to the 

registration of rifles and shotguns. Furthemore, there is a waming in the article about the 

threat of the Arnerican gun lobby, the National Rifle Association, who were alleged to be 

espousing the use of f i rems for self-protection and assisting the Canadian anti-gun 

control groups. She writes: "Canadians have only to look south of the border to see 

where this reasoning leads - if arming for self protection worked, the US. would be the 

safest country in the world." Cukier suggests that the NRA ploy is only an effort to sel1 

more guns and that greater effort is needed to counter the myth of self-protection. The 

article concludes by summarizing the continued impact of firearms have on Canadian 

society and showhg support for stricter firearms control. Cukier writes: "since Dec. 6, 

1989, more than 5,000 Canadians have been killed with guns ... a nation-wide opinion 

poll showed that 86 per cent of Canadians support the registration of fmams and 84 per 

cent support a complete ban on military weapons." The article contains al1 of the 

elements of the discourse surrounding the need for stricter firems control. There is the 

definition of the 4'social problem" (i.e., fireams are a crime prevention and public health 

issue), which kills almost 1,400 Canadians each year. The opposition fiom the Canadian 

anti-gun control lobby and N ' A  are identified as obstacles to fûlly addressing the "social 

problem" and that they may actually make the problem worse. The concluding remarks 

nicely present another reason why Iaw-makers should move toward stricter gun control 

and registration, because the majority of Canadians support such a move. What impact 

such polls have on policymakers is not known, however, such results c m  be used to 

justify a specific course of action by the state. As Paul Rock (1986) notes, it shows there 

is external demand for such action. 



The focus on the situation in the United States helps m e r  justi@ the need for 

stncter f i r e m s  control. The fmt reason resembles the argument that laws establish 

social boudaries of a community. A Toronto Star reporter questions Wendy Cukier why 

we would need M e r  gun control when we just introduced stricter measures. Her reply 

to the question was that Canadiaris should not be complacent and she suggests that 

k a m i s  contml is one of many things that distinguishes us fiom the Americans. Cukier 

States: '4 like to think that our attitude to guns really distinguishes us fiom Americans. 

But our new gun law [Bill C-171, unfomuiately is pretty weak." The article goes on to 

state that there are "6 million unregistered rifles and shotguns out there, and no one 

knows who owns them ... with a w w  federal govenunent, we do have a chance to stop 

the proliferation of deadly weapons before we reach an Arnerican state of bedlam."s ' It is 
interesting to point out that both sides in this debate agree that Bill C-17 is inadequate in 

one form or another. However, differences lay in their proposed strategies to adâress the 

"social problem." The anti-gun control groups disgruntled with the implementation of 

Bill C-17, citing many hardships on owners and firearm retailers clairning that the new 

law was impacting thek business. A letter published in the Toronto Star provides a good 

example of the types of solutions offered by opponents to both Bill C-17 and any 

proposed amendments (e.g., registration). The letter indicates that govemment priorities 

must be directed into other aspects of society rather than additional gun control schemes 

like registration, which is ineffective. The letter concludes that hding must go into 

progruns to educate gun owners and into "combathg the causes of crime: poverty, the 

culture of drug/alcohol abuse, substance abuse, substandard treatment of the mentally ill, 

and the hadequate imprisonment of violent cri min al^.'"^ 

" Landsberg, Michele. We don 't need 'Guns R Us attitude here. Toronto Star. January 8,1994. 
* Smitb, Doug. Gun conml ~pending is obstacfe to public sufw. Toronto Star. November 11,1993. 
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Speech from the Throne 

There was still no public announcement or hint as to what direction the 

government was going to take on the f i r ems  fiont prior to the January 18, 1994 Speech 

h m  the Throne. The Speech h m  the Throne is an important part of the ceremony of 

the state in that it sets the tone for the parliamentary session. Its purpose was to provide 

Canadians with a glimpse of the govemment's priorities and agenda for the 1% Session of 

the 35" Parliament. There is no mention of gun control in the throne speech. The focus 

of the government is directed at other fronts. The first was to enhance the credibility of 

Parliment by undertaking specific reforms (e.g., MPs pensions). The second identified 

economic growth (e.g., job creation) and the need to pursue "fiscal discipline." More 

speci ficall y: 

The Govemment will pursue the fiscal discipline necessary for sustained 
economic growth. The budget will be tabled in Febmary and will include 
rneasures to bring the federal debt and deficit under control in a manner 
that is compatible with putting Canadians back to work. The Government 
will work with the provinces to ensure that our shared fiscal challenge is 
dealt with CO-operatively? 

The fourth cornmimient made by the government was to "strengthen the fabric of 

Canadian life by addressing universal health care, pursue Aboriguial self-government, 

promoting Canadian heritage." The fifth centred on Canada's role on the international 

scene and the sixth focused on constitutional issues and Canadian unity. Clearly, the 

Liberal govemment was concerned with establishing ûust between government and 

Canadians, and getting Canada's finances in order. 

HPosanl (Official Report). H o w  of Cornons ùebates. 1' Session. 3sh Foiliament. January 18, 1994. 
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The Auditor's General Repoit 

While there was still no public announcement regardhg the Liberai's intentions 

on gun control, the 1993 Auditor's General report released in January 1994 provided 

more fuel in the debate on f~earms. In some way, the report was what the anti-gun 

control proponents were advocating; it was viewed as proposing a moratorium on new 

legislation with a view to evaluate the current gun conml regime and to tackle the "black 

market'' in frearms, which according to the opponents was caused by stricter legislation. 

More specifically, Auditor's General report States: 

27.2 Canada's gun control program is controversial and complex. Evaluation of the 

program is therefore essentid to give the Cimadian public and members of Parliament the 

asswance that its objectives are being met. The program has been evaluated once, but we 

found weaknesses in the methodology that significmtly reduce the extent to which the 

govemment, members of Parliament and the Canadian public cm rely on the evaiuation 

to feel assured that the gun control program is effective. 

27.3 As well, our review of the new regulations indicated that important data, needed to 

assess the potential benefits and future effectiveness of the regulations, were not available 

at the time the regulations were drafied. Because of this, we believe it is important that 

the measures chosen by the goverment be evaluated at the earfiest opportunity. 

27.4 We reviewed with law enforcement authorhies the issue of a potential firearms 

smuggling problem. We found h t  major police forces are concemed that a serious 

îïrearms smuggling problem may exist and could be increasing. We recommend that the 

issue be comprehensively reviewed, as previously recomnended by patliamentary 

cornmittees. 



The report also provides some valuable insight with respect to the why question. 

In the report the govemment is given an opportunity to respond to the Auditor General's 

marks. In the case of evaluation the report indicates that the Department of Justice was 

currently preparing to undertake an evaluation. With respect to infonning Bill C-17, the 

report reveals that the Department made "limited use of the 1983 evaluation". More 

specifically the Department notes in the report that: 

More reliance was placed on the statistics available since the seventies on 
homicides, suicides, accidental deaths and robberies. In any event, the 
legislation and regulations were driven by clear public interest 
consideratioas, which needed to be acted upon despite the absence of 
precise data." 

In response to the Auditor General's report the new Minister of Justice, Allan 

Rock made a cornmitment that any discussions about gun control would include 

smuggling; he stated: "we can't meaningfùlly taik about gun coatrol in this country as we 

want to unless we deal with gun ~ r n u ~ ~ l i n ~ . ' ' ~ ~  

On February 14, 1994 the Fredericton Gleaner reported on the Minister's recent 

speech at the University of New Brunswick Law School. The article points to Minister 

Rock's thinking on handguns: "Mr. Rock said hunters don't use handguns so the question 

is do Canadians need to own handguns. "Ought there be a complete prohibition, a 

complete ban on handguns in Canada? I'm prcpared to look at that question." More 

importantly, the article reveals that the Minister of Justice moved quickly once in office 

to instruct the bureaucracy to provide him with options. This confirms one of the 

" 1993 Auditor ûemral's Report. Assistant Auditor General: Richard B. Fadden Reqmnsible Auditor: 
Alan Gilmore. Office of the Auditor General of Canada and the Commissioner of the Environment and 
Susiahable Deveiopment. " Bhdman, Stepkn Rockpromises to crack down on gun smuggling. mwa Citizen. January 20,1994. 



interview participant's statements that shortly after the election they were idomed that 

the Minister was lookhg to proceed with developing options and that something would 

be done about the firearms law. nie article quotes the Minister as saying: "I've asked 

them @lepartment of Justice, Firearms Control Task Group] to prepare me a complete 

options list from absolute prohibition of ail weapons right down to adding to the present 

list of prohibitions and 1 am going to choose from that option list a combination of steps 

that will result in stricter gun control.'" The Coalition for Gun Control also appeared to 

be in the dark about which way the Minister and the Liberal govemment was heading. In 

their March 1994 newsletter, they point out that "in spite of their party's support for C- 

17, many Liberal MPs loudly opposed the Bill. Specific measures cited in the Red Book 

were not substantial and seemed calculated to avoid offending the gun lobby." 

Furthemore, they uwlicate that even if the new Justice Minister "supports stronger 

measures, the Liberal Caucus remains our most cntical challenge, as we got very few 

responses fiom Liberal MPs to our November 24, letter."" On March 27, 1994 Nicholas 

Battersby, a visiting engineering student fiom London, England was shot and killed by 

Ruben Henderson (16 years of age) with a sawed-off .22 calibre rifle on the corner of 

Gilmour and Elgin downtown streets of Ottawa, the nation's Capital (blocks fiom 

Parliament). As mentioned above, such incidents may have provided M e r  indignation 

and outrage among Canadians and M e r  evidence that something had to be done about 

firearms. Allan Rock was quickly becorning farniliat with the 'Tacts" and "scientific 

findings" that supported the govemment's intentions, public perceptions about crime, as 

well as the political challenges that lay ahead both h m  the provinces and within the 

Liberai caucus as well. 

" LIeweliyu, Stephen. H u n d p  Lmvs M' be Toughened Up. Fredericton Gleaner. Febnary 12,1994. 
Coalition for Gun Conû'ol. Gun Conml News. Pmgress report. January, 1993. 



The Montreal Gazette reported an exchange about the growing divisions in 

Parliament and how Man Rock should proceed with the justice agenda 

"How many people have to die before this govemment will realize the 
legislation [Bill C-171 they have had in place for 16 years is useless?" 
Refom MP Myron Thompson said in the House of Commons this week, 
wagging his index finger at Rock. But rural Liberal backbenchers and 
Refom MPs are steadfastly opposed to tougher gun control d e s .  "That's 
a typical contradiction. The people of the extreme nght will be for capital 
punishment and against abortion ai the sarne the.  They want full freedom 
even if that fieedom encroaches on the fieedom of others," said Bloc MP 
Pierrette Verne. The growing hang'em-high attitude nuis squarely 
against the solutions of most experts suggest?* 

Ottawa Policy Convention 

After six months as the Minister of Justice, the focus remained on handguns as 

Allm Rock was quoted by the media saying that "the only people in this country who 

should have g u s  are police officers and soldier~."~ Although there is dispute over the 

accuracy of the quote it clearly sent a message to the anti-gun control groups that Allan 

Rock was considering major changes to the law and as a result the Justice Minister fiom 

Saskatchewan wanted the provinces to be consulted on any proposed amendments. 

These gnunblings from the West were also a prelude of things to corne in the 

legislative debate. Not only did the Spring start in controversy with Rock's statement, it 

was also the beginning of a busy summer for the Department of Justice, Firearms Control 

Task Group who were preparing an options list. Furthemore, an interview participant 

" Ha, Tu Thanh. Crine and Concem: Canadians are clizmoutingfir action against viofence. but UV crisis 
13 mostiy in our minds. Tiie murder rate has stayed stable since the 1970s. and experts say low-key 
preveniion meamres are whot 's mal& needed. mat lemes Jwiife Minhier Rock in a tough position. 
Montreal Gazette. Aprii 23, 1994. 
59 Nemeth, Mary. Fighting Back: Fanners, hunters, andjireum ethusiasts ore turning the con& debate 
intro mnch wugare- Macleans. $une 5,1995. 



indicated that the Coalition for Gun Control was busily working behind the scenes 

lobbying the Justice Minister's office, and other organizations such as the National 

Wornen's Liberal Commission. This work was essential to getting a cornmitment fiom 

the Liberal govemment and its specific intentions on the gun control front. It would 

appear that based on results the Coalition's work paid off. Between May 1 1-1 5, 1994 the 

Liberal Party held its first policy convention in Ottawa as the govenunent in power. The 

resolutions passed during the convention signify another milestone in the action phase 

gradually revealing the Liberal Party's intentions; they clarify the vaguely worded 

cornmitment fmt established in the Red Book* The National Women's Liberal 

Commission put fourth several resolutions which were adopted almost unanimously by 

party faithful. According to the official record the followuig resolutions were adopted at 

May 1994 policy convention: 

Be it resolved that: 

sanctions against the criminal misuse of fmarms be increased and streagthened to 
better reflect the serious nature of such crimes; 

the private possession and ownership of miliîary assault weapons be prohibited; 

the sale and ownership of ammunition be more strictly regulated by requiring, among 
other things, that the buyer be at least 18 years of age and in possession of 
appropriate documentation; 

a national system of registration for al1 firearms be considered; 

the private possession and ownership of handguns be severely restricted; and 

strong action be taken against smugghg and the importation of iliegal importation 
of fkarms into Canada. 

National Women 's Liberal Commission 

In response to the resolution adopted at the convention the anti-gun control lobby 

was starting to prepare for the worst. Allan Rock's summer cross-country tour to meet 

with gun owners to solicit thek views was often met by angry gun owners who were not 

particularly pleased with the latest 199 1 legislation and were most certainly not delighted 



with the prospects of more restrictions. On May 28, 1994 the anti-gun forces assemblai 

in Wainwright Alberta in protest of the current legislation and at the current 

govemment's plans to toughen the laws. There were plenty of speeches and 

proclamations made by leaders of the lobby group, politicians and others before a group 

of 2,500 gun owners. The Alberta ~ e ~ o r t ~ '  covered the rally and described some of the 

issues raised at the rallywhich reflect the position of the anti-gun control groups in 

general. First, the article pointed out that "as many Canadians are killed by lightning in 

an average year as are murdered with legal handguns. More are beaten to death or die 

fiom doctors' erron than are murdered with legai rifles, shotguns and handguns 

combined." Second, firearrn legislation is ineffective at reducing crime and that the 

government is responding to "a handfid of sensational murders this year." As weil, the 

article notes that gun owners are fed up being the "scapegoats" for politicians who want 

to give the appeamce that they are doing something about crime. Third, gun owners 

were tired of king treated like "rednecks" by the "country's lefi-lib media," who are not 

willing to take gun owners seriously. Fourth, "according to Gary Mauser, a marketing 

professor at Simon Fraser University" the govenunent is pursuing stricter firems laws 

"because they are cheap, simple, and symbolic. In practice, none of them work. They are 

more diversionary than functional." Fifth, it is reported that Professor Mauser argues that 

the registry would only tell police "where the law-abiding ownea are, and they aren't the 

cause of most gun crime." Lastly, the article concludes that Refom MPs will be there to 

do battle with Minister Rock over any proposed legislation that cornes their way. 

Approximately nine months afier Rock's statement at the University of New 

Brunswick Law School, on September 12, 1994, Canadian Broadcasting Corporation 

' Guntet, Lome. Gun Chers arefed up: Over 2,500 ut Waillwnght wam Ottawa 20 stop blaming themfir 
rising crime. AIberta Reuort. June 14, 1994.14-1 7. 
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(CBC) moming radio news reported having obtained a copy of a new Department of 

Justice study on the Restricted Weapons Registration System (RWRS). This is the 

registration system that was in place for restricted f i r e m s  (mainly handguns that was 

maintained by the Firearms Registration and Administration Section (FRAS) of the 

RCMP. According to the newscast, the report indicated chat the current registration 

system was "inefficient and outdated" and that a great number of records "are filled with 

errors." The report recommends a number of changes including 'hew legislation with 

one law ensuring that al1 restricted weapons are registered at the border." The newscasts 

concluded with the following: "Justice Minister, Allan Rock, is planning to bring in new 

gun laws later this year, possibly a new national system for registering al1 fmamis. That 

idea has met resistance from the gun lobby. The report may help Rock make his case for 

an overhaul.'"' The report became a catalyst for government registration plan (cost and 

eficiency) and later raised questions in the House of Commoas by the opposition.62 

On September 20, 1994, there was a joint release by the Metroplitan Toronto 

Police Service and the Department of Justice Canada of a report titled An Erploratory 

Smiy on the use ofFireams Ni Chinal  Incidents in Toronto. The report exarnined the 

types of fmarms used in crime, and in the case of restncted firems it attempted to 

determine whether the handguns were registered. The report was the first of its kind to 

examine police records in an attempt to address some of the basic policy questions on the 

types of guns used in crime and registration. The study also exarnined whether the gun 

was in legal possession at the tirne of the incidents. The study found that over-one half of 

'' National, CBC-R. World Report. 06:02. September 12, 1994. Media Monitoring Limind. Tmscript. 
" For example, on November 29, 1994 the &y before the release of the govemment's action plan on 
firearms Jack Ramsay (Crowfoot, ReE) d e d  the Minister why the report hasn't been made public, 
suggesting that it provides evidence that ng i s t e~g  d e s  and shotguiis wouldii't work. In ieply, the 
Minister indicated that he sees no reason why he couldn't share the teport with Mr. Ramsay and that the 
''report bas ken very valuable as we looM at ways to design, should we decide to do such a thing, a 
ngisaPton system for people." Hansarâ (Official Report)). House of Commons Debates. 1" Session. 39 '  
Parliament). November 28,1994:8430. 



the homicide cases, the offender was in illegai possession. The study also examined a 

sample of 254 cases that involved the seizure of guns and found evidence that in 68% of 

the occurrences the guns wem held illegally. Another part of the study examined seized 

and found handguns in an attempt to detemiiw if they were registered on the RWRS. 

From a total of 550 handguns stuâied, 45% were linked to criminal occurrences and 70% 

of these handguns were not registered (Department of Justice, 1994). It is dificult to Say 

to what extent the f'indings of the Department's study contributed to policy making, 

however, the report was seen as useful by the pro-gun control groups and the anti-gun 

control lobby. For example, the mti-gun control groups would argue that the fmdings 

prove that registration is not working and that criminals will not register their guns. 

Shortly after the release of the report in Toronto the focus was back in Ottawa. 

On September 22, 1994 anti-gun control lobby came to Ottawa to voice its 

disapproval conceming the Liberal government's promise to bring in stricter gun control. 

Having attended the rally, 1 saw signs and placards which read "crime control aot more 

gun control" and that they were Fed Up with the attacks on law-abiding citizens. They 

were "demanding unbiased policy," pointhg out the inadequacies of the current 

legislation and the need to focus on crime. Many of the same concerns expressed in 

Wainwright were also expressed that day on the Hill. It was a very dramatic occasion 

and as one i n t e ~ e w  participant, the Minister's 15 minute speech to the protestors was 

one of the critical events in the history of the development of the gun law. It was a 

gesture of good will on the Minister's part. According to the interview participant, the 

Minister never nimed down an invitation to speak to the issue. Shortly afler the rally the 

new Justice Minister fkom Alberta jumped into the fray stathg that he was not happy with 

the federal Minister's proposal callïng for a possible national registry. The Manitoba 

Justice Minister, Ms. Vodrey expressed her disapproval of the government's intentions as 

well. Ms. Vodrey stated: "fùrther control meamres directed towards h a n n s  will not 



necessarily deter illegal use of h a m i s  and may serve to interfere with the legitimate 

nghts of those who are acting carefully and reSPOnsibly.'" 

Between the rally and Novernber 30, 1994, the Department of Justice, Firems 

Control Task Group was an extremely busy place. The hectic Pace carried ihrough the 

summer never appeared to subside. On November 1, 1994 senior officiais and members 

of the Firearms Control Task Group spent al1 day with the Minister to discuss the 

contents of the Memorandum to Cabinet. The Memorandum to Cabinet is a high level 

document that "bears the signature of a minister or a group of ministem, who then 

become responsible for piloting the document through Cabinet with the aid of their 

departmental officiais" (Van Loon and Whittington, 1987: 476). The Memorandum was 

submitîed to the Cabinet Cornmittee on Social Development on November 14, 1994 for 

their consideration. Cabinet's approval is required before the cirafting of a Bill can 

proceed. Without Cabinet support the Minister of Justice wouid not be able to proceed; 

however, convincing Liberal Caucus of the merits of stricter gun control appeared to be 

more challenging. 

Liberal Caucus 

B e b d  the scenes, there was a growing split among Liberal Caucus members 

concenllng the proposais on fueanns control. Although no specifics were made public, 

the newspaper reports suggest that the rift was centred on the issue of universal 

registration.64 An i n t e ~ e w  participant reported that at this point they were unsure which 

" Samyn, Paul. Viodrey bocks gun owners: Minisîer urges OU- to abandon plansfor tighter eurbs on 
firearms. Wianirien Free Press. November 2,1994. The article indicates the quote was h m  a letter sent to 
Allan Rock on October 14,1994. 
" Article published in the W i i g  Sun, suggests that the split in the Liberai Caucus nu, dong rurai and 
h a n  lines. MPs Split on guns: Rural Manitoba Liberah break ranks on registmtion. Wmni~en Sun. 
Octobet 27,1994. 



way Caucus was going to go. However, on November 4, 1994 several newspapers 

reported that Rock was willing to compromise in the spirit of Caucus unity. The Toronto 

Star reported that a "cornmittee CO-chaired buy Robert Nault (Kenora-Rainy River) and 

Shaughnessy Cohen (Windsor-St. Clair) two gun-owning MPs with different views on 

the subject" were successful in fhding a common ground. The article noted that: "much 

of what the cornmittee recommended will be reflected in the gun control package.'*5 

It was also noted that the compromise would give "gun ownen five years to 

register their rifles and shotguns. Only aAer that would the law require the registration to 

be rnandat~ry'"~ While this was depicted by the media as a "softening" of Rock's 

position and a reprieve for the anti-gun control advocates, clearly it was a victory for 

Rock and a setback for those opposed to registration. However the Minister was truly 

steadfast in meeting his cornmitments. Given the statements in the media by the Prime 

Minister, providing his full support for the law and universal registration, it appeared chat 

Minister Rock was not about to disappoint anyone, except gun owners perhaps. 

Governrnent's Action Plan on Firearms Control 

Two &ys prior to the release of the government's action plan newspapers began 

to report on the possible contents of the package. The Globe and Mail; which was mostly 

seen to publish supportive articles on gun control, devoted a large amount of space to 

address the upcoming release of the plan. Some of the content gives the impression that 

Rock's views had corne a long way since his statement in April 1994. For example, the 

article quotes an aide to the minister as saying "Mr. Rock now understands better what 

" Viemeau. David. LiberaIsJnd common grwnd on gam connd. Toronto Star. November 4,1994. 
ïhukan, Seau and Paul Cowley. Rock s+s stand. Edmonton Sun. Novembn 4,1994. 



attracts people to hunting and target shooting. He has more appreciation, more 

sympathy ... Mt. Rock was quick to shed some initial plans that would have been 

impractical and, such as having central storage depots for guns7 or banning guns from 

d a n  areas.'"' The same Globe and Male article explains the lengths Minister Rock 

went to that summer and fa11 to consult with gun owners. The aati-gun control lobby saw 

this as a carefiilly planned public relations ploy. Minister Rock echoed similar 

sentiments expressed by the President of the Coalition for gun control, he is quoted as 

saying: "1 think we will define ourselves as a nation in some respects by the direction we 

take on this issue.'d8 As well, the article indicates that, he recognizes the legitimate use of 

f i rems for hunting and targeting shooting; however, not going "so far as to believing 

that every citizen has an inherent right to bear armdd9 The media presented both sides 

of the debate often referring to the technical aspects of f i rems control. The pro-gun 

control and the anti-gun control groups rnostly focused on issues surroundhg the possible 

registry. The anti-gun control groups womed that a combination of the national registry 

and strict new rules on handguns would mean the confiscation of firearms. In addition, 

the cost of developing such a system was said to be extremely costly based on what it 

cost to register handguns (e.g., opposition estimates of $400 million for registration of al1 

gUns)?O 

On November 30, 1994 the Minister of Justice, released two publications titled 

The Goventment's Action Plan on Firearms Conîrol and Background Information on 

'' Ha, Tu Thanb. Rock readies new gun Imvs: tight c o n i d  mny split lobby. Globe and Mail. Novemkr 28, 
1994. 
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Firearms Con& which outlined the government's intentions and policy objectives for 

the cornhg of the f i r e m s  legislation. The introduction of the action plan marks the start 

of the reaction phase. As noted in Chapter Two, this stage wiii include the fonnal 

process of tabling a bill and cornmittee hearings to review the contents of the proposed 

bill. The action plan states: 

Through this package, the Govemment will be banning many firearms, 
cracking d o m  on the criminal misuse of firems, targeting firearms 
smuggling, and irnprowig public safety by prornoting the safe use and 
ownership of fharms. Essential to these measures is a new national 
f i rems registration system that will provide the foundation for effective 
border controls, enhanced criminal investigations and police work, and the 
enforcement of safety standards for firems owners (Department of 
Justice, 1994b: 1). 

This action plan and consultations laid the groundwork for the introduction of Bill 

C-68, tabled in the House of Commons on February 14, 1995. it was seen as a "white 

paper" to m e r  consult with organizations and the public on the direction of the 

legislation. However, one interview participant fiom the bureaucracy noted that îhe 

proposal released on November 30, 1994 was an indication of which way the govemrnent 

was heading and was not necessarily intended as a %hite paper" per se. In a news 

release issued by the Department of Justice, Minister Rock M e r  expressed his views on 

the importance and purpose of the proposed plan. The news release states: 

Canadians do not want to live in a society where they feel they need to 
own a gun for protection. We value living in a safe and peacefil society, a 
society that shuns crime and violence.. . this tough new gun control 
program will improve public safety and also send a strong message that 
the criminal misuse of fvearms will not be tolerated. 



Furthemore, it indicates that "essential to the implementation of h a n a s  control , 

is the creation of a national registration system."" It would appear at this stage the 

definition of the "social problems" went beyond those stemming firearm deaths and 

injuries. It was a reflection of Canadian society and its well king. Ownership of the 

social problem was clearly in the domain of the state. The Coalition for Gun Control can 

be credited with developing a d e f ~ t i o n  that encompasses the "greater gooà" of society; 

however, it is Allan Rock that carried the connection M e r .  Not only did the proposal 

build on the principles of deterrence, incapacitation, and prohibition in order to reduce 

access to and availability of firearms. nie Programme Evaluation Section of the 

Department of Justice notes that the evolution of the f i r ems  program has seen a shift in 

the government's views on gun control. There is a growing concem that moves fiom the 

criminal misuses of fireanns towards a broader perspective that is a concem for public 

safety. Furthemore, the report states: "in recent years the govemment has enunciated 

another theme-gun control is intended to help maintain Canada's non-violent character, 

a situation in implicit contrast to the much higher rates of gun deaths and injuries in the 

United Statesy' (Programme Evaluation Section, 1996: 1). 

During the tabling of the Action Plan in the House of Commons on November 30, 

1994 Minister Rock states: 

Mr. Speaker, one of the defining characteristics of our country is its deep 
cornmitment to order and to civility. It has been that way from the 
beginning. Ours is a nation created by consensus, not by revolution. Our 
domestic history is a chronology of quiet accommodation rather than 
dramatic conflict. We are known throughout the world for our distinctiy 
peaceful character. Our proudest international symbol is the blue bent. 
Our most valued asset at home is the safety of our cities and streets." 

Depanment of Justice. Fireams Conml Progmm Announced. News Release. November 30, LW. 
Hansard (Otneial Report). House of Commons Debates. 1' Session. 35" Parliament, Novemk 30, 

1994: 8483 



On this day in the House of Commons, the Minister made a number of points why 

the govemrnent was proceeding with stricter legislation at this the .  The Justice Minister 

put forth a number of rationales. The rationales also M e r  defme the "social problem." 

First he indicated that "Canadians believe" that they do not want a country where they 

have to arm themselves to feel safe. The second is that "Canadians want a lawfiil and 

safe society in which the crimllial misuse of f i rems is dealt with severely. Canadians 

don? want to follow the approach taken to f i rems by the United States." Third, this is 

not a niral-urban issue and Canadians in rural areas of the country are just as concemed. 

He noted that "studies have shown that the homicide rate in m l  areas is almost twice 

that in the urban environment." Fourth, he wted that Canadians want firearm laws to 

"acknowledge and respect the legithate interests of hunters and of farmer~."'~ It is 

believed that these statements were aimed at addressing the pnnciples of the legislation, 

which counter the ideology or views of individuals opposed to fùrther restrictions. 

The Minister of Justice M e r  argued that the legislation was needed on other 

grounds. The tough new mandatory penalties, the prohibition74 of almost 60% of al1 

legally owned handguns cunently registered with the RCMP, and a national firearm 

registry. 

With respect to firearms registration, the Minister indicated that "for years, chiefs 

of police and the medical community in Canada have k e n  asking for the federal 

govemrnent to adopt mch a sy~tern."~~ He M e r  argued that registration would help 

" Ibid, 8483-8484. 
" It is important to note that most of these firearmp were not confiscated, they were grandfathered O the 
ownea so long as the owmr had a vaiid registration certificate on F e b y  14,1994. '' Hamard (Officiai Report). House of Commons Debates. 1' Session. 35 Pariiament. Novcmber 30, 
1994: 8483 



police address violence against women and better enforce court ordered prohibitions, 

. which is crucial to reducing domestic violence: 

1 ask that the House not underestimate the importance of that last point, of 
enforcing prohibition orders in the context of domestic violence. The 
House must bear in mind that on average one woman every six days is 
shot to death in this country, almost alwaysin the home, almost always by 
someone she knows. Ahost al1 of the fwearms used for that purpose are 
legally owned. Ahost al1 of them are rifles and shotguns. The people 
who pull those triggers become criminals by that very act. We must not 
lose sight of the fact that 1,100 Canadians commit suicide with a frearm 
each year. Too many of them are young people who act on impulse. We 
must also remember that in the years since 1970, 425 children have died 
because they are accidentally shot and kiiled in   ana da?^ 

The reaction to the action plan was greeted with optirnism fkom individuals who 

were supportive of the legislation. However, those opposed to the action plan made their 

views know by writing letters to the n e w s p a p e d  addition to a huge number that were 

directed to the Minister and their local MP's office. Opponents were arguing that such 

proposais, specifically registration, were an "invasion of privacy" and an insult to law- 

abiding citizens. One wrote: "a single action shotgun bought for me on my 16" 

Christmas by my parents was seen as a symbol of trust and ~onfidence."'~ Another 

reminded the Minister that rural Canadians who use fueanns as tools didn't cause the 

shootings in downtown Toronto or the smuggling of f~eanns. Registration won't reduce 

crime, "the only people who will benefit fiom a database of gun omets are the criminals, 

who will w w  have a handy list of exact locations of great burglary targets-our homes? 

As part of the action plan, on December 29, 1995, the Justice Department 

dispatched another news release announcing the prohibition of specific types of military 

Ibid. 8485. 
" Smith, Wüliam. Gun mgistty invasion of mypnvacy. Toronto Star. December 14, 1994. " McMillan, Rosemsry. Gun rem endangers/oinlies. Toronto Star. Deceder 14, 1994. 



assault firearms by way of Order-in-Council. The news release indicated that on January 

1, 1995 a series of fireams would become prohibited; however, individuals with 

registration certificates would be grandfathered.'9 One interview participant fiom the 

bureaucracy noted that he advised against such a move and that many of the il1 feelings 

which resulted fiom the last round of legislation would only fuel the feus of p n  owners 

that the govemment was out to confiscate their firearms. There was an immediate 

reaction ?O the release by the anti-gun control lobby. An article published in the Brandon 

Sun with the title Justice Minister Rock displays dictatorial zeal marks a new trend in the 

gun debate. It also reflects the building frustration on the part of the anti-gun control 

lobby's failing efforts. Their objection stems fiom the govement's use of Orders-in- 

Council (which are essentially regulation that are passed by Cabinet, with the direction of 

the responsible Minister within a given statute) to further prohibit certain types of 

f i rems arguing that such actions by the govemment are undrrno~ratic.8~ 

Further opposition began to mount fiom the provincial governments of Manitoba, 

Saskatchewan, and Alberta. The tension between the Minister and the WesterdPraine 

Provinces mounted as the fonnal tabling of the legislation in the House drew nearer. 

There was growing talk of a possible court challenge to the legislation should it be 

adopted by Parliament. In an attempt to demonstrate to the federal government that 

Saskatchewan residents did not support the Liberal's gun proposais, the provincial 

govemment under contract with local polling nmi to ask residents what they think. On 

December 23, 1994 the Regina Leader Post published an article which indicated that a 

slim majority (50.8%) of residents polled reported that they were in favour of restncting 

" Department of Justice. Fireanns Contml Action Plan Clonfed. News Release. December 29,1994. ' Hipweil, John. Jmke Minister Rock diqfays dictatoriaI zeaL Brandon Sun. Jaauary 4, 1995. Manitoba 
President, National Fireanns Association. Vien,  The use of Mers-in-Council were discussed during the 
Senate Coumittee's review of the Bill. See Hansarâ, Senate of Canada. Legal and Constitutionai Afhirs. 
October 19, 1995. Issue No. 60 6033, Testimony of Professor Quigley. 



wheie guns cm be sold and who cm own guns, while 37.1 per cent were opposed. About 

12 per cent not did lai~w. ' '~~ 

In Febniary 1995 the results of a similar p l1  conducted in Alberta found that the 

majority of respondents (64%) supported the registration of rifles and shotguns. Rock was 

quick to point out that "it corroborates what we have k e n  saying" that Albertans support 

the plan to register rifles and shotguns?' This is typical of the way public opinion polls 

were used in the debate. They were more or less used to "justifj?' a specific position 

rather than to infonn policy development. One unlcnown joumalist mentioned that in 

"politics if you live by the polls, you die by the polls." 

On January 26, 1995 the Globe and Mail published an article which contained the 

findings of a research study conducted by the Deparmient of Justice on the use of fuearm 

sentences. It reported that the Department undertook a study to examine the use of 

Section 85 charges in the Crimiml Code (which was a one-year mandatory sentence for 

using a firearm in the commission of an indictable ~ffence)'~ The report found that 

approximately bbtwo-thKds of Section 85 charges are not prosecuted because there was no 

resulting conviction for the substantive offence" (Meredith et al, 1994:45). Although the 

article noted that the new proposals would increase mandatory minimum penalties for 

specific violent crimes involving the use of f i rems to four years, it is not certain to what 

extent the findings of the research contributed to the increase. However, it also states that 

"Rock wanted to convey to legithate gun owners who had criticized the govenunent for 

not king tough enough on criminals that Ottawa was senous about addressing their 

" Traynor, Dave. Touglergun Iaws fmoured: ûver harfof midents polled want more gun c o n d .  R e h  
Leader Post. Decemôer 23, 1994. 

Kubish, Glenn. Rock Iikes results of E v m  'poll. Edmonton Sun. Febniary 1,1995. 
* Vienneau, David. Gun sentences rares used. Globe and Mail. January 1, 1995. 



concerns." It is also noteworthy to point out that the Minister sent a letter to al1 Attorneys 

General requesting that they prosecute fharms offences more vigorously. Regardless of 

the content of the gun proposal, the gap between the goverment and the anti-gun control 

advocates was growing. The content of the newspapers shows that the conflict was not 

necessarily between pro-gun control and anti-gun control forces, the state was king 

directly challenged. In January 1995, afier researcbg legal options the Saskatchewan 

Minister of Justice stated publicly of their intentions to challenge the proposed legislation 

if passed by Parliament. The article notes: ''the comection between registration and the 

crime rate in this country is very, very tenuous and that throws into doubt the 

constitutionality of many of these registration provisions."84 The conference of Justice 

Ministers in Vancouver saw opposition to registration grow with the negative position of 

the Northwest Temtories and the other Western provinces (Le., Alberta and Manitoba). 

The media also reported that the Minister was meeting stiff protests in his travels 

out West and that the issue of gun control was king further divided dong rural-urban 

lines. This includes growing protests fiom w i t h  the Rural Liberal Caucus, including 

Manitoba MP David ~ f i o d ~ . ~ ~  Furthemore, groups opposed to the gun control plan were 

clamouring about the cost of the new legislation, especially the registration component, 

which was officially set at a price tag of $85 million. Some groups esthated the cost to 

be as high as $500 million. 

The Coalition for Gun Control and others who supported the Minister's proposais 

were not as prominent in the newspaper coverage as those who opposed the legislation, 

however, the newspaper reports suggest that the Coalition was aware of the difficulties 

Burton, Randy. Gunfight n q  Zand in court. Saskatoon Siar-Phoeaix. January 24,1995. 
8s Let!, Dan. Men gun lm, MPs utge: Liberah gird to confiont Rock; PMs threat io expel rebels cited. 
WtILlljuen Free Press. Jmuary 30,1995. 



Rock was facing h m  Rural Caucus. The Winnipeg Free Press article provides an 

example, which suggests that some relationship may have existed. Wendy Cukier, 

president of the Coalition for Gun Control was replying to a disagreement between 

Minister Rock and some Liberal Caucus members conceming the use of Criminal Code 

sanctions for individuals who don't register their guns in the proposed legislation. Cukier 

indicated that the law should have strong penalties for those who don't comply, "anti-gun 

control lobbyists and politicians are already advocathg civil disobedience, urging gun 

owners to ignore registration." She also speaks to the issue of the creation of a new 

F k m  Act. The article States: "Cukier said lawyen believe removing the registration 

system fiorn the Criminal Code would not preclude criminal penalties for non- 

~orn~iiance."~~ 

Despite the threat of a constitutional challenge and rural Liberal caucus revolt, 

calls for fiscal restraint and proof that registration will reduce crime, the Minister was not 

going to be swayed. And with the support of the Prime Minister, Rock in some way 

becarne even more deterrnined in the face of the ardent position of the anti-gun control 

groups. The forma1 phase of the reaction stage was about to begin and al1 three sides; the 

state, anti-gun control and pro-gun control advocates were gearing up for the fight. By 

ihis the,  most of the arguments and rationale were exhausted. You could Say that the 

open and fkee discourse was saturated at this point-very little was new. 

What the formal stage brings to the law-making process is a M e r  refmement of 

the discourse and rationale based in the nght and lefk ideological positions. In this 

chapter the different groups which appeared before the cornmittees as well as the 

individual exchanges and speeches made in the House of Commons and Parliament are 



examïned. However, ody the most controversial issues related to the gun control 

legislation are examined including, universal registration and licensing, crimiiialization of 

non-compliers, the inspection provisions of the legislation. 

lnside the Law-hking Pmcess 

As mentioned above the formal process involves a uumber of elaborate steps and 

proceedings. As suggested in Cbapter Two, Edward Sutherland's description of the third 

phase of law-making is most appropriate. He notes that various cornmittees gather 

"conflicting" information and make recommendations to the legislatwe from which law 

is adoPtedF7 

On February 14, 1995, the Minister of Justice introduced the firearms legislation 

in the House of Cornons. ThejNst reading of the Bill in the House of Commons took 

place that day. However, at this stage in the process there is no debate and no vote. The 

Department of Justice issued a news release indicating the different components and 

principles behind the legislation?* The formai titie of the proposed legislation was Bill- 

68. Bill C-68 amends the Criminal Code and creates a new statute the Firearms Act, 

which deals specifically with the licensing and registration system. 

The proposed legislation flowed from the action plan released in November, 1994 

and included the following measures: 

" Becker refening to the work of Edwarâ Sutherland in 'The Difhision of Sexual Psychopath Laws", 
Amencan Journal of Sociology. LVI (Septemkr L950), 142-148. 

Depariment of Justice. MinLFer of Justice Inmduces Firearms tegislution. News Relesse. Febnipry 14, 
1995. 



enbances mandatory minimum sentences to four years in prison and a lifetirne 

prohibition against possession of resûicted and prohibited h a r m s  after king 

convicted of any ten serious violent crimes with firearms; 

creates new tough penalties for smuggling and trafficking and enhanced 

controls at the borders; 

prohibits friture importation and sale of small cheap handguns (that are easily 

concealed); and, 

creates a national registry. 

The news release indicated that the cost of the national registry would be $85 

million to set up and would be phased in over a seven-year period. in the news release it 

was indicated tbat "Canadians will have the opportunity to make their views known when 

the legislation is reviewed by the House of Cornmon Standing Committee on Justice and 

Legal Anairs." 

Second Reading 

Two days after first reading, Bill C-68 was read in the House of Commoas for the 

second tirne?' At this stage, the motion is debatable and amendments cm be proposed, 

and a vote is taken. Speeches are given on principles of the proposed bill rather than on 

its specific provisions. Minister Rock opened the speeches and was followed by the 

Justice Critic from the Bloc and Reform Party. The structure of his speech was such that 

his remarks opened with general statements of principles and progressed by highlighting 

specifics, foliowed by a closing statement that ties the different components of the 

139 Hansard (Official Report). House of Cornmous Debates. 1' Session. 3srn Pariiament. Febniory 16,1995: 
9706-9718. Unless otheNvise stated aîi of the quotes in this section of Chapter Five are h m  the same 
source. 



legislation under one objective. There was the definition of the "social problem," the 

evidence to support that it exists, references to people demanding change, and the 

statement that the state bas reacted by providing a solution. The following outlines the 

content of his speech before Parliament, which focuses on the ideological discourse 

behind gun control. 

His opening statement outlines the legislation's intent, which reflects the lefi's 

ideology or acceptance of regulation for the "pater good" of society. He states: "The 

governent suggests that the object of the regulation of f m s  should be the 

presewation of the safe, civilized and peaceful nature of Canada." His next statement 

focuses on the "social problems" the legislation is hoped to alleviate as he argues that 

Canadians reject the notion of the Amencan mode1 that calls for arming for self- 

protection. He states: "We do not want to live in a country in which people feel they 

want or need to possess a f i r e m  for protection." Clearly, the rejection of such a notion 

is the epitome of lefüst ideology as stated by Miller (1973) in Chapter Two above. It is 

also an exarnple of the law being used to establish "community boundaries." 

Furthemore, he notes that in order to "retain our safe and peaceful characte? hdividuals 

who use fmarms in crime will be punished. While this is a depamire fiom the left 

ideology, it is part of the protecting the "greater good." He also points out that the law 

recognizes the "legitimate uses of fmarms" such as hunting and target shooting. This 

statement is more difficult to place in that it begs the question of who decides what is 

legitimate? However, Rock's defence of universal registration is M e r  evidence of the 

left ideology in the gun discourse. He states: 

May 1 deal directly with the issue of registtation and how it is going to 
enable us to achieve the objectives of a safe and peaceful society, a more 
effective response to the criminal misuse of hams and enhanced public 
safety? 



1 wili begin with the proposition that we live in a society in which al1 
manner of property is licenced, registered or regulated in some way. All 
manner of activities are regulated either by legislation or administrative 
action to achieve a level of orderliness which is desirable in a civilized 
society. In that context, where cars, pets, and property of al1 description 
are registered or recorded for purposes of üacing ownership or reflecting 
transfers, surely the prospect of registering firearms is rationally justified 
by a society that wants to achieve a level of order. 

In the next part of his speech, Rock provides the details listing the basic statistics. 

He mentions the support of the Canadian Police Association and victims groups, which is 

essential for showing there is extemal demand. He discusses the beaefits of registration 

as a police tool in reducing domestic violence and enforcing court ordered prohibitions. 

He explains that the legislation will cost $85 million over five years and that the system 

would not be complex and bureaucratie. In his closing remarks, Rock retums to the 

principles of the legislation. He states: 

We have an opportunity for Parliament to make a statement about the kind 
of Canada that we want for ourselves and for our children, about the 
efforts we are prepared to make to ensure the peacefbl and civilized nation 
that we have and enjoy and to demonstrate just who is in control of 
firearms in Canada. 1s it the gun lobby or is it the people of Canada? 

In reply to the MUiister's speech, both a Bloc member and Reform member 

provided critical comments. While Reform MP Jack Ramsay's speech was arguably not 

as elaborate as Mr. Rock's it was certainly filled with many concems that reflected the 

concern of the anti-gun groups. It was also evident that many of the arguments made by 

the Coalition for Gun Control and other supporters were reflected in the Minister's 

speech. Mt. Ramsay started by referring to the Minister's alleged illegal use of Orders- 

In-Couacil aimed at prohibithg specific types of weapons. Second he moved on to 

registration noting that it is technically unfeasibîe to cegister firearrns without having an 

expert verify the informatioAdicating that it wouid be expensive. He pointed to the 



Department's study that reviewed the RWRS, and that based on the study's cost estimate 

to register one handgun, the registration system would surely cost aimost $500 million. 

Within the context of domestic violence, Ramsay argues that the registration system does 

not address the causes of domestic violence and therefore nothing will change. In tnie 

right form, Ramsay requests that the Minister "get serious about crime." Ramsay states: 

If the minister is sincete about fighting crime we recomrnend that he do 
the following: increase the maximum jail tenns for d l  violent crimes 
including f ~ e a m s  crimes, implement a zero tolerance policy for criminal 
offences involving firearms, ensure that charges are laid in al1 fueann 
crimes and that plea bargains are not pemiiaed, provide judges with 
sentencing options including no parole for al1 violent crime and provide 
for progressively more severe penalties for repeat violent offenders and 
h a r m s  offenders. 

Ramsay aiso brings a new standard to the criminal justice system, when he notes 

that the minister should provide proof that the proposed registration and ban of 58% of 

handguns in Cana& would reduce crime. The issue of right to self-defence is also 

addressed by Ramsay: "every firearms control aimed at law-abiding gun owners such as 

the bming of handguns and the registration of firems is an assurance to criminals that 

their victims and their potential victims are becoming more and more defenceless and 

helpless." The cal1 for law and order and suggestion that citizens are losing their ability 

to defend themselves is also part of the right ideology. The second reading vote was 173- 

53 in favour of the Bill, however, three Liberais voted against the Bill. 

House of Commons Standing Commlttee on Justice and Legal Affairs 

Mer the Bill passed second reading it was referred to Committee for review in 

the S p ~ g  of 1995. The Committee hem testimony h m  a variety of individuals and 

oiganizatioas that have expressed an interest in the given Bill. Most often individuals 



appearing before the Cornmittee are subject matter experts, bureaucrats, lawyers, and 

generally anyone who cm make a case for appearing. Between Febniary and end of 

Apnl the debate over fireanns raged on in the newspaper media. However, the same 

arguments continued to be recycled, using different examples (e.g., registration is a waste 

of money and because it didn't work in other countries it won? work here). 

In preparation for the Committee hearings, there was evidence of what Gusfield 

(1981) called the "mobilization of bias." The mobilization of bias refers to assembling 

facts and statistics to inform your arguments. More specifically, reports and articles were 

used by anti-gun control and pro-gun control groups to address the various issues that 

were raised wiihin the firearrns debate. They appeared to be getting ready for the 

Committee members cal1 for information. 

On March 16, 1995, the Department of Justice released a reported entitled The 

Impact of Fireonns on Violent Crime, Suicide, and Accidental Death: Literature Review. 

Professor Gabor, fiom the University of Ottawa, conducted the study under contract for 

the Department of Justice. The review examined a wide range of literature from a 

number of disciplines including public health research. According to Gabor "snidies 

were nearly unanimous in showing that as owneiship levels increased in a country or 

region so did the frearm suicide rate."w The report is important to the debate because it 

informed the issue concerning availability and fmarm deaths overall. The second piece 

was released of as a special issue of the Canadian Jouml of Criminology on fireanns. 

The special issue contained a number of articles conceming firearms including an article 

by the Pariiamentary Secretary to the Justice Minister on the proposed gun law 

(MacLeilan, 1995). The third was a draft report dso reieased in April on the different 

'O Globe and Mail. Gun-ownership level linked to rate of suicide byfireants. Mar& 18, 1995. 



gun control regimes in select corntries, mostly h m  Europe and including New Zealand 

and Australia. This report was received well by al l  Committee members. While the 

Fkarms Control Task Group was preparing briefing books and information for the 

Minister's presentation at the first hearing of the Standing Committee on Justice and 

Legal Anairs, there was some concern expressed by the Canadian Police Association 

over the "criminalization" of individuals who failed to register their fkarms. 

Furthemore, newspaper media reported a continued rift between Allm Rock and the 

rural Liberai Caucus. The article noted that while registration was at issue, Rock noted 

that it was not on the table, however, he would be willing to discuss other issues. The 

two most "bitter cornplaints relate to provisions that would: 1) make criminals out of any 

one who forgets or refuses to register a gun; 2) stops gun owners h m  passing on 

weapons that are family heirlooms.'"' 

Starting on April 24, 1995 the Minister of Justice was the fmt wimess to appear 

before a Standing Cornmittee on Justice and Legai a l A n a i r s .  Warren Allmand, a long tirne 

supporter of gun control and one time Solicitor General of Canada chaired the 

Committee. The following is a list of organizations that appeared before the Standing 

Cornmittee between Apnl24,1995 and May 19,1995. 

Cornmittee on Justice and Leaal Attairq 

CltsOory -uP 
Aboriginal Assembly of First Nalions 

Council of Yukon Indians 

I Grand Council of the Crees of Ouebec I 
I Inuit Tapirisat of Canada I 

" Viemeau, David Rural Likrals uneepy on gun eonmh: COUCUS revolt possibfe ifbill not sojened 
Toronto Star. April24, 1995. 



C-aw -P 
Nuavut Tumvik lncorporated 

mi-Gun Association des collectionneurs dames semi-automatiques du Quebec 

kntrol Groups Canadian Sporb'ng Amis & Ammunition Association: 

Council for Responsiùie Fireams Ownership Manitoba Inc. 

Oominion of Canada Rille Associaîion 

International Praeücal Shooting Confederation of Canada 

National Coalition of Provincial and Tenitonal Wildlife Federaîion 

National Fiream Association 

New Brunswick Firearms Alliance (NBFA) 

Ontario Amis Colledors' Association: 

Regroupement pour une gestion off icace de la possession dames à feu 

Responsible F i rem Owners of Nova Scotia 

Responsible Firearm Owen  Coalition of BC 

Responsible Firearm Owners Coalition of Yukon 

Responsible Fireatm M e r s  of Alberta 

Responsible Fiream Owners of Ontano 

Saskatchewan Gun Collectors' Associlion 

Saskatchewan RespnsiMe Firearms dwners Inc. 

Canadian Federaüon of Agriculture 

Shooling Federation of Canada 

-- -- - - 

lndustry Excalibur Cmssbw Inc. 

Lakefield Amis 

Norihem Ontario Tourist Outfitiers Assaciaion 

Para-Ordnance Mg. Inc. 

Saskatchewan Outfiiers Association 

Yukon Outfitters Association 

Jurisdictfons Alberta - Minister of Justice, Hon. Brian Evans 

Manitoba - Minister of J u s t h  - Hon. Rosemaiy Vodrey 

Members of the Legislature of Saskatchewan 

Saskatchewan - Minister of Justice, Hon. Robert W. Mitchell 

Yukon Territory - Minister of Jwtice, Hon. h g  Phiflips 
i 

I Crimimbgy Canadian Criminal Justice Association 

National Crime Pieventian Cauncil 

Federal Mlnister of Justice Canada 

R8~8nue Canada, Custofrts, Excise and Taxatkn 

Royal Canadian Mwnted Police 



-arY Group 
Senior Officiais - Deparbnent of Jwtfce 

Senior Officiais Revenue Canada, Customs, Excise and Taxaiion 

Senior Offiais Royal Canadian Mounted Police 

Law Enforcement Canadian Association of Chids of Police (CACP) 

Canadian Association of Police Boards 

Canadian Police Association 

Canadian Bar Association 

Q u e  Bar 

Pro-Gun Canadian Federation of University Women 

Control Groups Canadians Against Violence Everywhere Adwcating its Termination (CAVEAT) 

Coalition for Gun Control 

Cancordia University in Montreal 

Mayors of Toronto and Montreal 

Victims of Violence 

Young Women's Cammuniîy Association (YWCA) 

Public Health Association quebecoise de suicidologie 

Canada's National Saiety Coundl 

Canadian Association of Emergency Phpicians 

Canadian Labour Congress 

Department of Heanh Cam and Promotion 

The Canadian Association loi  Suicide Pievention 

The Canadian Medical Association 

Museums Amy Museum Halifax Citadel 

I British North Arnerican Living History Association I 
Canadian Museum Association 

ahor Forensic 

Parliamentmians (5 minutes of testimony) 

The above organizations have been grouped according to their general positions 

on the proposed legislation. Position refers to whether the organizations favoured the 

legislation or whether they opposed i t  The foilowing is a brief summary the gewral 



position each group expressed before the Committee drawing on examples of testimony 

where appropriate. 

Aboriginal - Aboriginal organizations in general were not opposed to the idea of stricter 

firearms legislation so long as it did not interfêre with their Conrtitutionul and treaty 

rights to hunt. They were also concemed about the application of the current law (Bill C- 

17) in remote and northem areas of the country and that the legislation was going to 

criminalize traditional hunting and trapping activities conducted by Aboriginal people. 

Furthemore, specific Abonginai concems were raised regardhg the govement's 

obligation to consult fully with Aboriginal people in cases where the law may infringe on 

their Constitutional or treaty rights. This issue appeared to genuinely concem members 

of the Justice and Legal Affairs Committee, especially within the context of the James 

Bay Cree and Yukon indian people. As a result, the Minister was asked that upon his 

retum to the Committee as the final presenter he clarify the nature of his and his 

department's consultations with Aboriginal peoples. hiring the Justice Ministers final 

presentation to the Cornmittee he informed memben that he had personally consulted 

with several Aboriginal leaders and that the Department of Justice sent letters to 

Abonginal cornrnunities encouraging them to express theu Mews on the proposed action 

plan. He also indicated that based on Departmental consultations, conducted by 

individuals fiom the Firearms Control Task Group, a set of Aboriginal specific firearm 

regulations were to be drafied, keeping in mind Aboriginal people's way of life." 

Regardless of the extent to which the government consulted with Abonguial people 

during the legislative process, Aboriginal organizations have expressed their intent to 

" Evidence of Man Rock Standiag Committee on Justice and Legd Aflàirs. Meeting No. 147. May 19, 
1995. 



challenge the new law uguing that it interferes with theu Constitutionril and treaty rights 

to hunt. 

Ana-Gun Control Groups - This group was mostly concemed with universal 

registration and the banning of srnall calibre/short banelled handguns comrnonly refened 

to as "Sanirday Night Specials." They argue that both of these approaches will do 

nothing to control crime and to protect women, reduce accidents or prevent suicide. They 

were concemed that the national registry was going to be costly and inefficient providhg 

no reduction effect on violent crime and other forms of injuries or deaths. They were also 

concerned that the government's plans for registration included the confiscation of 

f i rems (private property). "Bill Cd8 contains orninous overtones of an authoritarian 

state rnentality.'"' They cite the reverse burden of proof in some cases, the "extremely 

broad search and seizure powea," and the threat of imprisonment by anyone who does 

not co-operate with authorhies during a search. 'The bill is largely a licensing scheme in 

pith and substance. It is designed as a method to control the activities of honest 

Canadians engaged in recreational activities and using private property. As such it well 

may be ultra vires of Parliament because that type of legislative power belongs to the 

provinces.'"4 They suggest that the goverment's priorities were misdirected. For 

example, in 1991-92, 69 Canadian women died in gunshot homicide, while 4,038 

Canadian women died of breast cancer, 58 tirnes as many as died fiom fmarrn~."~~ They 

argued that if the Bill was passed, it would be a blow to civil liberties and to the Charter 

of Rights and Freedom of every Canadian, not just fmarm owners. 

" Evidence of Linda Thom. Standing Cornmittee on Justice and Legai Aflàh. Meeting No. 106. ApriI 24, 
1995. 
94 ibid. 

Ibid. 



Industry - This category includes both a small number of manufactwers and outfitters. 

The first group is concerned with the law having a negative impact on sales. The 

outfitters are concemed on a number of h n t s  including the impact of restrictions on 

foreign visitors, which would have a negative impact on business. US lobby groups have 

indicated that they plan to boycott hunting in Canada. The second has to do with 

additional foms and fees to be paid which will increase the cost of doing business. 

Jurisdktions - The jurisdictions Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta, and Yukon, 

expressed a variety of concerns over the proposed legislation. They al1 agreed that their 

govemments and constituents support the tougher mandatory minixnum sentences for 

criminals who use f i rems and the new sentences created from smuggling and 

traficking. However, the people of their provinces are not accepting the registration 

component of the proposed legislation. The Saskatchewan Minister of Justice expressed 

a concem over the provisions that crirninaiize individuals who do not register their rifles 

and shotguns. The law is targeting law-abiding citizens. He warned Committee members 

that Parliament's power to enact criminal law must be made with care in order to ensure 

that the law is fair and just. He States: "we have k e n  at great pains in this country to 

ensure that the criminal law has integrity, has respect of the population, and enjoys a 

broad consensus among Our people that this is valid criminal  la^."^^ The Saskatchewan 

Justice Minister closes his presentation by suggesting that those provinces in favour of 

the proposed legislation cm implement it in order to determine whether it works; 

indicating that if it does work Saskatchewan would view the legislation differently. 

Essentially, the provinces were attempting to opt-out of the registration component. The 

Manitoba Justice Minister aiso added that the estimated cost of registration is high within 

" Evidence of Hon. R. MitcheU, Q.C. Saskatchewan Minister of Justice. Standing Committee on Justice 
and Legai Affaiirs. Meeting No. 127. May 9,1995. 



the range of $85 - $ 5 0  million, part of which would have to be absorbed by the province. 

Ms. Vodrey noted that the money would be better spent on other programs to address the 

"mot causes of crime." She states: "it would be better spent fiinding more officers on the 

streets, which is a proven crime deterrent ... increasing resources to our police, 

implementing crime preventioa programs, or pmviding better h?tinulg on the use of 

fkeann~."~' The provinces voiced their intentions to pursue a legal court challenge to the 

legislation, should it be passed by Parliament, claiming that it infrlliges on the provincial 

jurisdiction over property and is therefore unconstitutional. On September 26, 1996 

Alberta led the legal challenge against the Fireum Act before the Alberta Court of 

Appeal. As a result of the appeal, the court ruled three to two in favour of the federal 

government stating that the legislation is unconstitutional. As stated below, the Alberta 

govemment and intervenors are pursuing the matter to the Supreme Court of Canada with 

motions and arguments to be heard in the fa11 of 1999. 

Criminology - These organizations were generally in favour of the legislation and the 

registration component. The secretary of the Policy Review Cornmittee of the Canadian 

Criminal Justice Association did however note their concern over the use of mandatory 

minimum sentences. They also proposed an amendment that could have fmt tirne 

offenders who do not register their rifle or shotgun be considered for alternative measures 

or discharge, thus avoiding the stigma of a criminal label. At the same t h e  they 

encourage that individuals involved in such offences be subjected to automatic 

prohibitions. Furthemore, they highlight the human and econornic cost of h a r m  deaths 

and injuries on the public. They also refer to studies that show the risk of having a 

hann  for self-protection. Both organizations believe that public education is also a 

" Evidence of Hoa R Vodtey, Manitoba Minister of Justice. Standing Committee on Justice and Legai 
AfWs. Meeting No. 127. May 9,1995, 



good way of addressing the problem of firearms. The Council noted that "owning a 

fiteatm is a privilege, one which cornes with the concomitant responsibility of safe 

storage and use of firearms, as weii as accountability expected from those who own 

weapoas. The control mechanisms proposed by the govenunent strike a balance between 

the rights of citizens who are respectful of the law and the protection of so~iety."~~ 

Law Enforcement - In general the police community was supportive of the proposed 

legislation. The Canadian Association of Chiefs of Police (CACP), represented by 

Ottawa-Carleton Police Chief Brian ~ o r d : ~  argued that the law is an important step for 

making citizens feel safe. He noted that the national registry is also an essential 

component of the proposed legislation the CACP and that it was hoping for its speedy 

passage through the House. They argue that the registry would give owners a greater 

sense of responsibility and therefore they would be more accountable. This should 

promote better safe storage practices and as a result prevent accidents in the home (where 

guns are easily accessible) and stem the illegal source of guns by reducing the chance of 

thefi. They are also supportive of the enhanced mandatory minimum penalties and new 

penalties for smuggling and traficking firearms. The Canadian Police Association 

(CPA), which is said to represent the rank-and-file police officers, supported the 

legislation in principle. It noted that the national registry was seen as a potentially 

valuable source of information for police. However, its support was conditional. Neal 

Jessop, President of the Canadian Police Association stated: "... we support a full 

registration system, but cannot support the registration system articulated in Bill Cd8 

" Evidence of Ms. Jobarme Vallk. Vice-President, National Crime Prevention CounciL Standing 
Committee on Justice and Legai AfEairs. Meeting No. 142. May 16, 1995. 

It is noteworthy to point out Ut duriag Chief Ford's presentation he presented the results of a study that 
examineci recovered guns. It was offkially released on May 19, 1995 as a joint project between the federal 
govemntent and law enfoccement, which examined the issue of smuggling and traiEcking The titfe of the 
report is The Iiled Movement of Firearms. May 1995. 



unless there is a guarantee h m  the federal govenunent that any implementation or 

administration costs for such a system will wt corne h m  existing operational 

budgets."'00 Furthemore, the CPA expressed a concerned with the potentid 

criminalization of " c m t  la* firearm owners due solely to regulatory non- 

cornpliance." They proposed that any sanctions associated with the failure to register 

should be placed within the Fireanns Act. It is important to note that although law 

enforcement was supportive, there was debate as to whether these organizations tnily 

represented the views of their rank-and-file. 

Legal - The Canadian Bar Association and the Quebec Bar Association were also 

supportive of the legislation in principle, including the restriction of importation and 

banning specific types of handguns. They note the "registration system aimed at public 

safety provides a reasonable balance between regulatory mechanisms and the potential 

for interference with civil rights."'O' They also note that the Constitution does not 

guarantee the nght to bear amis. Accordingly, Section 7 of the Charter "does provide 

constitutional support for the regulation of weapons that are a potential threat to the life 

and security of ~ thers ." '~~ A Comrnittee member raised the point that their brief did not 

address the question of the inspection powers provided in the proposed Act. The Bar 

infonned the member that at the t h e  the bnef was king prepared, there was some 

disapement on this issue. They stated that fomuiately, the issue has k e n  nsolved and 

they are prepared to speak to the inspection powers. They note that the cunent search 

and seinire powers in the Criminal Code have not changed as a result of the proposed 

legislation, however, the CBA was concerned with the inspection power under the 

Evidence of Mr. Neel Jessop. Presideat, Canadian Police Association. Standing Cornmittee on Justice 
and Legal Affairs. Meeting No. 1 19. May 3,1995. 
'O1 Evidence of Ms. Jorn BerCovitch. Executive Dinctor, Legai and Govemmental Anair$ Canadian Bar 
Association. Standing Cornmittee on Justice and Legal A f f h .  Meeting No. 143. May 17,1995. 
'O2 Ibid. 



Fireunns Act and that such a provision may be seen as unconstitutional. Mr. Sheldoa 

Pinx stated: "the concem I have expressed on behalf of our organization is that the 

legislation permits a search, in both d w e h g  and non-dweiling scenarios, simply on the 

threshold test that you have reasonable grounds to believe there is a firem present. The 

concem the Bar Association has is that in simple ternis, although the legislation calls 

what is going to happen an inspection, for al1 intents and purposes it will amount to a 

search and potential seizure."lo3 

Pro-Gun Control Croups - This group inciudes women's organizations (primarily 

concemed with reducing violence against women), victims' rights groups and the 

Coalition for Gun Control. These orga'zations are steadfast in their views that the 

elements of the legislation, including registration, will address public safety. That it 

would address not ody crime prevention, it would also encompass the concems of 

women (domestic violence) and health care givers. nie groups note that there is a great 

deal of support for the proposed legislation which is backed by many experts, including 

law enforcement. Wendy Cukier, the President of the Coalition for Gun Control, noted 

that the gun legislation is not a "panacea," however, she suggests that the research 

findings especially related to factors such as access show that this legislation is on the 

right course. She States: "gun-related death, injury and crime are a result of a wide range 

of factors and access to firearms is one of tl~ern."'~~ The group counters the claims made 

by the anti-gun control groups by arguing that the "costs of doing nothing" about guns is 

'O3 Evidence of Mr. Sheldoa Ph. Vice-President, Nationai Criminnl Justice Section., Canadiari Bar 
Association, Standing Committee on Justice and Legal Affairs. Meeting No. 143. May 17, 1995. 
'M Evidence of Ms. Wendy Cukier. President, Coalition for Gun Conmil. Standing Committee on Justice 
and Legal AfTairs. Meeting No. 134. May 1 1, 1995. In the context of access, the Coalition's Literanire 
fhquently refers to the work of Professor Martin Killias who has conducted intemationai research on the 
correlation between gun ownership and fireann deaths. Essentially, his research conctudes that there is a 
h e i u  relationship between the number fitearms in a country with deaths and injuries. Professor Kiîihs' 
work has received a great deal of attention on the internationai scene as weU as criticism, especially b m  
within the United States. 



perhaps greater than undertaking the current proposals. Cukier also malces a point that 

the "legislation is not ody designed to address problems that exists today, but it is also an 

investment in our These groups are also not in favour of decriminalking 

provisions that permit the laying of charges for individuais who fail to become licenced 

or register their fharms. They also argue that the inspection provisions under the Act are 

iegal. 

Public Health - The Public Health groups support al1 aspects of the legislation, with the 

exception of the Canadian Medical Association, which has some doubts about the 

effectiveness of registration. Essentially, the public health groups argue that deaths and 

injuries caused by fireams are preventable; they challenge the notion of accidents. 

Furthemore, they argue the firearms are inherently dangerous products that are designed 

specifically for one thing. "As such, they, must be strongly regulated."lo6 The President 

of the Canada Safety Council concluded his remarks before the conmittee indicating the 

Bill C-68 is a good compromise, given that the organization first called for a ban on al1 

firearms, and he asked the Cornmittee not to ''water down" the legislation. In addition, he 

States: "We see Bill C-68 as necessary safety legislation comparable to seatbelt laws, 

laws against drinking and driving, the Huardous Products Act, building codes and other 

legislation. It will certainly Save lives and prevent injuries, and that is why we support 

it.w107 The Canadian Medical Association (CMA) was supportive of the Minister's 

intentions and they recognize that firearms control is a "public health issue", however, the 

association was not willing to make a cornmitment to support gun registration. They 

supported public education, severe penalties, and encouraged the Cornmittee to pursue 

'Os Ibid. 
'" Evidem of Mr. Émile Tberiea President, Canada Safety Couocil. Standing Cornmittee on Justice and 
Legal m. Meeting No. 1 12. April27, 1995. 
'O7 Ibid. 



the option of "medical disclosure." The lack of support for registration h m  the C M '  

was portrayed as a set back for the Miaister of Justice by the media. 

Museums - This group was in general supportive of fireanns regdation and the 

registration of fwarms. However, W<e the industry groups, it too was concemed with the 

impact the proposed legislation would have on its daily operations and budget. There 

would be a cost to museums, which were already fachg shrinking budgets. Having to 

train and pay for the licensing and registration of staff and the firearms currently in the 

museums would have considerable impact on operations. They argue that museums 

should not be above the law and that their current standards and practices actually go 

beyond current requirements to ensure the safety of their staff. There were also other 

concems over the definitions of "replica" and "antiques." 

Third Reading 

On May 19, 1995 the Minister of Justice and a Senior Department of Justice 

officia1 had the final Say, at least within the context of the House of Commons 

Committee. In his fmal presentation Minister Rock was asked to speak to the issue of 

conmltations with Aboriginal people and whether the proposed legislation would be an 

infringement of Aboriguial rights. He also put forth a number of recommendatioas for 

the Cornmittee to consider, including amenciments to the "inspection" provision, 

sanctions for failing to register rifles and shotguns, heulooms and relics, and date of 

implementation for licensing and registration. There was growing concem over the issue 

of Aboriginal rights which was sparked by the testimony of Aboriginal goups before the 

Committee. This issue followed the Minister right up until the last vote was taken in the 

Senate Chamber. Mer approximately 23 days of testimony and presentations from over 

70 organizations, the Bill was sent back to the House of Commons for third reading. On 



June 12, 1995 the House of Commons debated over specific motions and amendments. 

The following day, June 13, 1995, the Bill was read for the third time and passed by a 

large majority (19243). A Department of Justice news relea~e'~' noted that the 

legislation contained several amendments that resulted fiom the Cornmittee's 

recommendations and testimony fiom witnesses. These included: 

1. The creation of a summary offence in the Fireanns Act for the possession of a 

long gun without a registration certificate. The offence would apply only to a 

first tirne offender who inadvertently fails to register hisher long gun. 

2. Confîning the inspection powers in sections 98 to 10 1 of the Fiream Act to: 

businesses (including museums); 

gun collectors; 

ownen of prohibited f ~ e m s ;  and 

anyone who owns more than 10 firearms. 

3. With regard to Relics and Family Heirlooms, the Firearm Act now permits 

handguns manufactured before 1946 and registered prior to February 14, 

1995, to be handed down upon the death of the registrant to a family member, 

provided the family member is duly licenced. 

It is important to note that a provision was added in the bill as well that was 

intended to address Aboriginal peoples' concems. There was the addition of the non- 

abrogation clause and the cornmitment to make regulations that would be sensitive to 

Aboriginal people's way of life (1 17.u). 

'08 Department of Jusîice. Bi11 Cd8 (Fireanns) Passes Third Reading in House of Commonr. News 
Release. June 13,1995. 



The Senate 

Soon after the passage of Bill C d 8  it was sent over to the Senate for a second 

"sober thought." The Tory dominated Senate was viewed by many at the tirne as a major 

stumbling block. At fmt indication and tiom statements made by Senator Ron Ghitter 

fiom Alberta, who was the ''fiont man" for the Tories on this issue, the Bill would not 

pass for sometime. The Toronto Star reported on June 6, 1995 that the Senate was not 

about to rubber stamp the bill and that it would undertake cornmittee hearings, similar to 

those already held in the Spring 1995. Even though Tory Senators were opposed to the 

legislation this time around, the article noted that "Tory senators approved a firearms law 

in December, 1991, but they expressed strong coacern that it lacked a national firearms 

r e g i ~ t r ~ . " ' ~ ~  The majority in the House of Comrnons was not going to help the Liberals 

in the Senate. Although the Tory majority caused the Liberals some discornfort, the 

women of the Senate made a difference in the debate over firearms. Tory women 

senatoa were identified early on by the media as the potential allies necessary for the 

Liberals to steer the legislation through the senate."' The Bill was quickiy passed 

throughjirst reading on June 14, 1995 and second reading on June 22, 1995. It was clear 

that at this point of the process the Tory's were going to use their majority in an attempt 

to slow down the Bill's progress. The Senators decided to review the bill and send it to 

cornmittee stage. The Senate Standing Committee on Legal and Constitutional Mairs, 

Chaired by Gerald-A Beaudoin, started hearings on June 28, 1995 which lasted until 

November 16, 1995. In a total of 17 days, approxirnately another 70 organizations made 

presentations to the Senate Committee. Many of the same witnesses that appeared in the 

'O9 Viemeau, David. &natorsflip-/rop on gun registration: regktry urged in 1991 when a m  Iawpassed. 
Toronto Star. June 8, 1995. 
''O Viemeau, David Woinen plan Sènatejght Br gun bill: Tories want to prevent majoriiyjhm kilüng it. 
Toronto Star. June 11, 1995. 



House Cornmittee were back discussing the same issues. The media noted that pro-gun 

control groups were critical of the Senate, while the anti-gun control side was finaliy 

praising the Senate- as opposed to asking that it be abolished. 

While most of the arguments remained the same, the impression left by 

Aboriginal groups on the House of Comrnons Committee continued to build momenturn 

and pressure was mounting on the Minister to M e r  address the issue of consultations. 

Like the Western provinces, Aboriginal groups also threatened to take the federal 

govemment to court to challenge the laws constitutionality on the buis that it infringes 

on Aboriginal rights. The landslide victory of a Tory provincial govemment also added 

fuel to the debate. The provincial Solicitor General fkom Ontario would become a thom 

in Minister Rock's side. On September 22, 1995 the Solicitor General of Ontario, Bob 

Runciman, appeared before the Senate Comrnittee to express his govemment's position. 

He argued that the iegislation would be costly and have no impact on crime. He also 

stated that the registration system would hamper the police's work, and take police off the 

street. Runciman stated: "In fact, if the govemment 1 represent had been responsible for 

draf'ting this legislation, we would have proposed a much stronger law, and much tougher 

restriction on the illegal weapons criminals use.""' As a recommendation he asked the 

Senators to lift the registration component out of the legislation. In bis closing remarks, 

he suggested that the firearms theory behind gun conml (i.e., access and availability) was 

false and that the federal govemment wants to give the impression that they were doing 

something about crime. He stated: "conventional wisdom says that anything which 

restricts fireanns will reduce crime. From our study of this issue, we know that is not 

mie, but we also know that it is widely believed, and there are obvious advantages in 

' " Evidence of Hoa. Robert Ruociman. Solicitor General and ndster of Correctionai Services, Province 
of Ontario. Senate Standing Committee Legal and Constitutional AfEus. Issue No. 53. September 22, 
1995. 



supporting a myth with such broad public The federal justice Minister 

responded quickly in the media stating it was Mr. Rumiman who was playhg politics. 

After thirteen months of debate over fweamis control and more specifically over 

universal registration, the debate was coming to a close. On Monday November 20, 1995 

the chair of the Senate Committee presented 14 various amendments as part of the report 

stage in the Senate. M e r  two days of debate and speeches conceming Bill C-68, third 

reading was scheduled to take place on November 22, 1995 with the vote taking place at 

5:30pm. 

Given the turnultuous debate over the gun law, it was extremely symbolic for 

Senator Lise Bacan to start the continuation of the last debate over Ca8 in the Senate by 

stating: ''Honourable senators, in a few days we shall be commemorating the horrible 

massacre at ~ c o l e  Polytechnique in Montreal." She concludes her speech by stating that 

"gun control represents an important and even essential milestone in the fight against 

crime and violence. Honourable senatoa we al1 want a safer, more secure society, and 

that is what Bill C-68 proposes.""3 ûpponents of the legislation continued to echo their 

displeasure right up until the vote took place at 5:30pm. Senator Lynch-Staunton 

concluded his speech by leaving the debate where Man Rock had fmt sparked anger and 

fear in the minds of guns owners. Senator Lynch-Staunton stated: 

He [Minister Rock] said, when he becarne minister, '4 came to Ottawa 
with the fh belief that the only people in this country who should have 
guns are police officers and soldiers." It is with that kind of mindset that 
Bill C-68 has k e n  conceived. The most dreaâfùl part is that Bill C-68 
does not meet his goals. He has yet to restrict weapons, as is his intention, 

'12 Ibid. 
'" Ilamad (OfTicial Report) Debate of the Senate. 1' Session, 35m Pariiament, Volume 135, Number 120. 
November 22,1995:2320. 



to police officers and soldiers. What restrictions will he conceive of 
next? l4 

Mer defeating the amenciments proposed by the Senate Committee (41-57) and 

(46-53), the Senate became fded with nervous energy. The Coalition for Gun Control 

dong with the survivors of the victirns of the École Polytechnique and other victh' 

groups looked on from the observation chamber across h m  where 1 observed the 

process. The 1s t  vote was greeted with joyous cheers and eveatuaily tears. The Senate 

with no amenciments passed Bill C-68 (64-28, 7 abstentions). On the eve of the 

anniversary of the École Polytechnique incident, on December 5, 1995 Bill C-68 received 

Royal Assent drawing the formal law-making process to a close.' l 5  

"' Hamard (Official Report) Debate of the Senate. 1' Session, 35' Parhament, Volume 135, Number 120. 
November 22, l995:234 1. 
'" Department of Justice. Bill C-68 ReceÏver Royal Asm. News Release. Decemkr 5, 1995. 



The purpose of this chapter is to review the answers 1 have developed through my 

research to the seven subquestions outlined in the introduction. Answering these 

questions facilitates a response to the main thesis questions. Idonnation already 

assernbled in previous chapters were used to infom the sub-questions. As well, the 

fmdiags of the semi-structured i n t e ~ e w s  were incorporated in this chapter. Newspaper 

media and poiling results also provide valuable insight into the workings of the law 

making process. A n s w e ~ g  these questions help provide a full reply to the thesis 

questions identified in the introduction. 

Subquestions 

1. What fs the content of the new firearm legislation and its intended purpose? 

Without repeating the details offered in Chapter Three above, the content of the 

legislation is twofold. It arnends the Criminal Code and creates a new statute called the 

Fireantts Act. In a nutshell, the legislation increased mandatory minimum penalties, 

created new penalties for smuggling and trafficking, prohibited a large number of small 

handguns typically referred to as "Saturday Night Specials" and made it an offence to 

possess a fueann without a valid licence and registration certificate. Penalties for not 

holding a vaiid registration certificate can proceed by way of summary or indictable 

charge. Under the Fiream Act individuals have until January 1, 2001 to become 

Licenced and January 1, 2003 to register their f m m s .  Under the statute, there is a 

provision for "inspection powers" for police to ensure individuals are complying with the 

safe storage regulatioas. 



The intended purpose of the legislation can be summed up as to reduce deaths and 

injuries caused by f i r ems  in criminal and noncriminal acts (e.g., accidents and 

suicides). It is intended to enhance public safety. Furthemon, it is intended to stem the 

smuggling and traficking of fuearms into and around Canada. On a more abstract level 

it was expresseci that the purpose of the legislation was intended to maintain Canada's 

peaceful and civil character that does not require individuals to arm themselves to feel 

safe. It is important to note at this point that this represents the state's intentions, which 

also reflects the views of the pro-gun control groups mentioned in Chapter Five above. It 

is equally salient at this point to acknowledge the perceived intentions of the legislation 

by groups opposed to the law who believe the legalisation will result in the confiscation 

of their firearms, or at the very least becorne a tax grab. 

What is the scope of the %ociaI problem" that the new lrearms legislation was 

created to address (Le., firearms deatbs and injuries)? 

The scope of the "social problem" is partly determined by the volume and trends 

in both crimirial and non-criminal incidents involving firearms. As indicated in Chapter 

Four, there are approximately 1,300 deaths involving firearms per year. From the 

average total, approximately 1,050 are suicides, 200 are homicides and 50 are accidental 

deaths. As a trend, suicides, homicides, and fatal accidents have been in decline over the 

last five years or so. With respect to crime (e.g., fireann robbery), the number of f i rems 

used in crime has followed the greater reduction in violent crime overall. This trend runs 

counter to the perceptions of law edorcement from large urban centres like Toronto and 

some that presented evidence before the Cornmittees. 



As was demonstrateci in Chapter Four above, the scope of the "social problem" 

depends on the definition. Not only is the problem dehed in tems of deaths and injury, 

the "social problem" is also linked to the presence off iream in the home, or society in 

general. Currently, the govemment estirnates that there are seven miIlion guns owned by 

approximately three million individuals, mostly middle aged males. Furthemore, there is 

the problem of smuggling and traficking; however, except for the testimony and 

experience of law enforcement, there is no methodology in place to quantify this issue. 

With respect to the use of f i rems in self-defence, as of 1996, the Homicide Survey now 

collects a &ta element that identifies self-defence as a motive that will partially inform 

policy makers on the use of fireanns and other weapons in self-defence. The def~t ions  

are explored to a greater extent in point four below. 

3. What individuais, lobby groups, governments, law enforcement, and other 

organizations supporteci or opposed the creation of the proposed Iaw? 

As pointed out in Chapter Five there were three main combatants; the state 

(govemment and bureaucracy), the anti-gun control groups (lobby groups, opposition 

MPs), and pro-gun control organizations (lobby groups, women's organizations, law 

enforcement, public health). The list of organizations that appeared before the House of 

Commons Standing Cornmittee Justice and Legal Anairs of the different organizations 

that contributed to the debate can be found in Chapter Five. 

These groups, although generally united in their cause, fkom time to time would 

show various degrees of support and views on the Legislation. For example, in the case of 

anti-gun control groups, hunters would a i  times agree that perhaps the biinning of 

handguns is acceptable given that they are mainly used for target practice a d  collecting. 

Furthemore, there were concems expressed by some gun owners about the nature and 



direction of the anti-gun control groups (e.g., starting to sound too much like the 

Americans). Aboriginal groups remained distinct from the anti-gun control groups and 

tumed down an invitation to combine efforts. Aboriginal groups did not want to be party 

to the anti-gun control position, which at h e s  was quick to label Aboriginal people as 

the problem with firearms. Professor Gary Mauser's (1992, 1995) work cornes to mind. 

For example, Mauser argued that his research revealed bat the percentage of Status 

Indians "was the most important factor driving provincial homicide rates" and that earlier 

gun legislation did not have an impact on homicide rates overall(1995:2 1). 

In the case of the pro-gun control side, the Canadian Police Association was 

willing to support the legislation so long that it did not take police officers "off the 

streets." This was in conîrast to k e  full endorsement of the Canadian Association of 

Chiefs of Police and Canadian Police Boards. In the case of the state, as reported in the 

media, Minister Rock had to contend with Liberal Caucus and specifically with rural 

members. As one reporter noted, the only "real debate over gun control occurred within 

Liberal Caucus given the state of national politics.""6 Lastly, the state and pro-gun 

control side organization would have diflerences as well. Pro-gun control groups became 

concemed with the prospect of decriminalking the registration provisions of the 

legislation. Issues over implementation and the five-year window also yielded concem. 

Iust as capital is not wholly unified in its efforts to maintain their class statu, neither are 

these groups. 

There are many individuals that contributed to the debate. Most visibly, were the 

Minister of Justice, Wendy Cukier and Heidi Rathjen from the Coalition tiom Gun 

I l 6  Simpson, Jeffery. ï%e on& real debates arefiund within c a u w  of the Libeml Party. Globe and Mail. 
Febniary 16,1995. 



Control, and David Tomlinson from the National Fireanns Association. The P h c i a l  

Minister's fiom Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta were also promuient. Towards the 

end of the debate new corner Bob Runcimaa, the Ontario Solicitot Genenl joiaed in 

opposition to the bill. 

4. How was the %ociaI problem" defined by the above groups and how was their 

role and message transmitted to the generai public? 

As noted above, the definition of the "social problem" to a great exteat depends 

on one's position (anti-gun control or pro-gun control). For example, the state and the 

pro-gun control groups expressed similar (if not exact) defuiitions. One could argue that 

the state, through the Minister, was more philosophical; however, their definitions did 

contain the sarne elements. They reflected a lefi ideology or "greater good" perspective 

to justify the state's increased restrictions over firearrn ownership and use. The ''pater 

good'' is expressed as "public safety." 

Therefore, while the role of the state and the pro-gun control groups are different, 

they defmed the "social problem" on the same level. For pro-gun control groups and the 

state, the problem was the number of individuals, and in parricular, the number of women 

that were killed by fieamis each year. Domestic violence and domestic violence 

involving fireanns was a problem. As noted by the Minister, "every six days a woman is 

shot and killed in Canada, usually in her home, and usually with a 'legally acquired' long 

gun." Both criminal and non-criminal (e.g., suicides and accidents) incidents are a 

problem which c m  be prevented by restricting access and availabiiity." Reference was 

made to research on the impact of availability on firearm deaths and injuries (e.g., Killias, 

1993; Kellerman, 1993, Gabor 1995) to support the- need for stricter gun legislation. 

Furthermore, the use of f i r e m s  for selfidefence was a concem for the pro-gurr conho1 



side and the state. By dtawing attention to the problem in the United States, this was 

fnuned in a context that most Canadians would be able to grasp. Combining the criminal 

and non-criminal elements enabled the proponents of stricter gun legislation to articulate 

the social problem as a concem for 'public safety." The content of the legislation itself 

now recognizes that possession (or the presence of flleanns thernselves) as well as use is 

a "social problem" of concem. As the President of the Canadian Safety Council argwd 

"we see Bill C-68 as necessary safety legislation comparable to seatbelt laws, laws 

against drinking and dnving, the Hazardour Producfi Act, building codes and other 

legislation. It will certainiy Save lives and prevent injuries, and that is why we support 

it.""' As part of the "social problem," smuggling from the pro-gun control side and the 

state was therefore not a criminal matter per se, it was a matter of containhg hazardous 

products and stemming their flow into Canada. The Minister's speech during second 

reading presents these issues together as a threat to civil society and Canada's peaceful 

character. 

On the other side of the debate, there is the anti-gun control groups who continue 

to oppose the legislation even today. The anti-gun control groups devote most of their 

tirne to attempting to disown the "social problem" as defined by the pro-control advocates 

and redefme the issue fiom right ideological position. For them the "social problem" 

descnbed above does not exist, or the very least does not require the state's reaction (e.g., 

new laws). For example, in the case of shooting deaths of women they suggest that the 

numbers do not warrant the state's reaction. Linda Thom notes, "in 1991-92, 69 

Canadian wornen died in gunshot homicides, while 4,038 Canadian women died of breast 

'17 Evidence of Mt. Émile Thenen President, Canada Sofety Couocil. Standing Committee on Justice and 
Legal Affàirs. Meeting No. 1 12. April27, 1995. 



cancer, 58 times as many as died h m  firearms."' l8 They define the problem as a "crime 

control" issue that requires swiff and heavy punishment by the state. To a great extent the 

formulation of the "social problem" was often accompanied by a solution. It is 

intereshg to note that the nght argues that more needs to be done to address the ' b o t  

causes of crime." This as Kleck (1991) points out, is out of character for the right's 

ideological frame of reference, however, it is part of their discourse. In sumrnary, it is 

reasonable to state that the anti-gun control's definition of the "social problem" is gun 

control itself and the state's inability (lack of willingness) to truly combat crime and 

restore law and order. 

The discourse was transmitted to the public in a number of ways. The common 

method was through the newspnnt media. Groups and individuals expressed countless 

views and opinions conceming gun control during the legislative process. Many letters 

were written to the Minister of Justice most of which were fiom individuals expressing 

anti-gun control views. Opponents of the legislation would hold rallies and t o m  hall 

meetings to convey the message and their role as defenders of gun owners (property 

owners) rights against a tyrannical state. The pro-gun control side also utilized the 

newspaper media to send their message that they were advocating "public safety" thai 

would allow Canada to maintain its peacefùl character and secure the ''fiinire by investing 

in gun c o n t r o l " ~ ~  we don't end up like the United States. Presentations by both sides 

at the Committee hearings was also an effective way to transmit their messages. These 

messages usually contained the nght (law and order) and left (pa te r  good) ideology. 

'%vidence of Linda Thom. Standing Commitîee on Justice and Legai Athim, Meeting No. 106. Apd 24, 
1995, 



One interview participant noted that the Intemet played a significant role in the 

distribution of messages from the right. The Canadian Firearms Digest as it is called, 

received notoriety by the press for its carnpaign to S o m  gun owners about the new 

fmami legislation and its content via an Intemet list semer. Accordingly, the htemet 

was an effective tool for infonning not only gun owners, but also to lobby MPs. 

5. What role did the above groups play in the creation o f  the legislation (cg., 

ucrusading reformers" advocating legislative change)? 

The semi-stnictured interview asked specific questions about the role and 

contniution of lobby groups, politicians, media, the bureaucracy, and research to the law- 

making process. 

As rnigbt have been expected, al1 of the respondents identified the Coalition for 

Gun Control as the dnving force behind the cal1 for stncter gun control. In an newspaper 

intewiew the president of the Coalition for Gun Control recalled theu expenence with 

Bill C-17 and how they lobbied the Leader of the Liberal Party during the election 

campaign making sure that question conceming gun control was asked.lt9 An advisor to 

the Minister was quoted as saying that "the government was already committed to 

strengthen these laws, but they (Cukier and Rathjen) were very instrumental in helping us 

focus on what the weaknesses ~ e r e . " ' ~ ~  The Coalition was able to place sustained 

pressure on the governent of the day, while at the same time comtering the daims 

made by the opposition. 

'19 Fisher, Doug. T w  women ied theeligightjw gun bill: UnNemi@ Killings united snangers in single cause. 
Ottawa Citizen, February 18,1995. 
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One interview participant wted that they were able to quickly respond to issues 

that the govemment was either incapable of responding to or issues that it did w t  want to 

address. Although the govemment had an ally in the Coalition, an interview participant 

also indicated they were also in place as a "watch dog" making sure the govemment as 

well as the bureaucracy was stickhg to its commitments. They had the ability to network 

in a way that government was unable to, which was seen as essential to assembling 

support. They brought the criminal justice element with the public health practitioners, 

articulating a concern for "public safety." 

Another interview participant From the bureaucracy indicated they were able to 

articulate to rninisters the link between guns and barms; and that the approach they were 

advocating was a Canadian solution. They were able to convince Members of Parliament 

that Canada's gun control laws were a depamire from the Amencan course. 

Another interview participant noted that while the lobby groups were important, 

the government would have introduced gun legislation regardless of the lobby groups. 

Accordhgly, the lobby groups provided a strong justification for the government to 

proceed with gun control in an attempt to improve the situation for women and children 

as victims of violence. Another echoed the same sentiment: "The registration initiative 

h m  my point of view, which may be very naive one, was one that was derived from the 

centre. It was an initiative that basically may have taken advantage of the fact that there 

was support among the Canadian public and among some powerfûl lobby groups, but it 

wasn't driven by the lobby groups." 

The Canadian Association of Chiefs of Police (CACP) and other orgaaUations 

becarne a very strong justification for the Minister to proceed with stricter gun control. 

The support of the CACP was essential because it demonstrated to the right that the 



goverment was getting tough on crime. As leaders of law enforcement, the support of 

the CACP also brought credibility to the issue and the proposed legislation. Although, 

opposition groups were quick to point out that the CACP did not necessarily represeat the 

rank and file officers on the street. Nonetheless thek support was crucial. 

Interestingly, some respondents mentioned the d e  of opposition lobby groups. 

The anti-gun control organizations and individuals such as the President of the National 

Firems Association (NFA) appeared to have played au important role as well. They 

helped organized countless rallies including the demonstration on the Hill. However, 

based on results they appear to have lost this round of the debate on fuearms; although, 

their coordination with the Reforrn Party Members of Parliament did bring about some 

changes in the legislation, albeit minor (e.g., inspection powers). Their role continues 

today as they attempt to uncover the "ills of gun controi" as the govemment implements 

the controversial iicensing and registration component. 

When respondents were asked about the role of politicians in the law-making 

process, most were quick to identifi the Justice Minister and the Prime Minister as king 

key. One interview participant fiom the bureaucracy stated that the "fiesh horses" 

provided the energy and drive required to steer the Bill through the legislathe process. 

The Conservatives were not willing to open up the debate again. The support of the 

Prime Minister was also crucial. Given his choice of Minister it suggested that he was 

firmly committed to introducing new legislation. His support was crucial and necessary 

to convince Caucus (niral caucus) and Cabinet of the importance of the legislation to 

maintahhg unit.. Interview participants were quick to note the Justice Minister's 

cietennination and abilities and his willingness to match the vigour of the gun lobby. He 

was chamcterized by one respondent as being involved with the development of the 

legislation catefiilly reading briefing notes and reports and actuaily providing feedback. 



An interview participant fiom the bureaucracy noted that "he was often known for rolhg 

up bis sleeves and writing his own speeches to ensure that he communicated the right 

message to Parliament and to Canadians. He worked feverishly.. . very late at night 1 

rernember gening materials over to his office and 1 was extremely impressed by his 

personal cornmitment to this file." 

The role of the media was also part of the interview questionnaire. Most 

respondents did not give much credit to the media, except that it generated a great deal of 

misidormation in the public domain. However, some did note that the media was 

instrumental in associating the tragedy in Montreal with the need for stricter legislation. 

As well, the media described the problem of gun control in the United States, m e r  

providing a rationale for stricter controls in Canada. One interview participant noted that 

because the media linked the legislation with specific events, there may be a bias in the 

media. It is tme that you would rarely see the reporting of the use of a firearm for self- 

defence. The anti-gun control lobby was also disgmtled with the media for portraying 

them as "red neck" and "radical right wingers." 

If the volume of pro-gun control and anti-gun control articles and letters printed in 

newspapers is evidence of bias, over one-half of the articles and letters reviewed for this 

thesis argued against stricter legislation and registration. Furthemore, the hding 

supports Ericson's (1991) conclusion that media are not sirnply the conveyors of 

capitalism hegemony as suggested by Hall (1978). Ericson (1991) points out that the 

media are more likely to express the views of their readership than capital per se. 

However, a review of newspapers mggests the owners of the newspapers and their 

audience influence to which letters and articles are published Essentialiy, the media was 

involved in the transmission of the discourse and the ideology behind it. It did h m  tirne- 

to-time jump into the h y  and reporters and editors offered their opinions and views. 



One t b g  that the interview participants did not mention was the great deal of attention 

paid to the media by the suite and govemment. The content of newspapers would ofien 

drive the issues raised in Question Penod and therefore they served as good barometers 

for both the politician and the bureaucrat who would often corne into the office with a 

copy of the Globe and Mail or the Citizen under hisher m. 

The bureaucracy, that is federal departments as well as the Justice Department's 

Fireanns Control Task Group, played an important role behind the scenes. It provided 

the govemment with direction on the policy conceming fmarms and it laid out several 

options for the Minister to consider. While Ericson (1 987) points out that bureaucraties 

by nature are concerned with expanding and consuming resources (as well as expanding 

the States ability to control), one interview participant fkom within the bureaucracy was 

adamant that they provided the Minister with an options list and it was he who decided on 

the course of action. It was with Cabinet approval that the Minister of Justice was able to 

move forward with gun control, not with the approval of bureaucrats. While it is tme that 

the Minister had the final Say, it should be recognized that the bureaucracy did draw up 

the options list and provided the Minister's office with advice. Others also pointed out 

that the direction of the legislation (Le., registration) was top down. That is to Say that 

the Minister (and the Prime Minister's Oftice) was directing the bureaucracy to proceed 

in a specific manner. Others were somewhat critical of the bureaucracy, indicathg that it 

was slow to react in certain circurnstances; for example, in referring to negative press 

coverage. However, the Firearms Control Task Group and its leadership undoubtedly 

played a role in the passage of the -1egislation. One interview participant h m  the 

bureaucracy noted that the presence of women both within the task group and the 

Minister's office played an important part in their success. 



The role of research was also examuied. Most of the interview participants noted 

that while research was ever present within the f i r ems  debate, research itself was 

viewed to be an afterthought, ofken used to support policy decisions after they were made. 

One interview participant from the bureaucracy noted that this was perhaps a good thing 

given the nature of the resemch evidence. Like with many controversial issues, the 

research findings were often mixed. In these circumstances one interview participant said 

it is "difficult to tell what research is really honestly aiming to serve the policy maker in a 

very neutral objective fashion." The Firearms Research Unit, at the Fireams Control 

Task Group did play an important role by responding to information requests and 

contributhg at least indirectly to the "mobilization of bias" on both sides of the debate. It 

provided the Minister with baseline data on homicide, which was later used to calculate 

the well-known statistic that "every six days a woman is shot to death in Cana&." It also 

provided the Member of Parliament Jack Ramsay with the figures he needed to allege 

that firems registration was going to cost $500 million dollars to implement as opposed 

to the $85 million stated by the govemment. Research and statistics generally played an 

integral part in the lobbying effort as well as the legislative debate. An interview with 

Wendy Cukier, President of the Coalition for Gun Control demonstrates its importance: 

"1 can't believe how naïve we were.. . I know now you have to go into these situations 

and scare them with your professional status and a banage of stati~tics."~~~ 

6. What are the processes by wbich the proposed firearms legislation or parts of it 

were accepted or rejected by these groups (e.g., legisiative, poütical, scientific, 

pubiic opinion, etc.)? and, 

"' Fisher, Doug. TM women led theftght/orgun bill: University killings united strangers in single cause. 
Ottawa Citizen. Februiuy 18, 1995. 



There were a number of professes by which the new f i r ems  legislation was 

accepted or rejected. On the basis of the discourse provided thus fat, it appears that 

legislation is primarily accepted and rejected on the basis of ideoiogy. This was dehed 

eariier as a "set of general and absûact beliefs and assumptions abu t  the correct or 

proper state of things, particularly with respect to moral order and political arrangements 

which serve to shape one's positions on specific issues" (Miller 1973A42). In the gun 

control debate these are based in the quasi-ideological positions of the lefi (greater good) 

and the right (law and order) groups. 

The second most salient process is in part the ideology that gives the state power 

to enact legislation that facilitates consensus, and legitimates the use of force and 

labelling (i.e., criminaiization). The formal legislative process is part of the process by 

which the pro-gun control groups accepted the legislation noting that the process is 

legitimate and fair and reflects the democratic principles. On the other hand, opponents 

of the legislation cbarged that the formai legislative process did not adequately address 

the concerns expressed by d l  Canadians. Senator St. Germain's speech cornes to mind 

where he aoted that the legislation is proof that the process is inadequate in addressing 

the diversity of canada.'* 

With respect to research, the anti-gun control organizations used research to reject 

the new legislation. Statistics fiom the Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics (CCJS) 

were used to show that fmanns were involved in approximately 2% of violent crimes. 

They referred to Kleck (1 998, 199 1) and Mauser's (1995) research to argue that f i rems 

may have a net benefit to society by offerhg protection against crîminafs. The anti-gun 

" 1 d  (Official Report) Debate of the Senate. 1' Session, 35h Parliament, Volume 135, Number 119. 
November 21, l995:23 1 1. 



control organizations have argued that restrictive legislation will preclude individuals 

h m  protecting themselves and as a result the law will increase deaths and injuries. On 

the other side, the pro-gun control group referred to studies to support their c l ah  that 

reducing the availability of fueanns decreases the chance of individuals (especially 

children) h m  gaining access to lethal instruments. Therefore, restricting availability 

(e.g., prohibitions) and access (e-g., safe ~ t o r a ~ e ' ~ ~ )  to h a m i s  will reduce frearm deaths 

and injuries. Since no cunent evaluation of universal registration exists, pro-gun control 

groups (including the Minister) have argued conceptually that there is a link between 

registration and making firearm owners more accountable. It is claimed that this sense of 

accountability will therefore encourage owners to reduce access to fireanns by practising 

safe storage. Ulthately, in most controversial issues, one can find "scientific evidence" 

to support a particular position. 

The public opinion on fuearms control generally supports the pro-gun control 

side. Althougb, there are regional differences the level of support for gun control across 

the country remains positive. According to a survey conducted by Angus Reid (1998), 

78% of respondents approved of the legislation and even a higher proportion approved of 

registration (82%). Approval for registration did Vary across the country with 

Saskatchewan (62%) and Alberta (65%) reporthg the two lowest levels of support. 

Manitoba reported 68% approval for registration. Quebec (90%) and Ontario (86%) 

reported the two highest levels of approval for registration. Differences also existed 

between gun owners and non-owners, as well as between males and fernales. The 

supporters of stricter laws refer to these results as a rationale for accepting the legislation. 

However, the anti-gun control groups note that they do not accurately reflect the views of 

l3 It is important to note tbat the 1995 Iegislation does not contahi new provisions on safe smrage. 
However, as part of the discourse, it was noted by supports of the new Iegislation îhat registration and 
licensing may instil a greater sense of responsibility for gui omers to safely store and use fkarms. 
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ordinary Canadians. For example, Mauser and Bucker (1997) argue that the %al story" 

behind Canadian attitudes t o w d  gun control wouid be different if they were properly 

informed, stating that respondents don't understand the issues and the cost behind 

registration and that it wiU not reduce crinîe. If they did, Canadiam wouid have a 

different opinion. In the end, it seemed to be more of tool to provide justification as 

opposed to direct public policy; therefore, both sides were able to draw h m  the findings 

when it suited them. 

7. What are the wider implications of the new legislation for Canadian society and 

the criminal justice system (cg., crime prevention, net widening, etc.)? 

The implications of Bill C-68 may differ dependhg on one's ideological 

perspective. Critical criminologists may point to the criminalization of acts that were 

lawful prior to the full implementation of the Fireanns Act. Failure to possess a fuearm 

with a valid licence and valid registration certificate may result in a criminal record. The 

continuous screening of individuais with guns also intensifies the state's monitoring of its 

"Iawfùi" citizens. 

Inspection powers under the Fireannr Act may increase the monitoring of citizens 

as well. Contrary to the research literature on the detemence effect of mandatory 

minimum's, the legislation increased mandatory penalties to four years. Offenders will 

therefore remain under the m p e ~ s i o n  of the state for a longer penod of t h e .  The 

legislation prohibited over 50% of the restncted hanâguns c m n t l y  registered with the 

RCMP. Most of the restricted guns are graridfathered to current owners. 

Whether these measures will a c W y  reduce the level of deaihs and injuries 

caused by fïrearms is a topic for another thesis and for fiinire evaluators to explore. 



However, what is evident in the legislation is that the state bas successfully increased its 

net social control capability. Regardless of the intentions of law-makers or pro-gun 

control advocates these would seem to be the wider implications. As one of the interview 

participant indicated, the legislation is symbolic of Parliament's concem over the use of 

fireanns in our society. Any benefit derived from this legislation will be realized over the 

long-tem. 



Before addressing the final research questions, it is important to start with a brief 

review of the theory and political climate in Canada during the law-making process. 

First, according to Süucnual Manrists the function of the state is to use the law on behalf 

of the long-term interest of capital. The use of law is primarily to ensure harrnony and 

stability to facilitate the accumulation of capital. The ideology within democratic society 

legitimates the use of force and justifies the state's power to label individuals, groups, 

objects, and behaviour as deviant. Instability aml dishamony typically aise out of 

confiicts between capital and labour within capitalist society. Therefore, any concessions 

afforded to labour are viewed as simply short-term solutions to the on-going conflict. 

This view as mentioned in Chapter Two presents a tautological dilemma that espouses an 

economically deterministic world. Chambliss and Seidman (1982) put forth a view that 

accepts the structural systems in place, while at the same time recognizing the importance 

of individuals within a particular system and epoch. They write: 

An alternative mode1 that avoids the tautological tendencies of pluralist 
and niling class theory employs the logic of the dialectic: the theory that 
every society, nation, economic system, and historical period contain 
within them certain contradictory elements which are the moving force 
behind social changes including the creation of law. The dialectic stresses 
what we have emphasized, throughout: that people, not systems, societies, 
or the legal order, but people acting in the face of extant resources and 
constraints (Chambliss and Seidman, 1982: 144). 

The political environment in Canada following the 1993 election was clear. The 

L~krals were given a resoundhg mandate to restore public confidence in goverommt, to 

maintain "the social fabric" and most irnportantly to command "fiscal discipline" over the 

affairs of the state which was promised to create economic gcowth and of most concem to 

individuals, it was to mate jobs. 



The Liberal majonty in the House of Commons ensured that it would be able to 

conduct its mandate proficientiy. The split opposition in the House of Commons meant 

that most of the "consequentiai" debate in Parliament was to take place in the Liberal 

~aucus. '*~ The Prime Minister, in choosing Allan Rock as his Minister of Justice sent a 

message to Caucus that he was serious about undertaking crimuid justice reform. It was 

reported in the media that Rock was apparently hand picked by a Liberal strategist and 

that he had ambitions. Minister Rock would not disappoint the Prime Minister who made 

a commitment to the resolutions passed at the Liberal Policy Conventions in May 1994. 

Furthemore, interview participants revealed that Minister Rock personally believed in 

his rhetoric, that stricter firearms legislation would Save lives and make Canada a "safer 

and more kinder nation." 

The political vacuum and the pursuit of fiscal consewatism were said to have 

created a "hunger" for more traditional Liberal policies. Accordhg to one political 

pundit this thirst was king quenched by gun control. He writes: "what Liberals hunger 

for is a liberal agenda, but one that does not cost much money. Enter Mr. Rock. Before 

Finance Paul Martin's Tory-in-a-hurry budget of Febnüuy, Mr. Rock's refoxm agenda 

will give most Liberals something to feel good about."125 Others have argued that the 

legislation is purely symbolic and that it was a smoke screen; detracthg attention away 

from the cuts the Liberals have imposed on  anad di ans.'^^ 

124 Simpson, leffery. llre oniy real debates arefwnd within the c c o m  of the Liberul Party. Globe and 
Mail. Febniary 16, 1995. - 
lz5 Simpson, krery. Allan Rock's justice agendaprvmises lively debate in thefiture. Globe and Mail. 
November 24,1994. 
' ~ 6  Vienneau, David. Contmversies take the heat oflMartzh: despite tough budget, justice minister drew 
mostfire fmm W s .  Toronto Star. June 6, 1995. 



Such circumstances generate an ideai opportunity for supporters of stricter 

firearms legislation to proceed with the law-making process. They made claims that the 

law as it stands did not alleviate a "social problem." They provided "facts" to defme and 

demonstrate that a "social problem" existed within a left ideological fiamework that was 

visible in their discourse. Opponents also participated in the process attempting to 

redefuie the "social problem." They presented a discourse that was based in the right 

ideology. The state in this case was not a mediator between the lefi and right, it was part 

of the left ideology, which supported the enactment of stricter legislation "in order to 

maintain Canada's peaceful characte?', or for the greater good. There was no evidence to 

suggest that the legislation sternmed fkom a confiict between capital and labour. The 

state did not react to an increase in fuem deaths and injuries; the statistics show that 

these were decreasing. 

However, the evidence contained in this research supports the thesis that as part of 

its election platform, the Liberal govenunent introduced and later passed legislation in 

reaction to the outrage expressed by individuals, law enforcement, public health, pro-gun 

control organizations (Uicluding vicths) and women's groups after the École 

Polytechnique incident. It was a reaction to the moral crusaders who said that the current 

law (Bill C-17) was inadequate. 

As a general response to the mord crusaders, the legislation was proposed and 

shaped and became law according to a struggle between individuals in different 

orgaaizations and with different spheres of influence (power) and resources (money). 

These individuals competed for a particular option within the formal (Parliament) and 

informai settings (media, research) of society, espousing the me& of their proposal 



based on two general ideologies. Now that the research questions have been addressed it 

is e q d y  important that the thesis examine the limitations of this qualitative research. 

Limitations of the Research 

Al1 research has its limitations and weak links. 1 will attempt to articulate 

possible criticisms and their remedies below. 

First, critics may point out that the conclusions reached by this sort of study 

cannot be generalized to other law-making enterprises. In response, it is fair to state that 

the scope of this study will not readily allow for bold generalizations. However, 1 do 

believe that it does identify significant steps dong the way and provides a mcthodology 

that may be applied to similar expenences. In Schneider's discussion of social problems 

theory and the utilization of a natuml history approach, he indicates that a heuristic 

method may Iead to premature generalization and prediction ... and "[Slince 

generalization is an essential part of scientific work, a cautious strategy would be to 

examine studies fiom sirnilar settings" (Schneider, 1985). 1 agree with Schneider that 

generalizations should be made with caution and support the replication of similar case 

studies to examine other law-making experiences. 

Second, given the complexity of the issue and the myriad of possible 

explanations, how can such an approach necessarily get at the truth or answer correctly 

the two research questions? In fact, a similar study, conducted by Paul Rock (1986), on 

the development of the victim's initiative did not exam the question of origin. His focus 

was prllnarily to examine and descnbe the historical developments, emphasizing different 

individuais and criticai moments. Rock also points out m e r  difficuities with 



conducting such studies in that officials and other interested parties may not be willing 

(or able cotisciously or sub-consciously) to disclose information that will actually get at 

the ~nrth. The following statement by Rock is quite relevant to the obstacles that stand 

before this research study. He writes: 

Any quest for the origins of the victims initiative would unearth a variety of 
eligible explanations which lend themselves to different layers of d y t i c a l  
abstraction and emphasis. It is a quest made particularly complicated by the 
propensity of oficials to fumish their own history and causality as they explore 
and justiQ what they do. As a matter of course, officials read about what others 
have done, excavating deeper and deeper into the past of a policy. Thus, when 
an outside contractor was engaged to undertake research for the Department, he 
spoke with oficials and devoted himself to rapid familiaridon with the 
literature on victim needs (Rock, 1986:68). 

1 will fmt adcûess the issue of interpreiation and getting at the origin of the law. 

Identical to the above point on generalizations, as long as the rnethodology is sound and 

cm be ieplicated by others, others are fkee to argue a variety of explanations. Hahn- 

Rafter's (1990) wotk on constructionist theory and the cnminal justice system, challenges 

the notion- of scientific objectivity. She wiites: 

... while it [constructionist approach] challenges the notion of value-fiee, it does 
so on the basis of empirical evidence and in order to enhance, not obscure, 
understanding of the world. It may make us uncornfortable noting that ultimate 
tmth is hard to attain, but that observation, too is based on evidence (Hahn- 
Rafter, 1990:385). 

This issue became even more salient during a lecnue given to a class studying 

policy development and the role of research. The instmctor stated that social science is 

based on building the straw man and having other researchers attempt to tear it dom. As 

well, taking h m  one of the tenants of the scientific method, that f'hdings must be able to 

be disproven on the basis of the scientific method, facilitates the crucial exercise of 

debunking (Nachmias and Nachmias, 1987). With respect to intemiew participants 



diwlging select realities, for whatever reason, I am conscious of this hazard, however, I 

am not overly concemed. Because this issue can be applied to other studies, and because 

1 examined a variety of data sources, such select realities were either supported by the 

overall evidence or rejected. Furthemore, aven rny length of involvement on the 

b a r m s  file, such incidents were readily identified and confirmed or rebuffed. 

Third, critics will likely point to the semi-stnictured interviews did not include 

members of lobby groups, who support or reject the new legislation, and as a result, the 

conclusions reached in the study may not be representative. Afier serious consideration, 

it was decided not to interview memben of these groups for a couple of reasons. The 

first is, 1 believed 1 had an ethical responsibility to let them know that 1 was both an 

acadernic researcher and an employee of the Department of Justice. Knowing that 1 was 

an employee of the Department of Justice would have possibly influenced their 

responses, given the controversial nature of the debate. Second, given the volume of 

documentary evidence that was examined for this thesis, which included a mass of 

information fiom both sides of the lobby, 1 believe that the review of the documents 

themselves will be sufficient in representing their views. 

Finally, critics may mise the question of researcher bias and question my 

objectivity given the fact that 1 was an employee of the Department of Justice. 1 would 

respond to such criticisms by stating that mearchers are entitled to examine the 

documentary evidence before drawing such conclusions. While 1 do support the notion 

of h a r m s  control, my conclusions are based on the data assembled for this research and 

not my personal views. I would encourage others to pursue the same research questions 

in the fùture when govemment documents, such as Cabinet decisions, are made public. 

These types of documents may shed additional iight on the ongin of Canada's gun 

contml legislation and its intentions. 



Postscript on the nieomticd Fmmework and IdeoIogy 

With the benefit of having completed the data analysis, the purpose of this section 

is to address the integration of the Structural Mantist perspective within the theoretical 

framework. More specifically, what is the contribution of Structural Marxist theory to 

the theoretical Wework  and how is it different fiom the Liberal Pluralist approach. 

Ai first glance the data presented in this thesis may suggest that the Liberal 

Pluralist approach better explains why the 1995 legislation was adopted by the House of 

Parliament compared to the Stmciural Marxist perspective. Competing interests lobbied 

the state and as a result of a struggle the pro-gun control groups were victorious over the 

anti-gun control. While the Liberal Pluralist approach appears to provide a reasonable 

framework; the Structural Marxist perspective was chosen at the outset of this research 

for the following reasons. First, the Marxist approach recognizes the d e  of law as an 

ideological tool to be used by the state to ensure stability and harmony in capitalist 

s o c i e ~ u s  ensuring capital accumulation. Accordingly, the structure of capitalist 

society (including the legal sphere) and the state are said to favour capital over labour in 

the long-tem. Second, it recognizes that individuals and organizations in conflict do aot 

have equal access to the law and resources required to effect change or legal refom. The 

focus on ideology and the recognition that there is inequality between opposing groups, 

and that the state is aot an impartial participant in the law-making process is a significant 

departure from the Liberal Pluralist approach. In contnist, the Liberal Pluralist approach 

assumes that the state is a neutrai actor mediating between opposing groups with the 

assistance of the law ensuring fair cornpetition and equality. While these assumptions 

provide a rationaie for choosing the Structural Maorist perspective there are inherent 

limitations within the approach as well. 



Burtch (1992) outlines some of the criticisms levied agahst Marxist and Neo- 

Marxist theory. First, it is argued that the theory presents concepts that are difficult to 

operationalize and therefore difficult to test. For example, the defintion of ruling class. 

Second, MaoOst theory is too dependent on economic detenninism and reduces "the 

complexity of social and economic confiict (Burtch quothg Collins, 1992:38). Third, as 

the literature review above indicated legal reforms arise h m  contradictions in capitalist 

society and conflict between capital and labour. Laws are Mewed in this case as remedies 

to disputes between capital and labour in the long-term interest of capital. Maocist theory 

therefore has difficulty explaining the creatioa of laws outside the economic sphere, in 

cases that do not involve codict between capital and labour stemming from 

contradictions in capitalist society. 

From the above discussion, addressing the why question fiom a purely Marxist 

approach does pose challenges. However, the integraiion of the Manrist approach and its 

assumptions provided the basis for the seven sub-questions, which were revised from 

Encson's (1 987) research. Charnbliss and Seidman's (1982) dialectic mode1 mitigated to 

a large extent the notion of economic determinism and focused the thesis to examine the 

struggle between groups; recognizing the structural obstacles faced by competing 

interests in a specific historical penod. The difficulty bat remains is the applicabiiity of 

the Stnicnual Marxist perspective to help explain conflict between parties outside the 

capital-labour dichotomy stemmhg fiom other variables besides contradictions in 

capitalist society. The Feminist critique of the Manrist perspective espoused the 

inclusion of gender and class when malyzhg conflicts in capitalist society. Perhaps 

friture theoretical research codd examine conflict stemmhg h m  other factors in 

capitalist society and that occur between divisions other than gender, and capital and 

labour. This is supported by the research conducted by Gusfield (1963, 1986) on the 



temperance movement and drinking and MWig in the United States which revealed that 

conflicts can be based in divisions other than capital and labour. 

The work of Miller (1973) and the insights of the Manrist perspective, which 

focused on the role of ideology, formed the rationale for organizing the fueanns 

discourse within the left and right camps at the outset. It is important at this juncture to 

recognize the existence of other divisions within the discourse. The data revealed that in 

addition to the lefl and nght dichotomy, the confîict could be organized on other fronts 

including ownership (gun ownerhon-gun owner) gender (male/female), location 

(dan/&),  and constitutional power (provincial and temtonal/federal). Although the 

ideological division of lefi and right may not be applicable in al1 cases (e.g., how can the 

police be seen as left?), 1 wouid argue that it is one of the most consistent divisions 

throughout the data. Even within the context of constitutional power, the Alberta Court 

of Appeal decisions echoed the sentiments of the lefl and right ideological positions. The 

Alberta Court of Appeal was asked to address the following questions: 

2(1) Do the licensing provisions, insofar as they relate to an ordinary firearm, constitute 
an infringement of the jurisdiction of the Legislature of Alberta with respect to the 
regdation of property and civil rights pursuant to S. 92(13) of the Constitution Act, 1867? 

2(2) If the answer to the question posed in subsection (1) is "yes", are the licensing 
provisions uitm vires the Parliament of Canada insofar as they regulate the possession or 
ownership of an ordinary fïrearm? 

3(1) Do the registmtion provisions, as they relate to an ordinary faam, constitute an 
inçingement of the juridiction of the Legislature of Aiberta with respect to the 
regulation of property and civil rights pursuant to S. 92(13) of the Constitution Act, 186P 

3(2) If the answer to the question posed in subsection (1) is "yes", are the registration 
provisions ultra vires the Parliament of Canada insofar as they require registration of an 
o d h y  fiieiar~n?'~~ 

'" In the Matter of section 27(1) of the Judicazure Act, RS.A. 1980, chapter J-1 and in the Matter of a 
reference by the Lieutenant Govemor in Couacil to the Court of Appeal of Alberta for hearing and 
consideration of the questions set out in Order in Council461/96 respecthg the Fireunns Act, S.C. 1995 
chapter 39. (1998) A.J. No. 1028. Docket: 9602-0497-AC. 



On September 29, 1998 the Alberta Court of Appeal handed down a three to two 

decision in favour of the federal govemment's 1995 gun legislation, the Fiream Act. It 

was reported that Chief Justice Fraser, Madam Justice Hetherington, and Mr. Justice 

Berger, in t h e  separate opinions, advised that the legislation is valid under the federai 

govemment's criminal law power. More specifically, the decisions meant that the 

replation of "ordinary firearms" was constitutiod. Justice Conrad and M g  dissented 

Uidicating that the law was an infringement on provincial powers and as a result was 

unconstitutional. As mentioned above the decisions contain left (e.g., greater good) and 

right (e.g., selfkiefence) ideological perspectives based on whether the judge niled in 

favour or against the federal govemment. For example, Chief Justice Fraser writes: 

. . .I agree with Canada that the licensing and registration provisions are 
inextricably intertwined and comprehensively comected with meeting 
legitimate public safety concems associated with al1 firearms, including 
ordinary frearms [para 1971.. . with these latest measures, Parliament has 
sought to balance public safety concems against the legitimate use of 
ordinary fireams for safety and sustenance concems as well as hunting ... 
This is not regulation for regdation's sake but regulation for safety's sake 
and the federal government is not controlling ordinary fïrearms as property 
but as dangerous weapons [para2 121. 

On the other side of the decision, Justice Conrad views the actions of the federal 

government as unconstitutional. Justice Conrad argued that the legislation criminalized 

"law-abiding gun owners" and that the federal government does not recognize the 

benefits of fireann owneahip. Justice Conrad writes: 

Firearms are essential for mrvivd in many parts of Canada, where hunting 
is necessary to provide food or protection from preâators. Guns provide a 
means of defence [para469]. 

The practicai effect of the Fireanns Act is to turn to&y's law-abiding gun 
owners into tomorrow's criminai offenders for the mere failure to hold a 
registration certifiate or hold a licence which says that they cm do that 
which they been doing legally and safely in the past w 2  11. 



The decision has been appealed to the Supreme Court Challenge of Canada and 

motions and arguments are scheduled to take place in the fa11 of 1999. In the meantirne, 

the limitations and the challenges encountered during this research should not preclude 

others h m  pursuing similar research questions. In conclusion, what this thesis clearl y 

demonstrates is the complexity of legislahg in a pluralist society. 
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APPENDIX A 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

Title - nie Oriciins of Canada's 1995 Firearms ieaislation 

This thesis project is a qualitative research study in the field of sociology of law, which 
will examine the origins of Canada's newest firearms legislation. More specifically, it m'Il 
atternpt to answer two research questions: 

1. Why did the Govemment intioduce new fireams legislation in Novemkr, 
19943; and, 

2. How did the new legislation borne  lm? 

In order to address these two questions, the research will involve three phases: (1) 
literature review; (2) documentary analysis; and (3) in-person interviews with key 
inforrnants (e.g., justice officials). The literature review will cover a bmad spectrum of 
articles, reports and studies that study the ofigins of other legislation including previous 
research on firearms control. This phase will help to develop a theoretical framework or 
approach to identify specific concepts and characteristics that may shed light on the 
above research questions. The second phase will examine publicly available documents, 
which include newspaper and magazine articles, press releases, minutes from 
Cornmittee and Parliamentary debates, research reports and data published by Statistics 
Canada. The third phase of the research project will involve the implementation of an in- 
person interview with key infomants. 

The i n te~kw with key infomants will provide further insight into law-making that is not 
available from the secondary data (documentary review). The information collecteci in 
this phase will supplement the researcher's observations and will allow for some 
preliminary theorizing. Overall, the interview phase will involve five ôifferent stages: a) 
instrument design (see attached questionnaire); b) sample seleclion (wnvenience 
sample); c) pre-test and final revisions; d) implementation; and e) analysis and findings. 

The semi-structured interviews will address the following issearch issues within 
the law-making process: 

role of special interest groups (and individuals within these groups); 
role of public officials (bureaucracy); 
role of politicians (Minister's Office and PMO); 
role of media; 
role of research (govemment reports and others); 
theorizing fireanns contml (e.g., why and how questions); and, 
the importance of timing and critical events. 



CONSENT FORM 

Name of Project 

Reseatch Type 

Name of Researcher 
Telephone 
Faculty Advisor 
Telephone 
Institution 

The Oriains of Canada's 1995 Firearms Lecrislation 

Master's thesis 
ûamir Kukec 

61 &56S=4lIl 
Dr. Russell Srnandych 

2û4-474446 
University of Manitoba, 
Department of Sodology 

Research projects that use human subjects require the written consent of those subjects. 
Given the respect owed to you, the University of Manitoba of Winnipeg and the 
Research Ethics Review Cornmittee have made this type of agreement mandatory. 
PIease read the following statements camfully and fiIl in the applicable spaws 
@leare prlnt). If you have any questions please cal1 Damir Kukec at 565.41 11. 

CONSENT FORM STATEMENTS 

1, , agree to take part in the study on the new f irems 
legislation (Bill C-68) conducted by Damir Kukec of the Sociology Department from the 
University of Manitoba, I have reviewed the Pmmt hscription and understand that 
the purpose of the study is to address hno research quetstions: 

1. Why did the Governmnt Introduce new firearms Iegislation in November, 
19941; and, 2. How did the new legislation becorne law? 

My participation essentially involves an in-person interview with the researchet. I will 
be asked a set of questions that have been provided to me prior to the scheduled 
interview that will include the following items: 

1. Background Information; 
2. Roles and Contributions; and 
3. Theorizing About Law Making. 

I understand that my participation in this study is voluntary and that I c m  simply 
refuse to participate in the project. I am al80 fme to withdraw from the proje* a? any 
the, or I can refuse ?O answer questions without the risk of reprisal. 

I understand that the data and nwults will be used only by the researcher and for 
the pupose of completing this research project, and that their confidentiality will be 
maintaineci. 



I understand tha anonymity may not be possible ghen that only a small number of 
respondents will be intewiewed for the study. On the issue of anonymity, I have 
selected the option below (please check one): 

I will not be quoted, unless a pseudonym (fail name) is used. 
I will be quoted, but only without any identification (i.e., one perron said thaf...) 
I will be quoted. but only along *th my employment status or category (e.g., legal counsel or researcher) 
I will be quoted, but only atong with my institutional status or affiliation (e.g., University of Ottawa, Professor) 
I wilt be quoted, along with my name and identification (ag., T. Jones, Department of Justice, Researcher) 

Tape recording of interview will be listened to only by the researcher Damir Kukec; the 
tape and any notesAranscript produced during or after the interview will be destroyed at 
the end of the project. I cm,  however, refuse to have the interview tapeâ (please check 
one). 

El I agree to have the interview taped 
I do not want the intewiew taped. 

I undeistand that the researcher may be critical of my response or actions as part of 
the research project. I undeistand that the final thesis report will be publicly 
availaMe and that comments made by me could be criticized by the public and the 
researcher. I understand that I will have the opportunity to review sections of the thesis 
which refer to my comments or answers stemrning from this interview prior to publishing 
the final report. 

If I have information requests or cornplaints about the ethical conduct of the project, I 
can contact the University of Manitoba, Department of Saciology, Research Ethics 
Review Committee (and the Faculty of Arts Committee on Research lnvolving Human 
Subjects), and that any cornplaint regarding a procedure may be reported to the Head of 
the Department of Sociology (204-474-9260) for referral to the Research Ethics Review 
Cornmittee. 

This consent tom has Iwo copies, one of which I may kwp. 

If I have any questions, I may contact Damir Kukec. 

Participants 
signature: 

Researc hem 
signature: 

Date 

Date 
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SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW 

CONFIRMATION - INTRODUCTION 

First, I would like to thank you for agreeing io meet with me to aaswer a few questions 
conceming the origin of the new f h a ~ l l ~  legislation, the Fiream Act (Bill C-68). 

Before 1 begin with the formal interview 1 want to ensure that you have completed the 
consent form and that you understand its contents. Do you have any question 
conceming the consent form, the inte~ew process (e.g., tape recording), or the research 
project overall? 

Comments and Notes 



SECTION ONE - BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

The purpose of the following questions are to gain a better understanding of the expertise 
and experience iespondents have concerning the firearms control initiative oved,  and 
more specifically the new legislation itself. 

1. What is your current job title and area of mpoasibility? 

IIf in fîtearms initiative - probe for otber job titles and responsibllitks within the 
f imrms initiative1 

2. A n  you still working within the firearms control initiative? If y-, skip to 

r- uestion 4. 

3. What was your job title and area of responsibility during the time you spent 
worling witbin the firearms initiative? 

(probe for other job titles and responsibiiities within the firearms initiative] 

$+ 4. How long bave you (did you) worked on the gun control file overall and more 
specLficaUy, with this current legislation? 

1 Firearms Initiative 1 1 
1 Fireanns Act 1 1 



SECTION TWO - ROLES AND CONTRIBUTIONS 

The next questions will centre on timing and the roles and contributions of different 
individuals and groups. The first will attempt to une& at what point appmximately the 
law-making process started, and second, to ascertain what role or contribution individuals 
and groups made d u ~ g  the law-making process. 

5. Tbinking about the Firearms Act, when did you Iearn that the Government was 
thinking of proceeding with new firearms legislation? 

6. When were you specüically informed that the Covernmeat was going to 
introduce the new Iaw and by whom? 

7. Thinking about Universaï Redstration, when did you Iearn tbat the Government 
was thinking of including universal registration in the new law? 

8. When were you specifically informed that the Government was going to include 
Universal RePistration in the new Iaw and by whom? 

Part - Two - Thinking about the new Firearms A n  and more specifically about 
Universal Redstration: 

9. Wbat role and contribution do you think the lobbv mouw made to the Iaw- 
making process? 

[probe for names of lobbv erouw and any specific contributions made) 

10. Wbat role and contribution do you think politicians made to the law-making 
procew? 

[probe for specifie contributions made] 

11. What role and contribution do you think the m d a  made to the Iaw-making 
process? 

[probe for media and any specific contributions made (e.g., Globe and Md)] 

12. What role and contribution do you think the bureaucncv made to the Iaw- 
making process? 

[probe for specific contributions made] 



13. What role and contribution do you think the researcb made to the law-making 
pmess? 

[probe for researchers and aay s p M c  contributions made (e.g., Department of 
Justice Research)] 

[probe for names of renortsl 



SECTION TEREE - TsEORTZING ABOUT LAW MAKING 

The purpose of this section is to S o m  the development of new theories or the 
enhancement of existing theories that examine the law-making process. 

Public Civil Servants Oaly - Recognizing the oath pubüc servants take and your 
obligations concerning confidentidty, based on your opinion, viens, and experience 
conceming the firearms legisladon: 

14. Why do you think the Government decided to introduce new drearms 
legislation? 

15. Thinking about the dinerent elements of the new firearms legislation, wbicb ones 
standout and why? 

a. Universal Registra tion 
b. Universal Licensing 
c. New Mandatory Minimum Sentences (Increased) 
d. New Firearms Safety Education Requirements 
e. Creating new penalties for smuggling and trafïicking lrearms 
fa Others mentioned by Respondent - 

16. Wbat were some of the critica1 events or moments in the Iaw-making process? 

[probe for possible steps within the informai area - for example - definition and 
ownenhip of the issue]. 

17. Wbat impact do you think the legislation will have on Canadian sodety and 
public health and safety? 

Before 1 conclude with the interview, do you have any comments regardhg the new 
legislation and this researc h project? 

18. Comments - 
Conclude interview and thank respondent. 




